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Life, limb and money continues to be lost in agriculture world-wide as a result of 
vehicles overturning on sloping land. It appears that vehicle operators lack the 
information required to prevent this. 
Studies of overturning accidents on hillsides have suggested that overturning is 
often the result of dynamic vehicle behaviour and in particular the result of striking 
discrete terrain obstacles. Currently, the only standard measure of the stability of 
vehicles for hillside use is the static stability limit. Several researchers have studied 
the response of vehicles striking discrete obstacles and have computed reductions 
in safe slope with increases in speed or obstacle height. However, there are many 
variables influencing the vehicle response, and no 'dynamic stability' test has been 
proposed and adequately backed up with theoretical analysis. This thesis describes 
work to provide more insight into the complex problem of vehicle dynamic stability, 
leading to a proposal for a dynamic stability test. 
A DADS computer model has been developed and validated by comparison with a 
farm trailer constrained on a test rig, with test variables speed, slope, tyre pressure, 
moment of inertia, static wheel load, static stability limit and obstacle length. It was 
found in both empirical and simulated cases that the trailer response reached a 
maximum at a certain speed, dependent on the natural frequency of the system, and 
that the overturning slope was at a minimum at that speed. The completed model 
predicted the slope on which the trailer overturned to within 27% of the slope in 
95% of cases. Attaining this level of accuracy involved a detailed study of tyre 
properties, especially radial stiffness. It was found, unexpectedly, that this decreased 
by around 50% during large amplitude dynamic compression such as occurs when 
striking an obstacle. 
The least overturning slope was shown, using a two degree of freedom computer 
model, to decrease linearly with increase in obstacle height, with the rate of 
decrease being dependent on the vehicle parameters but independent of the length 
of the test obstacle. The rate of decrease was thus observed to be an unbiased 
measure of dynamic stability; the greater its value, the less dynamically stable the 
vehicle. It has been named in this thesis the 'Dynamic Overturning-Slope Reduction 
Index'. If the linearity between least overturning slope and obstacle height is 
confirmed experimentally, the index may be calculated from a single least 
overturning slope value and the static stability limit. 
The relationship between the proposed index and the vehicle parameters was 
studied and it was found that static wheel load and tyre stiffiess affected it most 
significantly. The index appeared to increase with the square root of the tyre 
stiffness and decrease with the square root of the static wheel load. The index could 
be used in conjunction with the static stability limit to compute a slope below which 
it would be theoretically safer to use the more dynamically stable vehicle. 
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Introduction 
In many countries in the world, more of the land area is becoming used for 
agriculture, and there is pressure to farm the existing land more intensively. The 
spread of technology is making this possible by reducing the difficulties associated 
with farming rough and hilly land (UNIDO, 1983). However, associated with the 
use of wheeled machinery on marginal land is the very real danger of vehicle 
overturning. This continues to occur even in the 'developed' nations, on land which 
has been farmed using wheeled machinery for decades. Unfortunately drivers of off-
road agricultural machinery have available to them almost no information on safe 
operating limits, except the static stability limit of the vehicle, if this has been 
measured. 
Concern about the increasing number of fatalities which were being caused by 
overturning accidents led to the introduction of the safety cab on tractors. In the 
UK, legislation was introduced in 1967 requiring new tractors to be equipped with 
safety cabs. (MAFF and DAFS, 1969). Legislation was introduced in many other 
developed countries at a similar time. 
However, safety cabs do not prevent accidents, and while loss of life and limb is 
usually avoided with'a safety cab fitted, the losses in time and money resulting from 
overturning accidents remain significant. Worse, since safety cabs are not designed 
to withstand the extent of dynamic forces possible when a tractor overturns on a 
steep slope and then continues to roll down the slope, deaths do still occur. These 
factors have generated much research into the causes of overturning. 
Several authors have suggested that a dynamic test of vehicle stability to supersede 
or compliment the existing static stability test is required to provide vital extra 
information about vehicle-hillside interaction. However, as yet no standard test 
exists because of the complications and uncertainties surrounding vehicle dynamic 
behaviour. 
1 
1. The stability problem 
This chapter reviews the work which has been conducted by others interested in 
reducing the number of overturning accidents and some other related work 
concerning vehicle dynamics. Work has focused on the improvement of vehicle 
design, the fitting of warning instruments and advancing the understanding of the 
causes of overturning accidents. The work reviewed here is ordered according to 
the subject though where similar works are described they are given 
chronologically. Based on an assessment of the current state of development of the 
work, the objectives for the research described in this thesis were defined. These 
objectives and the proposed ways of meeting them are given at the end of this 
chapter. 
1.1 Overturning accidents in agriculture 
	
1.1.1 	Fatal accidents 
In the U.S.A., a report (National Safety Council, 1982) recorded the death rate 
(deaths per 100,000 tractors) as varying between a maximum of 9.7 in 1969 and a 
minimum of 4.4 in 1977, over the years 1969 to 1980. During 1980, tractor 
overturns accounted for 48% of all on-the-farm tractor related deaths. 
In the U.K., the most recent Health and Safety Executive (HSE) study (1986) 
showed a continuous fall from over 60 fatalities as a result of overturning accidents 
in 1966, to 20 in 1984 for drivers of self-propelled machines. This decline in 
numbers was attributed to the introduction of safety cabs. Confirming this, 
Schwanghart (1978) plotted the fatalities per 10,000 tractors per year against the 
year of tractor manufacture instead of year of accident. This showed clearly a sharp 
fall in the fatality rate after safety cabs were introduced in West Germany. 
1.1.2 	Non-fatal accidents 
Baligand (1978) and Monk et al. (1986) conducted studies recording non-fatal as 
well as fatal overturning accidents. Both of these studies show that the number of 
non-fatal accidents far exceeds the number of fatal ones. During one year in France, 
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Bailgand reported 40 fatalities but 350 serious injuries and 1,662 accidents resulting 
in at least one day off work. Monk et al. made a study of reported accidents in 
Britain in 1981/82, and carried out a survey of unreported accidents by sending 
questionnaires to 850 farms. They reported 10 fatal accidents but 1,234 non-fatal 
accidents with estimated costs to the British economy of £576,000 and £3.3 million 
respectively (at 1982 prices). 
1.1.3 	Types and causes of overturning accident 
Wilisey and Liljedahl (1969) interviewed 145 drivers who had survived overturning 
accidents. Of these accidents, 120 had been sideways overturns, 21 rear overturns, 
and four front overturns. The tractors were equipped with front end loaders in 25% 
of cases, and this and terrain obstacles were concluded to be the main cause of 
accident. Many of the tractors were travelling at less than 8 km/h (2.2 m/s). 
In a study of 114 tractor sideways overturning accidents, Chisholm (1972) noted 
that implements or trailers were attached to tractors in about three-quarters of 
overturning accidents. Whitaker (1973) noted that about half the tractors were out 
of control before overturning, usually sliding down the hillside. 
Hunter (1981) found that forage harvesting equipment (harvester and trailer) 
without brakes, which gave no load transfer to the rear wheels of a 2WD tractor, 
could cause the tractor to start sliding down the hill on a slope of only 6 degrees, 
with a serious risk of jack-knifing. Crolla and Spencer (1984) observed that a 
tractor on its own could descend steep slopes but if ground adhesion were lost it 
could slew round (depending on whether it were heavier at the rear) and overturn 
sideways (owing to side forces generated on all four tyres), or possibly slew right 
round and continue to slide in reverse. 
Owen and Hunter (1983) classified 560 reported accidents by limitation of tractor 
or driver misjudgement, including whether there was trailed or mounted equipment. 
An example of driver misjudgement was driving into a ditch, while driving onto too 
steep a slope was considered a limitation of the machine. Their total findings are 
given in Table 1.1 Significant findings of this study include that machine limitations 
were exceeded in more than half of the accidents (55%), and that of these accidents, 
trailed equipment was present in 46% of cases and mounted equipment in 45% of 
cases. Figure 1.1 shows the results of an accident on a 25 degree cross slope where 
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Table 1.1 	Classification of tractor overturning accidents (from Hunter, 1983) 




Not recorded 	Number % 
Stability loss 
Slope exceeds tip angle 36 55 2 2 	 95 1 7 Speed high 24 22 10 - 56 lOa 
Ground rough 12 18 4 - 	 34 6a 
Control loss 69 42 12 2 	 125 22a 
Driver's misjudgement 50 64 29 2 	 145 26 
iviiscei,aneous 38 39 28 	 - 	 105b 	19 
Total 229 240 85 	 6 	 560 
% 41 43 15 	 1 
aTractor limitations exceeded in 55% of total accidents. 
Miscellaneous  accidents included traffic accidents (28) and driverless tractors (37) 
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Figure 1.1 	A multi-roll accident on a 25 degree side slope where the spreader 
overturned and pulled the tractor over even though the tractor was fitted with dual 
wheels. 
a trailed spreader overturned and pulled the tractor over even though the tractor 
was fitted with dual wheels. 
1.2 Terrain variables 
A full description of terrain for the vehicle user needs to include slope and ground 
roughness and some measure of the friction coefficient [as well as other factors, e.g. 
ground hardness (cone index), ground cover etc.]. Slope can be measured in 
degrees or percent or gradient, the latter two units are simply alternative ways of 
expressing the tangent of the slope. Ground roughness is defined as the coefficient 
relating the amplitude squared spectral density in meters 2/cycle/meter to the spatial 
frequency (cycles per meter) but sometimes a more crude measure, the r.m.s. 
variation in profile height at a single spatial frequency (after detrending) is used 
(Murphy and Randolph, 1993). 
Land in agricultural use is seldom steeper than 40 degrees but can be very rough as 
a result of erosion caused by the passing of heavy vehicles (Owen, personal 
communication). Terrain studied at the Nevada Automotive Test Center had 
roughness between 0.01m and 0.11 m  r.m.s. (Murphy and Randolph, 1993). 
On grass, Quigley (1986) found the braking force coefficient under a tractor tyre to 
vary between .93 and .23 as a result of variations in grass conditions and tyre and 
vehicle parameters, implying a very wide range of slopes on which a machine can 
slide out of control. 
1.3 Matching vehicles to terrain 
A true measure of the mobility of a vehicle needs to account for the vehicle's ability 
to cope with all terrain factors. Nato include as many factors as possible in the Nato 
Reference Mobility Model (NRMM) in which terrain is characterised in adjacent 
units (e.g., Unit 1 = 30% slope, 0.1m r.m.s. ground roughness, etc.) (Murphy and 
Randolph, 1993). By predicting the speed that a (military) vehicle can traverse each 
unit, or whether a 1NoGo' situation exists for a given vehicle and that unit, it is 
possible to predict journey times. 
Within hill farming, it is more likely to be safety from overturning rather than time 
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that is critical when considering mobility. From the accident reports, slope appeared 
to be a particularly limiting factor in agricultural vehicle mobility. Hunter (199 1) has 
built up a general picture of the relationship between slope and stability as shown in 
Table 1.2. 
Table 1.2 	Slope and stability limits (from Hunter, 1991) 
Slope 
Degrees Percentage Gradient Description 	Unstable machine 
0 0 Flat Tractor, cornering at high 
speed 
5 9 1 	in 	11 Gentle Tractor, cornering at full lock, 
e.g. with mounted mower 
10 18 1 in 6 Medium Tractor, with big round bale 
on front loader (tipping 
sideways) 
Articulated-steer loader (some 
configurations) 
15 27 1 in 4 Steep Tractor, with heavy mounted 
sprayer (rearing) 
Silage trailer, full or unevenly 
loaded 
20 36 1 	in 3 Very steep Trailed equipment, e.g. lime 
spreader, dung spreader, or 
slurry tanker (but less stable 
when part-full) 
25 47 1 in 2 Excessive Tractor, with standard wheel 
track 
30 58 Extreme Tractor, with wide wheel 
track 
Transporter, and other 
specialist mountain machinery 
Schwanghart (1978) has suggested limiting values of slope for the cultivation of 
different crops as follows: sugar beet 7 degrees, potatoes 11 degrees, cereals 14 
degrees, forage 17 degrees, grazing 24 degrees. These limits depend on the 
machinery used and are mainly related to traction limits for pulling harvesting 
equipment. 
1.3.1 	Machinery for hill farming 
Wooley (1921) and Meyer (1956) suggested that tractors could self-level on side- 
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slopes but this is a complex and therefore expensive engineering problem. It is 
inconceivable that trailed equipment would ever be made self levelling (except 
possibly in very specialist applications), and it is often the lower stability of trailed 
equipment which leads to overturning (Hunter, personal communication). 
The widespread introduction of four-wheel-drive (4WD) on tractors has been of 
great benefit to hill farmers because of the dramatic increase in traction when 
travelling forwards down the hill, especially if the tread direction of the front 
(chevron) tyres is reversed (Zwaenepoel et al. 1987). 
Owen et a! (1993 and personal communication) reported that All Terrain Vehicles 
(ATVs) provide good operator safety because of their excellent tractive capability 
on grass compared to a tractor, and because their small size gives the operator a 
better view of the immediate terrain conditions, and their soft suspensions prevent 
sharp jolts being transmitted to the machine. However because of their lower static 
stability limit (with a rider) they were actually less stable than a tractor when 
directly traversing a slope. Some models were considered ill-suited to any hillside 
work because of the absence of engine braking. Some ATV suspension designs 
lacked roll stiffness in the front (independent) suspension, which led to pronounced 
lurching on sideslopes. 
A tractor with fill suspension is in production (at the time of writing), with torque-
reacting fore-and-aft parallel linkages to its (live) axles. This arrangement is 
reported to virtually eliminate body pitch due to power at the wheels or due to 
braking, and stiff antiroll bars are fitted to limit roll motion (JCB 1990). However, 
this machine is large and expensive and while it is very stable, it is not aimed at the 
hill-farming market. 
However, machines have been designed specifically for use in hill-farming. A cross-
slope static stability limit of more than 40 degrees has been achieved for specialised 
mountain transporters and small 4WD mountain tractors. These machines have the 
necessary stability and traction to be actually used directly uphill and downhill on 
slopes up to 31 degrees (Hunter, 1991). Ironically, typical (2WD) farm tractors 
before the introduction of safety cabs actually had cross-slope static stability limits 
of around 40 degrees while 33 degrees is typical of a modern 2WD tractor with a 
safety cab (Hunter, 1982a). 
LV 
	
1.3.2 	Improving existing vehicles 
A forage harvesting system for slopes has been devised by Ribetou (1984) adapting 
existing machinery to be more suitable for use on slopes. This was achieved by 
fitting dual rear wheels on the tractor and by using a front mounted (light-weight) 
mower and a forage pick-up trailer with powered axle and outriggers. These 
modifications increased the static stability limit of the full machine from 28 degrees 
to 47 degrees (Hunter, 1985a). 
Owen (1987) suggested that manufacturers could provide easier means for 
widening the wheel track of tractors and also that trailers could be designed such 
that they could overturn without overturning the tractor by revising there shape and 
the hitching mechanism. He also designed a device which could automatically 
engage four-wheel drive if slipping of the rear wheels of the tractor should occur 
(Owen, 1986). 
Wehage and Letherwood (1992) have made a theoretical investigation into the use 
of a non-linear inter-vehicle torsional device to couple a light trailer to a more stable 
towing vehicle, and have concluded that while the handling of the towing vehicle 
was slightly adversely affected, the overall stability was improved. 
1.4 Improving driver awareness of vehicle limits 
1.4.1 	Warning instruments 
Spencer et al. (1983) introduced a meter for measuring the critical descent slope of 
a tractor. The decelleration of a tractor on level ground, with locked brakes, was 
measured (in percent g) and then this was taken to be the safe slope gradient (in 
percent). This meter has proved effective in farm trials (Owen and Hunter, 1987). 
Wray et al. (1984) have developed a stability alarm using electrolytic sensors to 
sense the pitch and roll angles for an articulated loader shovel, with the description 
of the vehicles stability base being constantly updated owing to changes in bucket 
load and position, and vehicle steer angle. They concluded that this alarm did not 
completely correct for the effects of inertia during braking, acceleration, or 
cornering, and was too costly to put on production machines. A second device was 
developed using strain-gauge wheel load transducers to sense the vehicle (static) 
pitch and roll angles, with derivative feedback to the signals when the wheel loads 
were decreasing due to dynamic motion, in order to warn of impending dynamic 
overturn. 
Mountain tractors are commonly fitted with a slope indicator but the need to relate 
this to a mathematical description of the tractor's stability base is recognised by 
Murphy etal. (1985). They make the suggestion that the driver should be presented 
with a measure of how close to overturning he or she has become since the last 
reset of the device as a educational feedback process. A matrix of accelerometers 
could provide the direction of the modified (dynamic) weight vector. The ratio of 
the angle of this vector to that required for overturning about that particular axis of 
the tractor could be relayed to the driver, along with individual measurements of 
each factor influencing the relative stability (i.e. slope, cornering, ground roughness) 
so that the driver would know which factor was putting him or her most at risk. 
Owen (1986) has developed an alarm using a mercury switch for signalling the need 
to engage four-wheel drive as the tractor goes onto steeper land. 
1.4.2 	Stability measurements for machinery 
Spencer et al. (1985) described a field technique for measuring the static stability 
limit of machines. The wheel-ground normal load was measured on different slopes 
using portable weighpads and a curve was fitted through the data points to predict 
the slope at which the normal load would become zero. This wheel-load 
extrapolation technique was shown to give reasonable agreement with static 
stability limits derived theoretically, at all heading angles. However, when compared 
against results obtained for two vehicles on real hillsides, the wheel-load technique 
appeared to overestimate the static stability limit by about 2 degrees. 
Hunter et al. (1990) advanced the work on static stability prediction using 
weighpads by undertaking an experimental program on a tilt table. This work was 
to support the development of a draft British Standard on measurement of lateral 
static stability limits. They concluded that the theoretical curve used for calculating 
the static stability limit predicted the machine angle at overturn better than the table 
angle (the difference being due to tyre deflection). The static stability limit of most 
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machines could be computed to within 2 degrees using measurements of wheel load 
on a test slope of approximately half the static overturning slope, and cruder 
estimates could be obtained on lower slopes. A stability measurement device using 
weighpad test results has been developed by Owen and Hunter (1988). 
	
1.4.3 	Training and education 
Hunter (1991) asserted that many accidents could be avoided with educated choice 
and use of machinery, even without warning devices or on-site measurement of 
stability. He cited the considerable information on maintaining stability which can be 
found in a publication by one of the principal tractor manufacturers (Clarke 1974), 
and the Health and Safety Executive advisory leaflets and two educational films 
giving details of overturn accident causes and preventive measures (HSE, 1986). 
Hunter (1982) has developed a teaching aid for demonstrating a full range of 
accident types, and for explaining some of the advanced concepts involved in the 
analysis of stability. 
Larson and Liljedahl (1971) concluded that the amount of time between a vehicle 
encountering a disturbance and overturning occuring was probably too small for 
human actions to prevent overturning in most cases. However, more recently Feng 
and Rehkugler (1986) suggested that there may be enough time for corrective 
steering or acceleration/deceleration by the driver if he/she is presented with 
adequate information. 
1.5 Research into vehicle stability 
1.5.1 	Introduction 
The different aspects of vehicle stability have been defined in the literature (e.g. 
Hunter, 1991) as static, quasi-static, and dynamic. Throughout the research, 
mathematical models have often been developed to aid understanding and to make 
predictions when empirical results were not available. Some papers contain only 
theoretical analyses however, without empirical validation of any kind. 
Static analyses concern the measurement or prediction of the tilt-table angle at 
which a wheel load drops to zero for a particular heading angle. Models for 
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predicting static stability limits can have rigid or flexible wheels, but those with rigid 
wheels are more common since they require less computing power. 
Quasi-static stability models incorporate the effects of steady-state motion which 
results in constant centripetal, inertial or external forces. Early work on stability 
concerned rearward overturning and it is this aspect of the problem which is dealt 
with in modern teaching texts (e.g. Liljedahl et al., 1979). The problem of sideways 
overturning owing to too rapid cornering was also recognised and analysed early 
on. Quasi-static stability models do not generally include the effects of side forces 
on the tyres. 
Dynamic models generally include a tyre model of some sort and the moments and 
products of inertia of the vehicle. Most dynamic models can predict the motions 
leading up to actual overturning, though some of the early ones were linear, 
meaning that they could only predict when the wheel load dropped to zero. Random 
(rough ground) inputs and single obstacle inputs have been considered for dynamic 
models. 
Reviewing the scope of modelling techniques used by different authors, Kim and 
Rehkugler (1987) observed that specific computer models are now being 
superseded by general dynamics models available commercially, such as DADS and 
ADAMS. They commented that the rigid body parameters of vehicles may be 
treated relatively easily, but there remains a lack of reliable data about tyres, tyre-
ground interactions and ground deformations. 
This section reviews the research into vehicle stability on slopes. 
1.5.2 	Static stability studies 
Reichmann (1972) introduced a method for calculating and presenting the static 
stability limits of vehicles at all orientations, including rearwards and sidewards, on 
the same diagram. Initially he looked at three-wheel vehicles since these were 
statically determinate when the load at one wheel fell to zero. Secondly he looked at 
four-wheel vehicles comprising two rigid bodies with an oscillation pivot between 
them (e.g. typical agricultural machines) by reducing the vector equations of force 
and moment equilibrium to a determinate set. He did this by assuming the vehicle to 
have rigid wheels with support forces all parallel to the gravity forces. He was then 
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able to solve the equations for the particular cases of one or more wheel load being 
zero, at each vehicle heading angle. 
He plotted the results on a polar (r, 9) diagram with the stability limit (as a tangent 
of the slope) as the radial axis (r), and the heading angle as the tangential axis (9). 
He showed that by using the tangent of the slope in the plot, that for many simple 
configurations of vehicles, the static stability boundary was defined by straight lines, 
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Figure 1.2 	Polar diagram showing stability boundaries for a 2WD agricultural 
tractor with two different heights for the oscillation pivot in the front axle; (1) lower 
pivot, (2) higher pivot. 
It is interesting to note that the typical tractor is least stable while ascending a slope 
at an angle rather than when travelling directly side-on to the slope. The second 
boundary on the figure, labelled '(2)', shows that a higher axle pivot on this machine 
tends to increase the stability at the rear wheels but reduce it at the front ones. 
Transmission torque between the front and rear axles of a 4WD machine could be 
included in the model, and would cause slight asymmetry to appear in the upper half 
of the polar plot. 
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Another approach to reducing the number of variables in the equilibrium equations 
was advanced by Spencer (1978). He assumed that the wheel side forces were 
proportional to the normal forces and that for a 2WD tractor, longitudinal forces on 
the (unbraked) front wheels will be zero while those on the rear wheels will be 
equalised by the differential in the axle. He included in his model loading at the rear 
hitch point of the tractor to model the effect on stability of towing a trailer, and the 
stability of the trailer itself. 
He also included criteria for the total combination of tractor and trailer losing 
control based on the forces in the plane of the slope reaching the value for limiting 
friction. Programs using the equations for static stability have been written and 
validated using scale models and some full-scale trials with a radio-controlled 
tractor (Owen and Spencer, 1980) and on a tilt table (Owen, 1991). 
Hunter (1988) showed that for articulated steer machines, the positioning of the 
static stability boundaries on the polar plot depends on the articulation angle, and 
the location of the longitudinal pivot which allows all the wheels to remain on the 
ground. This pivot can be between the front and rear chassis, either in front of or 
behind the articulation joint, or can be at the centre of the front or rear axle of the 
machine similar to conventional tractors or other unarticulated heavy vehicles. 
A further complication is whether there are torsional forces between the front and 
rear chassis, usually the result of transmission torque. A number of theoretical 
and/or experimental (tilt table) studies of the static stability limits of articulated 
vehicles have been made [Gibson et al. (1971), Reichmann (1972), Gibson and 
Biller (1974), Spencer (1988), Hunter (1988), Owen (1991)]. 
Fluid filled tankers, both mounted and trailed also have complexities in their stability 
boundaries. Because the fluid can move, the centre of gravity coordinates are 
variable and are functions of slope and heading angle. Hunter (1986) found that for 
a transversely mounted cylindrical tank the stability was least when the tank was 
only 30% frill. 
Tilt table testing is commonly used as a means of testing the static roll stability of 
highway vehicles, and a sensitivity analysis to testing parameters has been compiled 
by Winkler el al. (1993). They found that the method was not 'unduly sensitive' to 
any of the testing parameters except the coefficient of friction beneath the low-side 
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tyres, or the height of the trip rail, if a trip rail was required to prevent sliding. 
1.5.3 	Quasi-static stability studies 
Various authors have shown that the equations for static equilibrium can be 
modified to include the effects of acceleration of the vehicle due to engine effort, 
slope, braking or cornering. McKibben (1927) derived equations for the rearward 
overturning instability of tractors due to too rapid release of the clutch. He also 
investigated the effect of hitch load and hitch position. He validated his theoretical 
results with full-scale tests on level ground, with the driving wheels bogged down, 
and on a slope. 
Coombes (1968), continued this line of research, defining critical slope as that 
which a machine can ascend at a steady speed as the load on the front wheels tends 
to zero. He noted that a high hitch point reduced the critical slope. He went on to 
analyse the effects of cornering forces, deriving solutions to the equations of 
sideways instability for both partial tipping at one rear wheel and total tipping at 
two side wheels. He thus demonstrated the reduction in stability caused by 
increased speed in a turn and reduced turning radius. 
Full-scale trials of a cornering tractor were conducted by Owen (1980a), who 
showed how a tractor could be overturned on level ground, especially with an offset 
load on the tractor, such as a mower or hay tedder. In a further study Owen 
(1980b) observed that changing between cross-ply and radial tyres had no effect on 
the cornering performance of a tractor. 
Newland (1981) studied the steady cornering of an articulated steer machine on a 
slope. He observed that the conditions in this instance were not truly steady-state 
because of the changing direction of the radial inertia force with respect to the 
gravity vector. Thus he pointed out that momentary instability was not a sufficient 
condition for overturning for this type of machine because stability could be 
regained as the heading angle changed, depending on the amount by which the 
critical overturning speed at the critical heading angle was exceeded. His study went 
on to consider the influence on stability (taken as the speed at which the load on 
one of the inner wheels dropped to zero) of the positions of the centres of gravity of 
the two parts of the vehicle, and the track widths. Comparing results for a frame-
steered and rigid vehicle, he concluded that the cornering stability of the frame- 
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steered vehicle was nearly as good at low steer angles and was actually better at 
high steer angles because the articulation joint allowed the tractor to react against 
overturning of the trailer or vice versa, by virtue of the yaw angle between the two 
sections. 
Grecenko (1983) considered theoretically a tractor, initially travelling directly down 
a slope, performing a u-turn. He derived an equation for the slope on which a 
tractor, when at the bottom of the turn, had a certain margin of safety to 
overturning. The safety margin he defined as the ratio of centripetal acceleration 
required for overturning to actual centripetal acceleration. 
Daskalov (1971, 1989) observed that the equations of static equilibrium also 
described the stability limit for a vehicle on smooth ground during steady state 
motion. He then adjusted this boundary by including internal forces such as those 
applied by towed or mounted equipment. By solving the equations of motion for a 
vehicle acted on by inertia forces in addition to gravity and internal forces, he was 
able to plot the dynamic vehicle motion, as equivalent slopes and heading angles, on 
the polar diagram and thus relate the steady state motion to the stability limit. 
Examples of this are in Figure 1.3. Constant forward acceleration displaces the 
operating points up the polar plot and constant velocity left-handed cornering 
displaces them to the right. Both of these effects reduce the margin to overturning 
at some heading angles. d 00 C 
Effect of linear acceleration 
900 
Effect of steady cornering to the left - 




Figure 1.3 	Relationship between static stability boundary and locus of 
operating points on a 30% slope; (1) static conditions, (2) constant acceleration, 
(3) constant velocity cornering (from Daskalov, 1971). 
1.5.4 	Dynamic stability studies 
Two basic approaches to the study of non-steady-state dynamic inputs to 
agricultural vehicles have been developed. These are the vehicle response to hitting 
a single obstacle, and the vehicle response to random, rough ground, input. 
1.5.4.1 Vehicle response to hitting a single obstacle 
Pershing and Yoerger (1969) considered a nine degree of freedom oscillatory model 
of a two wheel drive tractor. The nine degrees of freedom were the generalised 
coordinates of a four wheel vehicle with a pivoted rigid front axle, with the 
(rotational) freedoms of the driven wheels removed, since it was assumed that the 
engine and drive train would prevent significant oscillation of the rear wheels with 
respect to the chassis. The pneumatic tyres were considered as linear springs and 
viscous dampers contacting the ground at a single point, and a value of spring rate 
and damping coefficient for each tyre was determined in each of three mutually 
perpendicular directions. The tyres were mathematically attached to the ground and 
instability was taken as the normal load on a tyre becoming negative. 
An energy (Lagrangian) approach was used to formulate the system equations of 
motion and the subsequent second order equations were changed into an equivalent 
first order set for numerical integration in the time domain. A Lagrangian approach 
to formulating the system equations was possible despite the system being non-
conservative because all the dissipative forces were considered velocity dependent 
(i.e. viscous). The response was analysed in the time domain despite being linear 
because this allowed clearer interpretation of the results. 
A half-cycle sine bump was used as the input to the uphill rear wheel. The motion 
was seen to occur in all coordinates although the bump appeared as forcing 
functions in the equations for bounce, pitch and roll only. Hence it was noted that 
there was coupling in the motions of the vehicle. 
The effects of the suspension parameters were also considered, and it was predicted 
that a reduction in tyre stiffness and an increase in tyre damping would improve the 
ride and the dynamic stability though this was not shown. Finally they concluded 
that the motion of a system with n degrees of freedom could only be could only 
accurately simulated by a model with n degrees of freedom as a general rule, 
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although simpler models may be effective in specific applications. 
Unruh (1971) considered the static and dynamic stability of an articulated wheeled 
loader. He argued that the transient response to ground irregularities, shifting, 
braking or accelerating inputs was the best measure of dynamic stability, and he 
solved the Newtonian equations of motion in the time domain to study the loader's 
acceleration response when encountering a bump while articulated to 35 degrees. 
He remarked that for the model to simulate vehicle bounces in which ground 
contact was lost or nearly lost, it would be necessary to include in the model non-
linear vertical tyre stiffnesses which decreased at low loads and were zero when the 
tyres and ground were not in contact. However, for his own model, he took the 
manufacturers (linear) estimates of vertical tyre stiffness and modelled the tyres as 
linear springs connecting the vehicle to the ground. He estimated the lateral tyre 
stiffness to be half the vertical stiffness, and the longitudinal stiffness to be twice the 
vertical stiffness. The bump he used was only 75mm high so that the large, heavily 
laden tyres would not come close to leaving the ground. Moments and products of 
inertia together with the cg. positions of the rigid bodies of the loader were 
calculated by subdividing the vehicle into numerous elemental masses. 
He found good agreement in the time domain between predicted and measured 
vertical, lateral and longitudinal acceleration and angular displacement of the rear 
axle relative to the frame. He argued that the discrepancy between predicted and 
measured results was due to unaccounted for flexibility in the articulation joint (as it 
was greater when the inside tyres hit the block) and that his estimates of other 
parameters were adequate. The latter assertion was strengthened by a frequency 
domain study in which he solved the steady-state undamped equations of motion to 
find the Eigen values and Eigen vectors, and hence the natural frequencies and 
mode shapes of the vehicle. Agreement between predicted and measured natural 
frequencies and nodal axes was very close. 
Finally he pointed to the usefulness of sensitivity analysis to show how the 
parameters of the vehicle could effect its dynamics and thus its stability to dynamic 
inputs. 
Schwanghart (1971) considered the kinematic motion of a rigid wheel rolling over 
an obstacle with the leading face of the obstacle normal to the surrounding terrain. 
He thus calculated the angular velocity that would be imparted to a tractor if a 
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(rigid) rear wheel struck this obstacle at a given speed His analysis suggested that 
the tractor's response (i.e. the imparted angular velocity) should be directly 
proportional to the forward speed and the square root of the obstacle height, and 
inversely proportional to the track width and the square root of the wheel diameter. 
He went on to calculate the angular velocity required for overturning as a function 
of slope or obstacle height. He observed that the forward speed required to 
overturn the vehicle was reduced by an increase in the ground slope or the obstacle 
height. He commented that the angular velocity as a result of impact was little 
affected by tractor weight or centre of gravity height. He was thus able to calculate 
the slope on which a tractor, with a given track and diameter of wheel, would 
overturn at a given speed as a result of a rear wheel hitting an obstacle of a given 
height. He calculated that a tractor with track width of 1.25m and a static stability 
limit of35 degrees would overturn on a slope of 24 degrees at 10 km/h and a slope 
of 19.5 degrees at 15 km/h if it hit an obstacle 10cm in height. 
Larson and Liljedahl (1971) considered the force and moment equilibrium on a 
tricycle tractor in order to derive the equations of motion. Their criteria for 
overturning was based on the measurement of the angular displacement and rate of 
rotation of the tractor about the tipping axis, i.e. the tractor was considered 
unstable when there was sufficient rotational kinetic energy to lift the cg. from its 
current position to above a tipping axis. The tyre force normal to the ground plane 
was determined by assuming that the tyre could be replaced by a spring plus damper 
system, which had point contact at the ground surface. This necessitated that a 
smooth curve was input as the ground irregularity to include the effect of wheel and 
lyre enveloping. Similarly to Pershing and Yoerger they chose sinusoid obstacles as 
the input to their model, though they used the fill-cycle 'versed sine' form of 
sinusoid (illustrated in Figure 1.4a) rather than the half-cycle form. Again the 
disturbance was given to one rear lyre only. This resulted in the tipping axis being a 
line which connected the ground contact points of the two wheels which remained 
on the ground. 
Tyre tractive force, lateral force, rolling resistance and slip were modelled from 
empirical data for tyres on soil. The approximate predicted overturning speeds for 
five different levels of slope and three different block heights are shown in Table 
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Figure 1 .4a The full-cycle versed-sine pulse 







0 75 8, 16, 24, 32 
150 4, 8, 12 
225 8, 12 
7.5 75 8, 16, 24 
150 8, 12 
225 8, 12 
15 75 8, 16, 20 
150 4,8 
225 4,8 
22.5 75 4, 8, 12 
150 4,8 
225 4,8 
30 75 4 
The tractor overturned for the last test condition 
on each line above. 
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A stability boundary for the vehicle was deduced and displayed on a phase-plane 
type of plot (Figure 1.4b). Results for two of the simulations on level ground have 
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Figure 1.4b Angular velocity and roll thresholds for overturning on five slopes; 
(1) 00,  (2) 7.5°, (3) 15°, (4) 22.5°, (5) 30°. Results on slope of 00  shown as 
examples at two travel speeds; El 2.2m/s and 0 3.3m/s. (From Larson and 
Liljedahl, 1971). 
Full-scale validation trials used bumps trapezoidal in shape though with slopes and 
dimensions similar to the theoretical obstacles. The empirical results showed the 
tractor to be more stable than simulations predicted. It was thought that differences 
between the static and dynamic tyre stiffhess and inadequate modelling of the ability 
of the tyre to envelope the obstacles were the primary reasons for the discrepancy 
between predicted and measured results. Another possibility considered was the 
magnitudes of tyre side forces. It was noted that during the actual tests, the rear 
tractor tyre skidded sideways after encountering the bump, a condition not 
considered during simulations. 
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Grecenko (1983) used a point contact tyre model (with stiffliess and damping in 
parallel) in his two dimensional, one degree of freedom model of a tractor, with its 
uphill rear wheel striking a flat-topped ramp or 'versed-sine' shaped obstacle. 
However, unlike Larson and Liljedahl, he inputted the measured enveloped form of 
the obstacles into his model. He used a second order differential equation of motion 
to describe the response of the tractor when in contact with an obstacle and solved 
the equation numerically (using a computer) for the maximum vertical velocity 
imparted to the wheel centre, v, at given forward velocities, v x (Figure 1 .5a). He 
noted that with the versed-sine shaped obstacle he used, the response had a 
maximum between 3.5 and 4.5 m/s, but with the flat-topped ramp obstacle the 
response continued to increase throughout the speed range studied, though with a 
decreasing tendency. 
For the flat-topped ramp obstacle, he devised an approximating function for Vzm  in 
v so that the maximum vertical velocity or maximum bounce angle could be 
obtained directly from the forward speed, the vehicle parameters and the obstacle 
height. However, he remarked that this predictive equation required further 
verification on the basis of his experimental results. 
To demonstrate the idea of the relationship between speed and safe slope, he 
substituted the approximating function into an equation for permitted maximum 
slope for a given safety factor. This safety factor was defined as the ratio of the 
increase in height of the vehicle centre of gravity required to overturn the vehicle, to 
the actual increase during a bounce. Thus he plotted permissible slope with respect 
to forward velocity with different levels of safety factor, hence predicting a decrease 
in safe driving speed with an increase in slope (Figure 1.5b). 
Feng and Rehkugler (1986) developed a three dimensional full-overturn model of a 
tractor with pivoted front axle to study overturning on a sideslope while turning and 
encountering an obstacle at the uphill rear wheel. Rigid body dynamics were used, 
i.e. the tyre deflections were ignored and the motion of the tractor was computed 
from the forces generated at the wheels due to traction, towing, braking and slip. 
The equations of motion for the initial tipping about the axis through the pivot (i.e. 
as one rear wheel leaves the ground), were formulated using Newtonian mechanics, 
but the more simple tipping motion after the pivoted axle had come into contact 
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Figure 1.5a Calculated maximum velocities of bounce; Solid line - obstacle A 
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Figure 1 .5b Effect of speed on safe operating slope with different levels of safety 
factor (from Grecenko, 1983) 
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The model was verified by comparison with experimental results obtained by 
Rehkugler of a single full-scale tractor conducting high speed turns on level terrain. 
Predictions were made of the boundaries between stable and unstable operation of a 
tractor on a side slope for different combinations of heading, slope angle, speed and 
obstacle height. The large obstacle, low slope end of the vehicle stability limit was 
studied, with obstacles up to 0.8m in height. 
Some typical results are shown in Figure 1.6. The unsteered results are for the 
tractor on a contour passing over a ramp obstacle, and the steered ones are for a 
tractor initially on a downhill heading of 45 degrees being given a 10 degree steer 
input and passing over a ramp obstacle. Hence steering was seen to reduce the 
stability of the tractor. 
It was predicted in this study that it is possible to keep a tractor stable if a control 
system is used which responds sufficiently quickly to wheel lift off. It was suggested 
that a computer model such as the one developed, once verified, could provide 
enough information for drivers or mechanisms to change the operation of the 
tractor to a more stable state by steering and braking. 
Daskalov (1971, 1989) defined a general parameter, the 'degree of dynamic stability' 
at a given heading angle, as: 
k = 1— -f-- 
a" 
where at  is the equivalent operating slope (affected by vehicle motion) and a'" a' 1' is 
the overturning slope. He regarded the inequality, k>0, to be a general condition for 
dynamic stability against overturning. 
Daskalov (1989) described full-scale trials of a typical 2WD farm tractor 
encountering a single obstacle. The obstacle appeared to be a bar (with 900 
corners) mounted on supports, the height of which could be varied. His space-
domain plots such as Figure 1.7 show the bouncing of the tractor when first its 
front wheel and then its rear wheel strike the obstacle. The motion is described as 
the degree of dynamic stability, k%, (as defined above), and the tractor body roll 
angle. The experiment has been repeated at three different speeds at each of five 
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Figure 1.6 	Boundaries of the stable and unstable region between 0 and 10 
degree steering on 5 degree slope (from Feng and Rehkugler, 1986) 
Figure 1.7 	Tractor response to crossing a discrete obstacle (from Daskalov, 
1989). Key: L = distance travelled; e = roll., rotation of tractor; K = 'degree of 
dynamic stability'; V = velocity; H = obstacle height; TI = ground slope. NB. the first 
large drop in K occurs as the front (uphill) tractor wheel hits the obstacle. 
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different obstacle heights on three different slopes. Although there is a lot of 
variation in his results as recorded in Table 1.4, they show a general reduction in 
stability with increased slope, speed and block height. 
Table 1.4 	Dynamic stability results (from Daskalov, 1989) 
Side Vehicle Block Maximum roll excursions Degree of dynamic stability 
slope speed height as front as rear as front as rear 
wheel hits wheel hits wheel hits wheel hits 
block block block block 
(degrees) (mis) (mm) (degrees (degrees) % % 
0.0 0.85 96 7.00 6.05 80.00 82.73 
0.0 1.93 96 13.36 6.36 61.82 81.82 
0.0 3.00 96 19.41 11.14 44.55 68.18 
0.0 0.89 144 10.82 7.64 69.09 78.18 
0.0 1.69 144 16.23 7.64 53.64 78.18 
0.0 2.97 144 22.59 23.86 35.45 31.82 
0.0 0.93 192 12.09 7.32 65.45 79.09 
0.0 2.01 192 19.41 17.18 44.55 50.91 
0.0 3.56 192 29.59 32.77 15.45 6.36 
0.0 0.91 240 13.68 9.86 60.91 71.82 
0.0 1.81 240 25.14 11.77 28.18 66.36 
0.0 2.47 240 27.05 15.59 22.73 55.45 
0.0 0.66 288 14.95 9.86 57.27 71.82 
0.0 1.42 288 28.00 13.68 20.00 60.91 
5.0 0.76 96 6.05 6.68 82.73 80.91 
5.0 1.28 96 11.14 13.05 68.18 62.73 
5.0 0.85 144 10.82 9.23 69.09 73.64 
5.0 1.25 144 11.45 12.41 67.27 64.55 
5.0 2.89 144 32.45 21.64 7.27 38.18 
5.0 0.88 192 11.77 11.45 66.36 67.27 
5.0 1.87 192 28.00 14.00 20.00 60.00 
5.0 2.86 192 30.23 29.59 13.64 15.45 
5.0 0.83 240 12.73 10.82 63.64 69.09 
5.0 1.81 240 32.45 14.00 7.27 60.00 
5.0 2.21 240 31.82 35.00 9.09 0.00 
5.0 0.82 288 14.00 11.45 60.00 67.27 
5.0 1.71 288 33.73 18.45 3.64 47.27 
10.0 0.85 96 13.68 14.64 60.91 58.18 
10.0 1.80 96 20.05 15.59 42.73 55.45 
10.0 3.24 96 22.27 18.14 36.36 48.18 
10.0 0.88 144 10.82 14.00 69.09 60.00 
10.0 1.84 144 23.86 14.32 31.82 59.09 
10.0 2.46 144 26.09 24.82 25.45 29.09 
10.0 0.82 192 11.14 10.50 68.18 70.00 
10.0 1.88 192 27.68 22.59 20.91 35.45 
10.0 2.50 192 29.27 35.00 16.36 0.00 
10.0 0.82 240 13.05 11.45 62.73 67.27 
10.0 1.59 240 22.27 25.45 36.36 27.27 
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The obstacle shapes and sizes used in the various single obstacle studies above are 
given in Table 1.5. 
Table 1.5 	Shapes and dimensions of discrete terrain obstacles used in 
previous studies 
Year 	Author (s) 	 Shape 	Leading Trailing Block 	Block 
edge 	edge 	heights lengths 
slope slope 
(max) (m) 
(deg.) (deg.) (mm) (mm) 
1969 	Pershing, Yoerger 	half-cycle sine 	23.5 23.5 127 915 




1975 	Grecenko 	 Trapezoid 
1978 	Schwanghart 	full-cycle versed sine 
(simulation) 
1986 	Feng, Rehkugler 	 Ramp 
1989 	Daskalov 	 Rectangle 
26.6 	26.6 	76,152, 475, 950, 
228 	1425 
26.6 	26.6 	76,152, 475, 950, 
228 	1425 







90 	90 	96,144, 	? 
192, 240, 
288 
1.5.4.2 Related research conducted on highway vehicles 
Recently, concern has arisen about the propensity to overturning of cars and light 
trucks, particularly those marketed for on and off road use. Considerable research is 
being conducted in this area in the USA, in part prompted by product liability 
legislation. However, the causes of these overturning accidents are generally 
different from overturning accidents in agriculture. The following papers were 
thought to have some relevance to the study of agricultural vehicle overturns. 
Nalecz (1989) defined the roll-over prevention energy reserve (RPER) of a vehicle 
and used it as an indication of vehicle roll-over stability in a study of the influence of 
vehicle and roadway factors on the dynamics of tripped roll-over. The RPER is the 
difference between the potential energy required for overturning measured from the 
level, and the energy of the vehicle contributing towards possible overturning. He 
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found that the minimum value of the RPER approached zero at the threshold of 
roll-over and, if the minimum fell below zero, roll-over would occur. The sensitivity 
of the RPER to vehicle and roadway parameter changes was investigated using 
percentage sensitivity functions and various sets of initial conditions. The sensitivity 
results showed that the vehicle geometry was the most significant factor in a tripped 
roll-over situation followed by the inertia properties of the vehicle. The suspension 
parameters had little influence but he commented that these may have more 
significance in untripped manoeuvres. Wheel and suspension plastic deformation 
parameters were also very significant in whether a vehicle would roll when hitting a 
curb side on. These factors influenced how much energy was dissipated in the initial 
moments of the collision and was thus unavailable for rotating the vehicle. 
Coopemder ci al. (1990) considered overturning as a result of tripping on a curb, 
sliding in soil and being thrown from a dolly. They calculated the magnitude of the 
impulse required to overturn a theoretical, two dimensional vehicle as a function of 
time, the vehicle's weight and moment of inertia, and its track width and centre of 
gravity height. Reasonable agreement was found between measured and calculated 
impulses in full-scale trials, though they thought that including the suspension 
characteristics of the vehicle would have given improved correlation. 
Nalecz et al.(1993) conducted fill-scale trials with light trucks, vans and cars with 
various roadside geometries. Transitions from pavement onto soil and into a curb 
were considered. They showed that, as expected, the RPER function always 
dropped below zero before a vehicle reached its tip over position in a roll-over case, 
but remained positive in a non-rollover case, so long as the tipping axis of the 
vehicle was assumed to be parallel to the vehicle, and translational kinetic energy 
was ignored. 
1.5.4.3 Vehicle response to rough ground input 
Van Deusen (1967) considered statistical techniques for analysing the motions of 
vehicles traversing rough yielding and non-yielding lunar surfaces. Ground 
roughness was characterised by spectral density of profile height y in the form Sy(n) 
= Kj 2  where K is a roughness constant and n is the spatial frequency. This equation 
implies that no predominant frequency exists and that the amplitude of the various 
frequency components is directly proportional to their wavelength, a finding also 
made by Sayles and Thomas (1978) on a range of surfaces. 
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Van Deusen included yielding of the ground surface in the model as additional 
effective mass, me, and highly non-linear springing, 4(Z, Zmax), in parallel with 
viscous damping, C, below the flexible wheel rim, see Figure 1.8. All of the 
yielding factors were a function of the wheel footprint area. The effect of the tyres 
encountering new soil was included using an exponential function. This was input as 
the memory deterioration in a convolution integral thus giving the instantaneous 
maximum penetration under a moving wheel as a function of past history of 
penetration as well as time, vehicle speed and wheel radius. The deformed random 
surface profile was interposed between the rim mass and the effective soil mass in 
such a fashion that the soil mass could not penetrate the deformed ground surface. 
Yv -- Vehicle Motion 
Wheel Compliance 
V —Rim Moss 
Y. 
Vs = - Z 
Soil Model 
C8  
Figure 1.8 	Wheel-soil interaction model (from Van Deusen, 1968) 
The effects of random inputs to a theoretical vehicle were modelled in the frequency 
and time domain by separate authors (but are included in the same report). A four 
wheel rigid vehicle was considered, fully sprung, with beam axle or independent 
suspension, or independent suspension and a suspended fuel cell acting as a 
vibration absorber, tuned to the wheel hop frequency. All models constrained the 
vehicle to vertical bounce, pitch and roll vibration only. In all cases the inputs to the 
right and left of the vehicle were assumed uncorrelated. 
A three-dimensional, eight degree of freedom version of the model (with the tyres 
mathematically attached to the ground which was non-yielding) was analysed using 
a frequency domain approach. Independent lunar surface profile inputs to all four 
wheels were assumed to simplify the equations. The eighth degree of freedom 
represented the vertical translation of the vibration absorber. 
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Two and three dimensional versions of the model were analysed using a time 
domain approach. These models were non-linear because they allowed separation to 
occur between the tyres and the ground. The two-dimensional 'bicycle' model on a 
yielding surface had six degrees of freedom, including the extra motion at each 
wheel as a result of the (vertical) motion of the effective mass at the surface 
contact. The inputs to the front and rear wheels were correlated with a time delay 
equal to the wheel base divided by the velocity between them, though the rear input 
was also smoothed by the passing of the front wheel. The three dimensional model 
was analysed on a non-yielding surface with firstly correlated inputs to the front and 
rear of the vehicle, and then uncorrelated inputs for comparison with the frequency 
domain analysis results. 
Comparing results obtained on yielding and non-yielding surfaces, it was noted that 
the body pitch and bounce motions were of lower frequency and more heavily 
damped when on the yielding surface. A parametric study showed that the effects of 
changing suspension stiffness and damping were significantly reduced by going from 
a non-yielding to a yielding surface, especially in the pitch motion. On the non-
yielding surface, the first time that the pitch angular motion exceeded the static tip 
limit for the vehicle was at 6 mph (2.7 m/s), at which stage all of the wheels were 
off the ground for 50% of the time. A comparison of time domain and frequency 
domain predictions of percent of time wheel lift-off occurs for a single wheel is 
given as Table 1.6. 
Table 1.6 	Vertical Body Acceleration and % Wheel Lift-off 
(from Van Deusen, 1967) 
"Measured" Standard % of time Lift-off % of time Lift-off 
Speed Deviation of Vertical Theoretical Prediction "Measured" 
Body Acceleration from Lunar g. Analog Simulation 
(mph) (mis) (Lunar g's) (frequency domain study) (time domain study) 
.1 .'. O15 .63 5.6 0 
.2 O" .66 6.4 0.2 
.3 o.1 35  .69 7.1 1.0 
.4 0..I S' .73 8.5 1.6 
.5 0. 2. 25 .82 11.2 6.0 
.6 0;27 .90 13.4 9.6 
.7 0, S 15 .80 10.4 9.0 
.8 0 , 3(. .85 12.1 12.5 
.9 , , .90 13.4 15.5 
1.0 0. 45 1.00 15.9 21.1 
2.0 o, 90 1.03 16.6 26.5 
4.0 /. 1.32 22.4 43.5 
6.0 70 1.52 25.5 52.4 
We 
This suggests that the linear model overestimates the probability of overturning at 
low speeds [below 0.8 mph (0.36m/s)] and underestimates them at high speeds, 
assuming that the non-linear model is more accurate (which would need to be 
verified by experiment). 
Much more crudely, Zakharyan (1972) considered the stability of a tractor modelled 
in two dimensions, subject to rough ground vibrations. His approach was based on 
the idea that the r.m.s. amplitude of oscillation of a vehicle on rough ground has a 
Gaussian distribution, though he did not prove this to be true. He argued, similarly 
to other authors, that the sum of potential and kinetic energy of the tractor due to 
slope and ground roughness (but not due to velocity in the forward direction of 
course) must not exceed the potential energy required to bring the tractor to its 
point of balance, or overturning will result. 
He produced tables and figures showing the dependence of the mean and standard 
deviation of the roll kinetic energy level on speed and slope, and the potential 
energy level on a slope, for a tractor on its own, a tractor with a plough, and a 
tractor with a trailer. The kinetic energies appeared to be derived from 
accelerometer measurements of the vehicle roll motion at steady speeds (up to 8.7 
km/h) on the contours of slopes (up to 12 degrees). By taking an excursion of three 
standard deviations above the mean kinetic energy, he was thus able to predict a 
level encompassing 99.7% of the roll motion of the tractor. By adding this level of 
kinetic energy to the potential energy resulting from being on a slope, he was able 
to predict how close to overturning the tractor was as a result of speed and slope. 
Spencer and Gilfillan (1976) assumed that the mean and the standard deviation of 
the vehicle angular velocity while travelling on rough land did not vary with slope. 
They also assumed that accelerations acquired by the tractor perpendicular to the 
ground did not affect the roll motion of the machine, (i.e. that the centre of gravity 
of the machine was in the same vertical plane as the (longitudinal) roll axis). 
Similarly to Zakharyan, they considered the tractor as a rigid vehicle which may tip 
about a longitudinal axis through the ground contact point of a front and rear 
wheel, i.e. they modelled the vehicle in two dimensions. 
They observed that there was a limitation inherent in taking into account only the 
probability that the angular velocity will exceed a particular critical value which was 
that the influence on safety of time from the start of travel to the first occasion on 
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which this event could be expected to occur was not considered. They therefore 
calculated the first passage time for the tractor, i.e. the time from the start of use of 
the tractor to the first occasion on which the critical value of angular velocity, 
permissible on a probability basis, was exceeded. The calculation of first passage 
time was practicable provided that the random process was Gaussian and stationary. 
Several roll acceleration time series were obtained in the field and analysed to back 
up this assertion. 
They compared predicted safe slopes calculated on the basis of first passage times 
with the slopes computed on the probability basis that the critical angular velocity 
could be equated to the three standard deviations limit of the distribution of the 
angular velocity. They found that the first passage time approach estimated the safe 
slopes to be four or five degrees lower. 
Hunter et al. (988) carried out experiments on sloping grass fields with an 
instrumented two wheel trailer, measuring wheel lift-off at the uphill wheel only. 
They deduced that the wheel lift-off time was a direct indicator of the proportion of 
energy required for overturning that was contained in a wheel bounce (i.e. 'the 
bounce energy ratio'), regardless of the ground slope. Analysis of minimum wheel 
loads within time series obtained on different slopes and using different time 
increments suggested that there existed a linear relationship between slope and 
minimum wheel load at all time increment lengths and at all speeds, though no 
physical explanation was offered for this. The predicted slopes on which the 
minimum wheel load would be zero for the duration of the time increment, were 
calculated for each time increment and speed value. The time increment lengths 
were then converted into bounce energy ratios and plotted against speed and slope. 
From extrapolation, they found that at 2.5m/s, on slopes of 50% and 67% of the 
static stability limit of the trailer, the bounce energy ratios were 2% and 26% 
respectively, while at 0.8m/s, the respective slopes for these levels of bounce energy 
ratio were 67% and 81% of the static stability limit. 
They concluded that a safety criterion based on expected bounce energy ratio could 
be established, or an in-cab monitor could warn the driver if the bounce energy ratio 
exceeded a certain level. 
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1.5.5 	Measuring terrain and vehicle properties to provide input data to 
dynamic stability models 
1.5.5.1 Measuring ground roughness 
Hunter (1979) defined a rapid method of measuring roughness using an 
accelerometer. This method was developed from the premise that the spectral 
density falls off as the square of space frequency, as suggested by Van Deusen. It 
was noted that alias (high) frequency components (at frequencies greater than the 
upper cut-off frequency) will be of large magnitude and therefore cause serious 
errors in acceleration measurements, but that the trend components (below the 
lower cut-off frequency) will be of small magnitude and can be ignored, i.e. the 
opposite of displacement measurement. These observations have practical 
significance when using an accelerometer. Firstly, it is vital to employ a sharp cut-
off low-pass filter set to half the sampling rate (i.e. the Nyquist frequency). 
Secondly, it is possible to estimate ground roughness based on a short stretch of the 
ground, (which does not even need to be level) and still obtain good frequency 
resolution. Hunter suggests that 100 seconds worth of data obtained at 1.5 rn/s can 
give a resolution of down to 250mm wavelength, though there is a limit to 
resolution based on the diameter of the tyre of the measurement vehicle, and a limit 
to the possible velocity of the vehicle if bouncing is not to occur (which would 
distort the results). A softer tyre minimises bouncing but filters out some of the 
higher frequency components. 
However, Hunter and Smith (1980a,b) argue that so long as the rolling radius of the 
wheel is small enough that the low pass cut-off frequency due to wheel filtering is 
greater than the Nyquist frequency (i.e. the setting of the sharp cut off electrical 
filter, chosen to give sufficient bandwidth without excessive amounts of data) then 
no distortion of the spectrum should occur owing to wheel filtering. They suggest 
that even if a wheel of 0.7m radius (i.e. a tractor rear tyre) were used it would 
introduce negligible filtering errors and they explain this by the fact that agricultural 
surfaces have component waves with very small amplitudes relative to wavelengths, 
i.e. they do not have bumps of large size on short base lengths relative to the size of 
agricultural wheels. Where occasional sharp hollows or bumps do occur, they do so 
infrequently and so do not affect the statistical characterisation of the surface. 
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1.5.5.2 Modelling tyres 
Captain et al. (1979) considered the trade-off between analytical complexity (cost 
and/or time) and simulation realism (performance) as a function of the degree of 
sophistication in the tyre model in dynamic simulations of vehicles. After studying 
the literature, they derived four basic tyre models of successively higher 
sophistication. These were: 
(a) Point contact tyre model, Figure 1.9a 
This was represented by a parallel spring dashpot combination that transmitted the 
support force from the terrain to the vehicle and contacts the ground through a 
point follower, i.e. terrain contact occurred at a single point vertically beneath the 
wheel centre. Forces in the longitudinal direction were obtained by assuming that 
the resultant tyre force was always normal to the local terrain surface, i.e. whenever 
the profile surface was inclined to the horizontal, a longitudinal force was generated 
related to the vertical force through the tangent of the local surface angle. The 
follower was free to leave the ground to simulate wheel hop or vehicle bounce. The 
parallel spring-dashpot combination simulated the tyre inflation pressure and carcass 
forces. 
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Figure 1 .9a Point contact tyre model (from Captain et al., 1979) 
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(b) Rigid tread band tyre model, Figure 1.9b 
This was similar to the point contact tyre model, though with the modification that 
the point follower was replaced by a roller follower of diameter equal to the tyre 
diameter. With this arrangement, the terrain contact point was not constrained to lie 
vertically beneath the wheel centre but was free to move longitudinally depending 
on the local profile slope. The motion seen by the wheel centre was in general 
different from the terrain profile, due to the filtering effects of the rolling wheel. 
Because the filtering effects were purely geometrical, i.e. independent of the vehicle 
dynamics, the model was equivalent to a point contact model operating over the 
modified profile described by the centre of the rigid wheel as it rolled over the real 
profile (which was assumed unyielding). On rough ground, the filtering caused a 
high attenuation of profile irregularities. For gradual changes in profile elevation, 
filtering became insignificant. 
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Figure 1 .9b Rigid tread band tyre model (from Captain et al., 1979) 
(c) Fixed footprint tyre model, Figure 1.9c 
This tyre model interacted with the terrain through a footprint of constant size, 
independent of the tyre deflection. Inflation pressure and carcass forces were 
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simulated by the spring and damper elements distributed uniformly over the contact 
length. Like the rigid tread band model, the fixed footprint model filtered the terrain 
profile though the filter characteristics were governed by the footprint length rather 
than the tyre radius. However, the footprint centre was constrained to lie vertically 
beneath the wheel centre, independent of the local profile slope. The longitudinal 
force was obtained by assuming that the total footprint force acted at the wheel 
centre. 
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Figure 1.9c Fixed footprint tyre model (from Captain etal., 1979) 
(d) Adaptive footprint tyre model, Figure 1.9d 
This tyre model consisted of a flexible tread band inflated by internal pressure and 
linked to the wheel centre by angularly distributed stiffness and damping which 
simulated carcass and tread stiffness. As the wheel passed over terrain irregularities, 
the tread in the footprint region deformed giving rise to the pneumatic and carcass 
components of tyre force. In general, the resultant tyre force was not vertical 
because of the existence of a nonplanar footprint. Calculation of the appropriate 
components allowed determination of the vertical and longitudinal force. The key 
feature of this model was that the footprint size and orientation relative to the wheel 
centre changes, depending on the tyre deflection and terrain profile. 
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Figure 1.9d Adaptive footprint tyre model (from Captain etal., 1979) 
The four tyre models were used in simulations of the behaviour of a truck traversing 
rough terrain, for which empirical data was available. It was found that in the 
frequency range 0.1Hz to 1.011z all of the tyre models estimated the transmitted 
tyre forces to a similar accuracy, while at higher frequencies, the more sophisticated 
models were more accurate because of their ability to attenuate the effect of high 
frequency irregularities similarly to a real tyre. They concluded that for simulations 
in which it was the vertical forces rather than the longitudinal forces which were of 
interest, the rigid tread band model was the best alternative as it gave the best 
compromise between accuracy and simplicity. 
Nguyen and Lines (1988) found that tyre enveloping substantially reduced the 
amplitude of ground irregularities at low spatial frequencies, and hence concluded 
that its effect on ride vibration of vehicles travelling at low speeds could not be 
ignored. They found that with a ramp of low leading edge slope (10 degrees), the 
vehicle wheel followed closely the shape of the ramp, but with steeper ramps 
(leading face > 40 degrees), there occurred a discontinuity in the rate of ascent of 
the vehicle, because of significant localised penetration of the tyre. 
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Crolla et al. (1990) have showed significant improvements in the prediction of 
vehicle vibration on rough ground on which slipping occurred by modelling the tyre 
in the lateral and longitudinal directions as parallel spring-dampers in series with 
other viscous dampers, rather than simply parallel spring dampers on their own. 
1.5.5.3 Empirical measurements of lyre properties 
Lines and Murphy (199 la,b) have published the results of a comprehensive study on 
the radial stiffhess and damping of agricultural tractor tyres measured using a forced 
vibration transfer function technique on level concrete and other surfaces. A 
discussion of their results is included in a separate report ('lyre stifThess and 
damping measurement using dedicated tyre testing apparatus') given at the end of 
this thesis. Few studies have been made of agricultural tyre properties in the plane 
of the ground surface. 
1.5.5.4 Measuring vehicle inertial parameters 
Measuring vehicle mass and centre of mass position is straight forward and is not 
discussed here. Moments and products of inertia are harder to obtain because 
dynamic measurements are required. 
Orne and Schmitz (1976) proposed a technique in which a vehicle sits on a platform 
suspended by angled cables whose lines of action intersect at a single point directly 
below the platform. This point would be an instantaneous centre for small 
oscillations, the roll and pitch motions occurring as 'spherical' motions about it. This 
reduced the system to having only three degrees of freedom (i.e. the rotational 
ones). However, they concluded that this set-up was particularly sensitive to 
experimental error. 
Chisholm (1977) devised a one degree of freedom technique using springs for 
measuring the roll and pitch moments of inertia for a tractor on rigid ('knife edge') 
supports. He obtained good accuracy compared to results from a suspended 
platform. He commented however, that a good deal of care was required in 
performing the experiment, and he repeated some of his experiments with a spring 
of different stifthess as a check. 
Garrott and Monk (1988) described a platform set-up used for measuring roll, pitch 
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and yaw moments of inertia of vehicles with a suspension system using gravity to 
provide the restoring forces for the roll and pitch axes and springs for the yaw axis. 
They used two degree of freedom analysis in order to accurately include the effects 
of the vehicle suspension on the results, instead of having to physically 'block' the 
vehicle suspension. They also considered some 'rules of thumb' used for 
approximating moments of inertia based on vehicle weights and dimensions, and 
concluded that the estimators should not be used if accurate values are required. 
1.6 Validating vehicle models 
Heydinger et al. (1990) discussed the means and necessity of adequate validation of 
simulation models, with specific regard to vehicle dynamics simulations. They 
pointed to the need for a large enough sample size of validation experiments such 
that statistical comparison between simulation and empirical results is possible, and 
warned against excessive extrapolation into unexplored data space. They noted, 
however, that the experimental testing of full scale vehicles is expensive and time 
consuming. 
They defined validation as 'showing that, within some specified operating range of 
the vehicle, a simulation's predictions of a vehicles responses of interest to specified 
input(s) agree with the actual physical system's responses of interest to the same 
input(s) to within some specified level of accuracy'. In discussing this statement, 
they pointed out that the degree of accuracy required depends on the intended use 
of the simulation and level of accuracy believed to be attainable. If only the trends 
of the response of a physical system are to be simulated, much less accuracy is 
required than when trying to predict exact values. 
A further two important points not covered in the above validity definition also 
required mention. These were: 
'The parameters used to describe the physical system to a simulation must be 
measured independently (not from the experiments that obtain simulation validation 
data)'. 
'While validating a simulation, the parameters describing the system to a 
simulation must not be varied from their independently measured values to improve 
the accuracy of a simulation's measured response'. 
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Finally, from the experimental and simulated results they obtained in a vehicle 
handling study, they noted that vehicle parameter specification errors and/or 
experimental data offset or calibration errors may become apparent during the 
validation process. 
1.7 Conclusions of existing research 
The most recent statistics suggest that tractor overturning accidents are still a 
serious problem in agriculture. Non-fatal accidents are far more numerous than fatal 
accidents. The total cost to the British economy of non-fatal accidents is estimated 
to be approximately six times greater than for fatal accidents. 
The majority of overturns are sideways. They are caused by slope, ground 
roughness, cornering, acceleration, load and slipping. The driver cannot judge when 
overturning will occur in an estimated 55% of cases because he/she lacks 
information. 
Terrain varies greatly in its slope and its surface. The nature of the terrain 
surface will determine how the vehicle interacts with it through forces generated at 
the wheels. Slope imposes the greatest practical limitation to agricultural vehicles, 
preventing land steeper than about 15 degrees being used for other than grass. 
The prime safety measure on tractors is currently the safety cab. However, 
specialised mountain equipment does exist and adaptions can be made to existing 
equipment to improve stability. Any practical vehicle will have limits. There is a 
continuing interest in developing in-cab warning devices to inform the driver of 
where these limits are. A technique for predicting lateral static stability limits using 
static wheel load measurements on slopes has been developed. 
The static stability limits of vehicles at any heading angle can be predicted by 
computing the slopes on which a wheel load becomes zero, with the vehicle 
stationary. The results at all heading angles can be displayed on a polar plot. The 
static stability of articulated vehicles is complicated by articulation angle and the 
positioning of the oscillation pivot. The stability of fluid filled tankers is equally 
complex because the centre of gravity position is a function of fill, slope and 
heading angle. 
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The dynamic movement of a vehicle can also be represented on the polar 
diagram by plotting the effective operating points accounting for acceleration 
effects. Whether the machine will ultimately overturn depends on whether the 
operating point remains outside the static stability boundary for a sufficiently long 
time. 
The response of a vehicle when its rear wheel hits a single terrain obstacle on a 
side slope has been studied in some detail. Early studies were limited in that the 
tyres of the vehicle were effectively attached to the ground, or they were assumed 
rigid. Most studies have involved computer simulation of the vehicle response in the 
time domain with overturning defined as the machine receiving sufficient rotational 
kinetic energy at the impact to lift the machine centre of gravity to above a tipping 
axis. The need to include the effects of obstacle enveloping by the wheel is 
considered by most authors, and thus sinusoid shaped obstacles are used in most 
theoretical studies. The difficulty in modelling tyre-ground interaction is regarded as 
the main source of divergence from experimental results. The results generally show 
that the margin to overturning of the vehicle is reduced by increases in slope, speed 
and obstacle height, but the exact relationships between the vehicle response and 
the vehicle parameters, vehicle speed, obstacle dimensions and obstacle shape are 
not clear. 
Several studies have been made of the possibility of overturning resulting from 
a random input due to traversing rough ground. However, no standard test has been 
proposed for vehicle stability based on random inputs. Means for predicting safe 
slopes for vehicle operation based on probability of overturning have been 
proposed. The mean and standard deviation of the rotational kinetic energy of the 
tractor appear to vary with speed and slope, and no attempt has been made to 
consider this finding against the results of a theoretical model. 
Accurate input data for theoretical models can be hard to obtain, especially 
descriptions of tyre properties on different surfaces and at different loadings, speeds 
and inflation pressures. This problem is compounded by tyre properties changing 
with tyre size and age. The importance of adequate validation of computer models 
is considered, and it is observed that the level of complexity in a model should be no 
greater than necessary in order to achieve a required level of accuracy. 
In order to design a standard test of vehicle dynamic stability, an understanding 
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of how vehicle parameters affect vehicle dynamic behaviour on slopes is required. 
Based on the current state of the research, it appears that a flitl understanding of the 
relatively straight forward problem of hitting a single obstacle has not been 
achieved, and so this would be the best place to start a new research programme. 
Further, since the single obstacle approach is deterministic, a standard test may be 
more readily conceived. 
1.8 Objectives of new research 
• To simulate on a computer the roll motion of an agricultural vehicle hitting a 
discrete terrain obstacle, and to predict the side slope on which the vehicle will 
overturn as the result of hitting an obstacle. 
• To validate the computer model by comparison with a real vehicle hitting an 
obstacle, taking into account the effects of speed, static wheel load, moment of 
inertia, static stability limit and suspension stifThess and damping on the roll 
response and on the overturning slope. 
• To investigate the effects of obstacle shape and size on the response of a 
vehicle, with the aim of proposing an unbiased dynamic stability test. 
In order to meet these objectives it was necessary to 
• Formulate the vehicle equations of motion and solve them by numerical 
integration on a computer. 
• Constrain and instrument a test vehicle in order that controlled experiments on 
the level and on slopes can be conducted. 
• Measure or deduce to a good degree of accuracy the magnitudes of the relevant 
experimental vehicle parameters as input data for the model. 
• Conduct a series of controlled experiments and simulations to compare the 
predicted and measured roll responses and overturning slopes. 
• Conduct an investigation of the effect of obstacle size and shape on the 
behaviour of a vehicle. 
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2. Experimental apparatus, instrumentation and data collection 
This chapter describes the experimental hardware used in the model validation 
phases of this project. The reasoning behind the choice of hardware is given where 
relevant. 
2.1 Experimental apparatus 
	
2.1.1 	Introduction 
In order to study the relationships between vehicle response and vehicle parameters 
or terrain obstacle shape and size, what was required was an experimental set-up 
that was highly repeatable with parameters that could be easily varied. Also, since it 
was the stability of vehicles against overturning which was of interest, it was 
necessary to be able to overturn the test vehicle an unlimited number of times 
without damage to itself or risk to the experimenter, and to right it without too 
much delay or inconvenience. 
2.1.2 	The test vehicle 
The test vehicle was a small, single-axle agricultural trailer with an outrigger to 
prevent complete overturning. It is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The axle was cut at the 
centre and pivoted and load transducers were attached just in-board of the wheels, 
between the half-axles and the trailer body. This arrangement is described by Owen 
(1988) who used the same trailer in an earlier experimental program. 
The trailer had an unladen mass (with outrigger attached) of approximately 700kg, 
and a track of 1.4m. It had provision for large ballast weights to be mounted on it, 
either within the body of the trailer, or on the outrigger. It was fitted with Avon 
10.5/85-15 cross-ply tyres of the flotation type. 
2.1.3 	The test rig 
The trailer was mounted on a test rig with a wheel removed on the port side. The 
rig chassis was a construction of welded steel hollow section on which the test 
trailer was constrained with a rolling road beneath its remaining wheel. This is 
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Figure 2.1 	The test trailer fitted with an outrigger and transducers for 
measuring wheel load. 








Figure 2.2 	The test trailer ball-jointed to the test rig. A small test mass is fitted 
in the outrigger of the trailer. The rig is bolted to a tilt table. 
shown in Figure 2.2. A rigid support that was ball-jointed to the rig at contact patch 
level supported the wheel-less hub of the trailer, and the towing eye of the trailer 
was also ball-jointed to the rig. 
The rolling road was constructed from a series of 150mm long wooden blocks, on a 
roller chain, driven from the p.t.o. shaft of a tractor through one or two 3:1 
reduction gearboxes. The speed range available was between 0.5 rn/s and 3.6 rn/s 
(approximately). The rig chassis was fitted with lugs so that it could be bolted 
directly to a rigid surface. 
	
2.1.4 	Road obstacles 
Road obstacles could be bolted onto the surface of the rolling road. These could be 
held rigidly perpendicular to the road by using metal inserts between the road 
blocks, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. For the Phase I & 2 experiments in this study, 
wedge (i.e. 'ramp') shaped blocks were used of 67mm height, with leading edge 
slopes of 11 and 22 degrees (i.e. lengths of 320mm and 160mm respectively). 
2.1.5 	The tilt table 
A large tilt table was available, with a maximum tilt angle of 45 degrees. The tilt 
table was situated outdoors. 
2.2 Discussion of experimental apparatus 
2.2.1 	The test vehicle and rig 
A trailer was chosen as the test vehicle because of its simplicity and because of its 
inherent low stability. This meant experiments could be conducted on lower slopes. 
By constraining the trailer with rigid joints, as described, the system was reduced to 
having only one degree of freedom, a considerable simplification. The disadvantage 
in using the trailer instead of a rigid four-wheel vehicle was the added complexity of 
its tipping axis being at a compound angle, though this was similar to a four wheel 
vehicle with one 'walking beam' axle such as a tractor. The constraints on the trailer 
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Figure 2.3 	Schematic diagram of rolling road showing construction. Metal 
inserts are attatched to the three blocks either side of the raised block to provide 
stiffening. 
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Although this study concerned only the trailer response to a single obstacle, a 
random series of obstacles could be fitted to the rolling road to simulate rough 
ground. Higher speeds could have been achieved if both gearboxes were removed, 
though 3.6 rn/s (13 km/h) was unlikely to be exceeded in real-life controlled hillside 
operations. 
	
2.2.2 	The road obstacles 
Wedge shaped blocks of the sizes described above were used in this study for the 
following reasons: 
• Ease of construction. 
• The small angles of the leading edges of the blocks were an attempt to avoid 
localised penetration of the tyre by sharp corners. 
• The horizontal forces on the tyre and block at impact were less than for a 
rectangular block. 
• Ease of deducing the shape of the block profile as enveloped by a wheel. 
• The test trailer had (generally) a lower static stability limit than the vehicles used 
by other authors. For this reason, a smaller block was used, to avoid 
overturning occurring on level ground. 
2.3 Instrumentation and calibration of instrumentation 
2.3.1 	Introduction 
Different comparisons between simulated and measured results were to be made in 
the two discrete model validation phases of the project and hence different 
experimental data was required for each (and subsequently different 
instrumentation). For the initial phase, time histories of the trailer response were 
required, necessitating the taking of one or more instantaneous measurement. For 
Phase 2, only measurement of the slope for overturning at each road speed was 
required. 
Angular displacement was chosen as the main quantity for comparison between 
measured and simulated results in Phase 1 because it changes slowly about its 
maximum (giving good resolution of maxima even when using a low sampling 
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frequency), and because it could easily be compared with the static stability limit of 
the vehicle. 
2.3.2 Measuring angular displacement 
A Penny and Giles linear displacement transducer was located at a tangent to the 
arc of movement of the trailer on the rig, and was provided with a stabilised power 
source. The calibration was conducted using an electronic inclinometer. 
2.3.3 Measuring instantaneous wheel loads 
The load transducers were of the strain gauge type (Thames model T5000) and 
were provided with a stabilised power source. The calibration was conducted using 
a proving ring. 
2.3.4 Measuring road speed 
For the Phase 1 experiments, it was convenient to have the road speed as a voltage 
to record on tape in parallel with other signals. Hence a small electrical tachometer 
was attached at the drive sprocket of the rolling road. This gave a voltage 
dependent on road speed. For the Phase 2 experiments, the road speed was 
calculated from the tractor engine speed which could be read from the mechanical 
tachometer in the tractor cab. For both tachometers, the calibration was conducted 
using a stop watch. 
2.3.5 	Measuring slope 
An Anglestar electronic inclinometer was used to measure the slope of the tilt table 
or the (static) angle of rotation of the test trailer. The zero output from the 
inclinometer was checked by taking a second reading with it facing in the opposite 
direction on several slopes. 
2.4 Discussion of calibration results 
The calibration curves are given in Appendix 1. The following points were noted 
from the calibration results: 
W. 
• In every case there was good linearity between the measured quantity and the 
output signal. 
• The tangential positioning of the linear displacement transducer caused it to give 
a reading linearly dependent on trailer angle across a large range of trailer 
inclination. 
There was slight hysteresis in the wheel load signal, but this was assumed small 
enough to ignore. 
• The electrical tachometer output appeared to be vary non-linearly with road 
speeds at very low road speeds (since the voltmeter was assumed accurate), but 
was otherwise linear. 
2.5 Data collection, storage and analysis 
Data was recorded in parallel onto channels of a TEAC XR3O 8 channel tape 
recorder. The gain and zero of each input signal was adjusted to span the + 1V to - 
lv range of the tape recorder as closely as possible. This meant that once re-
amplified with a gain of 10, the signals would span the fill 4096 voltage levels of 
the 12-bit analogue to digital converter (ADC), giving the best possible resolution. 
In advance of digitising, the analogue data was down loaded through Kemo filters 
set for low pass at half the sampling frequency or less (to avoid aliasing) and a 
multiplexer. The latter sampled the data and passed it serially to the ADC, finally 
creating, via Labtech hardware and software, a file in a portable IBM-type personal 
computer. The file on the portable PC was sent to a more powerful PC and was 
analysed using DADiSP signal processing software. 
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3. Modelling the behaviour of the test vehicle on the rig 
This chapter discusses the different analysis methods available for studying vehicle 
behaviour and then the software application used to create the computer model for 
this project. Latterly, details of the modelling of the test vehicle behaviour are given 
and discussed and the model is checked for correct theoretical behaviour. 
3.1 Dynamic analysis of vehicle behaviour 
3.1.1 	Frequency domain analysis 
As documented in Chapter 1 (Van Deusen, 1967, Sayles and Thomas, 1978), there 
is good evidence that all random surface profiles have the same statistical form and 
that measurement of only a single roughness constant will completely characterise 
surface roughness, which is Gaussian. This is a very useful result for ride vibration 
studies of linear vehicle systems in that the output power spectral density (psd) of a 
vehicle (i.e. its response to the terrain input at different frequencies) may be 
calculated directly from the input psd (known from the ground roughness constant) 
and the vehicle's frequency response function (derived from the vehicle parameters 
and suspension configuration). Hence most studies of on-road vehicle dynamics are 
conducted using frequency domain analysis which can be done very efficiently on a 
computer. Frequency domain analysis reveals all the most important aspects of ride 
vibration with the greatest ease and rapidity, though time domain analysis can also 
provide the same information. 
With a linear system, a Gaussian input will generate a Gaussian output i.e. the 
amplitude probability density function (APDF) of the vehicle will be of the classic 
(normal) 'bell' shape. The APDF can be used to predict the probability of a wheel 
losing contact with the ground, or even the probability of overturning if more than a 
quarter model of the vehicle is used. 
However, it has been shown by C. H. Hoppe (in Van Deusen, 1967) that 
predictions of overturning obtained in this way do not correlate closely to 
predictions made using time domain analysis in which overturning is modelled as a 
discrete event (see Chapter 1, Table 1.6). 
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3.1.2 Time domain analysis 
Time domain studies are not restricted to linear vehicle behaviour and so it is 
possible to model the vehicle when one or all of its wheels are off the ground (in 
which case the restoring force on the system is only gravity) or on yielding surfaces, 
typical of off-road situations. Also discrete, unrepeated events can be simulated 
directly in the time domain. 
Hence time domain analysis appeared to be the better approach for overturn 
prediction and hence it was used to generate the output data throughout this study. 
Unfortunately a far greater number of calculations are required than for frequency 
domain analysis, resulting in long computation times. 
3.2. Introduction to Dynamic Analysis and Design System (DADS) 
The trailer on the rig was modelled in the time domain using the Dynamic Analysis 
and Design System (DADS) software application, revision 6.0 (personal computer 
version). The advantage of using this software instead of purpose written code was 
the ease with which more complexity could be introduced into the model and also 
the amount of checking and debugging that had already been undertaken by the 
creators of the software. The personal computer version of this software had the 
disadvantage that it could not be run very efficiently in batch mode because it 
unloaded from the RAM of the PC automatically at the end of each run. 
3.2.1. Description of DADS and its use 
The DADS software is a set of general purpose computer programs that can be 
used to model and predict the motion of a variety of real world mechanical systems. 
Using a set of data that describes the machine to be modelled, DADS builds up a 
mathematical model of the real system that calculates positions, velocities, and 
accelerations of the various parts of the machine, as well as resultant forces that act 
in the system. By using such a computer program to analyse a machine, it is possible 
to examine the behaviour of a wide range of alternate machine specifications by 
simply changing the specifications of the model. Thus, DADS may be used as an 
iterative design tool for creating new products, as well as an analysis tool for 
examining existing products. 
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3.2.2. Types of machine that can be modelled 
DADS contains a large library of mechanical elements that can be used to build a 
model. These include rigid and flexible bodies, joints and other constraints, force 
and torque producing elements, as well as control and hydraulic elements. Models 
can be created in two or three dimensions. A machine whose motion is entirely 
planar can be modelled more rapidly in 2D because of the smaller number of 
variables required. The 3D version may be used to model any machine whose 
motion is not contained within a plane, allowing complete generality, but can model 
planar systems also. 
3.2.3 	Methods of analysis 
A machine may be analysed by the DADS analysis program using a number of 
different methods, i.e. kinematic, dynamic, static or inverse dynamic analysis. 
Kinematic analysis may be used to calculate the motion of the various bodies in the 
mechanism, disregarding both their mass properties and any forces in the system. A 
number of drivers must be specified to remove all the degrees of freedom from the 
mathematical model. The results of this analysis are the positions, velocities, and 
accelerations of all the bodies in the model. 
In dynamic analysis, the motion of the bodies is calculated from the forces acting on 
them (including gravity) and the mass properties of the bodies. The model may 
Contain any number of degrees of freedom and the initial conditions must be 
specified for each. As well as the positions, velocities, and accelerations of each 
body, the internal reaction forces in the joints and constraints in the model may be 
obtained. 
Static analysis uses the mass properties of the bodies and any forces acting upon 
them to calculate a model configuration that minimises the potential energy of the 
system. The resultant position of each body together with the potential energy at the 
beginning and end of the run is reported. 
In inverse dynamic analysis, the forces required to produce a motion are calculated 
from the motion of the bodies specified by drivers. As for dynamic analysis, mass 
properties of all the bodies are required. The reaction forces reported in the results 
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may be interpreted as the forces necessary to generate the prescribed motion. 
	
3.2.4 	Inputting data 
DADS has a menu-driven preprocessing package for creating models in 'verbose' 
form and converting them into the required 'formatted' files ready for analysis. 
However, once one is familiar with the structure and layout required for the 
formatted files, it is faster to create them directly in a suitable text editor. 
3.2.5 	Analysis output 
Three standard output files are generated by the DADS analysis program, for all 
types of analysis. These are an information file, an ASCII output file, and a binary 
output file. 
The information file contains error, warning or informational messages generated by 
the analysis run. The ASCII output file contains the results of the analysis for each 
time step for each body in the model. The binary output file also contains this 
information and maybe used in other programs to produce graphical output of the 
results or to produce animations when a geometry file has also been created. 
3.2.6 Current users of DADS 
Although this software has been developed over many years in the United States of 
America, and is widely used there, only one other user is known in Scotland, but 
not in Edinburgh. 
3.3 Modelling the test vehicle behaviour using DADS 
Dynamic analysis was used to study the motion of the trailer because it had a degree 
of freedom. The modelling procedure was as follows: Firstly, the system equations 
of motion were formulated so that model results could be checked against analytical 
solutions where possible. Following this, performance criteria for the model were 
specified in terms of accuracy and speed. Finally, a model was created which met 
the performance criteria. 
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Figure 3.1 is a schematic diagram of the trailer on which are shown the coordinate 
axes and the various important positions on the trailer which are referred to in this 
section. The axis set OX'Y'Z' is rotated such that the Yaxis is coincident with the 
tipping axis of the trailer. 
3.3.1 	Trailer equations of motion 
The trailer body constrained on the test rig had only one degree of freedom, 
rotation about the tipping axis. However, since the tyre could lose contact with the 
road, there were two distinct trailer motions which needed to be described by 
distinct equations. 
3.3.1.1 Tyre and road in contact 
When the tyre is in contact with the road (which is assumed rigid) the trailer motion 
may be described by the following second-order differential equation: 
Jo 9+ (Cr. i 1 w + Kr. z'w). a = a. F(t) 
where 
8 is the angular acceleration about the tipping axis 
Jo is the trailer moment of inertia about the tipping axis 
Cr is the tyre radial (viscous) damping coefficient. 
Kr is the tyre radial stiiThess coefficient. 
'w is the velocity of the trailer wheel tangential to the tipping axis 
z'w is the displacement of the trailer wheel from the static equilibrium 
position, tangential to the tipping axis 
a is the perpendicular distance from the tipping axis to a point at the 
bottom of the trailer wheel between the beads of the tyre. 
F(t) is the force at the tyre contact patch, acting tangential to the tipping axis, 
varying with time, t. 
The deflection and velocity of the wheel can be expressed in terms of the rotation 
about the tipping axis, i.e. 
z'w = a. sin 9 





Figure 3.1 	Schematic diagram of test trailer 
Key: 
A 	Position of tyre-road contact patch 
B 	Position of front trailer-rig balljoint (trailer towing eye) 
C 	Position of 2D model tipping axis 
G 	Position of trailer centre of gravity 
G 	Effective position of centre of gravity in 2D model 
0
. 
Position of rear trailer-rig balijoint and origin of axis s 
xY ,z' 
0" 	Origin of 2D model axis set O"X"Y" 
W 	Position of point below trailer wheel between tyre bead 
a Distance CW 
h 	Distance 0°C 
Horizontal distance between 2D model tipping axis anc 	- . ... 
on level ground 
x1,y1,z1; x'1,y'1,z'1 Coordinates of centre of gravity with respect to axes sets 
0 X Y Z and 0 XYZ' respectively 
a 	Static stability limit of 2D model 
Ox 	Rotation of axis set 0 X'Y'Z' about X-axis 
°z 	Rotation of axis set 0 XY'Z' about Z-axis 
Since the angles of the trailer rotation are small while its tyre is in contact with the 
road, the small angle approximations, sin 8= 9 and cos 9= 1 may be used. Hence 
the trailer equation of motion becomes: 
Io +a2 . CT.  +a2.  KT.  9=aF(t) 	 [3.1] 
	
i.e. the system has natural angular frequency, 	= JKr. a2 / Jo and damping factor, 
,5 =  Cr. a2 / 21o. ai, and damped natural angular frequency, c = Jl __W . cat. 
Analytical solutions to Equation 3.1 may only be obtained when the force varies as 
a mathematical function or is an impulse. Hence for a general solution, numerical 
integration is required, e.g. Runge-Kutta, the basis for which is as follows: 
Equation 3.1 can be written as 
8=
10 
 [a.F(t)_a2  .Kr. 8_a2.Cr] =f(8,9,t) 
and hence by substituting 0= op, it can be reduced to two first order equations: 
8=çp 
=f(9,,t) 
These may be solved numerically to yield a solution using the Runge-Kutta 
technique, as used by DADS. 
3.3.1.2 Tyre and road not in contact 
The trailer tyre is not constrained to remain in contact with the road, making the 
complete problem a highly non-linear one. When the tyre is not in contact with the 
road, the only force on the trailer (other than a small amount of friction in the ball-
joints which is neglected at this stage) is gravity. Hence the equation of motion in 
this instance is: 
Jo. = mg. x'i.(cos 9—sin 0/ tan a) 	 [3.2] 
where 
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m. is the mass of the trailer. 
g is the acceleration due to gravity. 
X'i is the x-coordinate of the centre of mass in the axis set OX'Y'Z'. 
a is the static stability limit of the trailer. 
Equation 3.2 has no analytical solution, and must be solved numerically if an exact 
solution is required. Hence the complete response of the trailer to hitting an 
obstacle may only be found by numerical integration. 
3.3.2 Expected system response to a single pulse 
The theoretical response of a linear, undamped one degree of freedom system 
(Figure 3.2a) to a one-half-cycle sine pulse ground motion is shown in Figures 3.2b 
to 3.2d. These are textbook results calculated from analytical equations. Figure 3.2b 
shows the time-displacement curves for six values of the ratio of pulse period, t, to 
natural period, T. Resonance occurs when r/T = 3/ (i.e. when the pulse frequency, 
o is equal to the natural frequency, p), resulting in a maximum displacement equal 
to ,Z. Xg12 (where Xg is the peak amplitude of the pulse) first occurring at the end of 
the pulse. A study of additional values of r/T shows that the greatest maximum 
displacement occurs during the pulse era when TIT 0.8 (see Figure 3.2c). The 
greatest maximum displacement is equal to 1.78 Xg. This value can only be reduced 
by increasing the system damping. 
Figure 3.2d shows the maximum displacement as a function of the frequency of the 
half-cycle pulse (i.e. the response spectra). Clearly the maximum response occurs 
when the pulse frequency is less than the natural frequency. It can be shown that 
with a greater number of half cycles input to the system, the maximum response 
occurs much closer to resonance. 
Figure 3.2e shows the expected response to triangular pulses for different values of 
the pulse duration. This suggests that the maximum response to a ramp input will 
occur when /T 0.65. It can similarly be calculated that the maximum response 
to a frill-cycle versed-sine pulse will occur when r/T 0. 95. 
The responses as described are for a linear system. A non-linear system with one 
rotational degree of freedom (such as the constrained trailer with the tyre not 













Figure 3.2a A simple linear oscillator acted upon by ground motion 
Figure 3.2b Time-displacement reponse to a single half-cycle sine pulse; 
period ratio varied (from Jacobsen and Ayre, 1958). 
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Figure 3.2c Maximum displacement as a function of duration of a half-cycle 
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Figure  3.2d Response spectra of a simple linear oscillator acted upon by a 
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Figure 3.2e Maximum displacement as a function of duration of a triangular 
pulse (from Jacobsen and Ayre, 1958). 




magnitude of the response was not expected to depend only on the magnitude of 
the input pulse and on the system damping, but was expected to depend on other 
trailer parameters such as the load on the wheel and the tyre stiffness. Also, since 
the trailer could overturn, the static stability limit will also be a factor influencing its 
response. However, the system response was still expected to have a response 
maximum somewhere in the vicinity of the resonance condition. 
3.3.3 	Performance criteria of the model 
These were divided into primary and secondary performance criteria. Models were 
not considered against the secondary criteria until they had met the primary ones. 
The primary performance criteria were defined as follows: 
The model had to be theoretically accurate. This means that it had to respond 
as expected to a simple input. 
The model had to run rapidly enough that it was feasible to make a large 
number of runs. 
The secondary criteria were: 
The model had to predict with sufficient accuracy the response of the real 
trailer, constrained on the test rig, when a discrete obstacle was driven under its 
wheel at different speeds. This included the effect on the response of changing the 
amount and positioning of ballast on the trailer, and the effect of changing the tyre 
inflation pressure. 
The model had to be able to predict with sufficient accuracy the side slopes on 
which overturning of the real (constrained) trailer would first occur, at different 
speeds, with different discrete obstacles driven under the wheel. 
'Sufficient accuracy' was taken to mean good qualitative comparison between 
predicted and measured results, and overturning slopes predicted to within 5 
degrees of slope. 
The reasoning behind these criteria was as follows: 
If the response of the model to simple inputs was not well understood, it would 
be impossible to interpret its response to more complex inputs such as an obstacle 
being driven under a wheel. 
Because of the number of parameters affecting the vehicle response, a large 
number of model runs were needed in the validation phases of the project and also 
for the parametric studies. 
The interaction between the trailer tyre and the road obstacle and the 
subsequent behaviour of the trailer was expected to be a function of the road speed 
and the trailer parameters, in particular the trailer mass and inertia, and the stiffness 
and damping of the tyres. In order to have confidence in the model, it was necessary 
to show that its response to changes in the above parameters was similar to that of 
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the real trailer. 
4) For the model to be a worthwhile tool for side-slope stability research, it 
needed to be able to predict overturning. However, it was unrealistic to try to create 
a perfect model as this would take too long, and the resulting model could be over-
complicated and inflexible. The aim was to create a model which was 'highly usable'. 
3.3.4 Developing a model to meet the performance criteria 
Since the motion of the trailer body when constrained on the rig was planar, it could 
be modelled in two dimensions. However, DADS contains a tyre element in its 
library of three dimensional elements, and hence the trailer was initially modelled in 
3D. 
3.3.4.1 A three dimensional (3D) model 
For the 3D model, the co-ordinate axes of the '313 rigid-body element' describing 
the trailer were transformed from the 'global' set, OXYZ, to the rNoncentroidal 
body-fixed' set, OX'Y'Z', so that the moment of inertia could be input directly as 
measured about the tipping axis OB. The transformation was effected using a 
DADS 3D 'reference frame' element, orientated using the Euler angle 'x-convention' 
(DADS user's manual, 1989). The Euler transformation angles, & and 9z are 
shown on Figure 3.1. 
The DADS 3D tyre models are described in Appendix 2. For speed and simplicity, 
the 'BASIC' tyre model option was chosen. This model does not generate 
longitudinal forces owing to rotational slip, and the rotational inertia of the wheel is 
ignored. The tyre slip and rotational inertia of the wheel were not expected to have 
significant effect on the (constrained) trailer response. 
3.3.4.2 Problems with 3D modelling 
The 3D model described above had an execution time in excess of fifty times slower 
than real time on the 33MHz 486SX IBM-type personal computer being used. Also 
the DADS 3D analysis program took more than three minutes to load into the 4MB 
of RAM initially present on this PC. This meant that it took a total of around six 
minutes to generate the results of a three second simulation. Hence this model did 
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not meet a primary performance criterion and so 3D modelling was abandoned at 
this stage. 
3.3.4.3 A two-dimensional (2D) model 
For the 2D model, the tyre contact patch was assumed to be a single point at A 
(Figure 3.1) vertically below the point at the bottom of the wheel between the tyre 
beads, W. The tipping axis of the 2D model was assumed horizontal passing 
through the point, C, where the original tipping axis cuts the vertical plane 
perpendicular to itself, containing points A and W. This meant that the model 
tipping axis was elevated from the ground plane. 
DADS has no 2D tyre element and so the tyre force had to be generated using 
DADS control elements. A 'rigid tread-band model' (Captain et al., 1979) was used 
but with only the vertical component of the tyre force input at the wheel of the 
vehicle (a longitudinal force could not be included in a planar model). Inclusion of 
the longitudinal component of the tyre force would make the resultant force 
perpendicular to the road surface, but this was not thought to be an important 
feature because of the positioning of the constraints (ball-joints) on the experimental 
trailer. 
As described in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.5.2, in the rigid tread-band model, the tyre is 
modelled as a linear parallel spring-damper arrangement and the road profile is input 
as the locus of the centre of a rigid wheel rolling on the actual profile. This tyre 
model is referred to throughout this thesis as the '2D control-element tyre model'. 
The completed 2D trailer model loaded into the 4MB RAM of the PC in less than 
10 seconds, and executed at between 3 and 5 times slower than real time. Hence a 3 
second simulation took less than 25 seconds. A schematic diagram of the 2D model 
is shown as Figure 3.3. The DADS 'verbose' input file for the 2D model is given in 
Appendix 3. It should be noted that for this model, the V axis is upwards and there 
is no Z axis. The DADS 'formatted' input file is given in Appendix 3a. 
3.3.5 	Details of the 2D control-element tyre model and ball-joint damping 
The tyre model was a simple position control system with derivative feedback to 
model the tyre damping. It was convenient to input the damping of the two ball- 
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0• 
Figure 3.3 Schematic of two-dimensional computer model. Slope can be input to 
the model by raising the height of the rolling road. 
Key: 
C5 	System damping 
K5 System stiffness 
1G 	Moment of inertia about mass centre 
1 0 Moment of inertia about tipping axis 
M 	Mass 
XD Velocity of rolling road 
a,h,l,a See Figure 3.1 
Ground slope 
e 	Vehicle roll angle 
77A Enveloped wedge block 
NB For a two-dimensional model, all inputs must be in the plane of the model, i.e. 
the direction of travel of the rolling road in the model is rotated considerably from its 
direction of travel with respect to the real trailer. However, this does not affect the 
model response when a point-contact or rigid tread-band tyre model is used, since 
the interface between tyre and road is a single point. 
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joints which attach the trailer to the rig as forces at the trailer wheel also. The 
conservative (lyre stiffliess) force and viscous dissipative (tyre damping) force went 
to zero rather than becoming negative, and hence modelled the tyre parting 
company with the road. The ball-joints were thought to give a small amount of 
Coulomb damping (based on the results of an experiment described in the next 
chapter). 
The force upwards on the wheel of the vehicle, F, according to Figure 3.4a, is given 
by the following equations: 
F=Kr.(z—y)+ CT. (zd— yd) —CBJ/l 	when z > y and yd> 0 
F=Kr.(z—y)+ CT. (zd— yd) +CBJ/l 	when z >y and yd <0 
F= —CBJ/l 	 when z <y and yd> 0 
F= +CBJ/l 	 when z <y and yd < 0 
where 
Kr is the tyre stiffness coefficient, [N/rn]. 
Cr is the tyre (viscous) damping coefficient, [Ns/rn]. 
CM is the ball-joints (Coulomb) damping coefficient, [Nm]. 
1 	is the (horizontal) distance to the tipping axis, CA, [m]. 
Z is the height of the (enveloped) road surface, [m]. 
y is the height of the wheel hub less the undeflected tyre radius, [m]. 
yd is the vertical velocity of the wheel rim, [mis]. 
zd is the (effective) vertical velocity of the road surface (= road slope x 
road speed), [mis]. 
The tyre force and ball-joint damping control system is illustrated in Figure 3.4b, 
page 71. 
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Figure 3.4a Schematic diagram of trailer-road and trailer-rig interaction 
3.3.6 	Accounting for road compliance 
If the road surface is compliant with effective stiffness KR, the tyre stiffness, Kr, 
may be replaced in the equations of motion or tyre force equations by the system 





This can be alternatively expressed in terms of the reciprocal of KR, i.e. the road 
compliance or flexibility, FR: 
Kr 
Ks = 
KT.FR  + 1 
	 [3.3b] 






CR is the effective road damping. 
Equation 3.3a is obtained by considering the tyre and road as springs in series 
similarly to Baldali and Rohani (1984). Equation 3.4 is obtained by considering the 
tyre and road as viscous dampers in series. 
The substitutions of Kr and CT with Ks and Cs were made assuming that the 
effective mass of the part of the road that deflects was small compared to the mass 
of the vehicle, and hence the system still had effectively only one degree of freedom. 
3.3.7 Two-dimensional model rigid body input data 
The DADS '2D rigid-body element' modelling the trailer body required the trailer 
data as mass, m, centre of mass coordinates, x"i and y " i (in the 2D axis set 
O"X"Y"), and moment of inertia about the centre of mass, ía". However, the real 
trailer was three dimensional. The body parameters which needed to be kept the 
same in order to keep the equations of motion for the 2D trailer model identical to 
those of the real trailer were: 
the horizontal distance from the tipping axis to the tyre contact patch, / 
the perpendicular distance from the tipping axis to the bottom of the wheel, a 
the load at the wheel on level ground, FU 
the static stability limit, a, and 
the moment of inertia about the tipping axis, ío. 
Keeping I and FU the same maintained the same static moment about the tipping 
axis since 
I.FU= x'im.g 	 [3.5] 
Keeping Jo the same, maintained the same dynamic moment about the tipping axis. 
Hence, the input values to the 2D model, denoted rn", x",y"i and ía" could have 
M. 
any (positive) values so long as the known values of FU, / , a and Jo were 
maintained. The input values were computed as follows: 
The moment of inertia about the centre of mass was chosen in terms of the 
moment of inertia about the tipping axis, i.e. 
IGIO/2 	 [3.6] 
Hence the input value for the trailer mass could be calculated from the Parallel 
Axis Theorem, and moments about the 2D model tipping axis (when 9 = 0), i.e. 
Jo" = Jo - m".ri 2 	 [3.7] 
and 	rn". g. ri. sin a = 1. FU 	 [3.8] 
where 
ri is the (unknown) distance from the model tipping axis to the 
model centre of mass. 
Substituting Equations 3.6 and 3.7 into 3.8 and rearranging gives: 
1 . FU 2  2 
	
g. sin ) • Ti 	 [3.9] 
The coordinates of the centre of mass were also calculated from moments 
about the tipping axis when 9= 0, i.e. 
= FU. 1/ rn". g 
	
[3.10] 
= h + x"i/tan a [3.11] 
where h is the elevation of the 2D model tipping axis from the ground plane. 
3.3.7.1 Modelling the trailer on a slope 
Slope could be introduced to the 2D model by raising the road base level. To model 
the vehicle on slope 3, the road base level needed to be 1. tanfi as can be seen in 
Figure 3.3. 
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3.3.8 	Checking the model for correct theoretical behaviour 
For these tests, the model had input values similar to the real test trailer with a small 
test mass fitted. The actual theoretical values are given in Chapter 5, Table 5.1 (set-
up Ti). The natural frequency and viscous and Coulomb damping of the models 
were checked by starting the model with the 'tyre' just in contact with the road and 
looking at the (linear) response. The results are shown in Figures 3.5a to 3.5c, 
pages 72 and 73. The expected forms of the decay envelopes (Figures 3.5a and 
3.5b) were calculated from the equations: 
—(a2 .Cs/21o).t Y = yo. e 	 [Viscous damping only] 
y = yo - (4. Fd. "/Ks). t [Coulomb damping only] 
where 
yo is the starting amplitude, [m] 
Cs is the system viscous damping, [Ns/m] 
Fd is the system Coulomb damping, [N] 
Ks is the system stiffhess, [N/m] 
ai, is the system natural frequency, [rad/s] 
The expected frequency domain representation of the transient decaying due to 
Coulomb damping, i.e. Figure 3.5c, was obtained by computing the Fourier 
components of a theoretical transient with natural frequency ca' , and damping force 
Fd Coulomb damping was expected to have no effect on the natural frequency. 
Figures 3.5a to 3.5c show good agreement between manually calculated and 
simulation results. The force at the tyre contact patch was also seen to drop to zero 
as expected immediately following a down-step (Figure 3.5d, page 73). 
A further check of model accuracy was made with the trailer tyre not in contact 
with the road surface, during a bounce from level ground. The comparison between 
calculated and simulated angular acceleration values is shown in Figure 3.5 e, page 
74. The expected angular acceleration values were calculated from the equation: 
9 = FU. 1. (cos 0— sin 9/tan a)/Io 
WE 
obtained by substituting Equation 3.5 into Equation 3.2. 
3.3.9 	Obstacle enveloping 
In order to include the effect of obstacle enveloping in the model, coordinates of the 
obstacle as enveloped by the tyre were calculated or measured and used as the input 
data. For most experiments, the tyre was assumed rigid allowing simple calculation 
of the enveloped profile coordinates. In reality the profile was enveloped by a tyre 
which was deformable resulting in an input profile too complex to derive 
theoretically and thus needing to be measured. This is dealt with in the next chapter. 
It was also noted that the true rolling radius of a tyre is difficult to calculate and is a 
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Figure 3.4b 2D control-element tyre model and ball-joint damping 
Simulated vehicle oscillation with viscous damping only 




































0 	2 	4 	6 	8 	10 
Time (s) 
Figures 3.5a and 3.5b 	Checking the two-dimensional trailer model for 
correct theoretical behaviour. 3.5a (top); Transient oscillation with viscous 
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Time (s) 
Figures 3.5.c and 3.5.d 	Checking the two-dimensional trailer model for 
correct theoretical behaviour. 3.5.c (top); Frequency domain representation of 
transient oscillation with 20N Coulomb damping. 3.5.d; Force on tyre contact 
patch when encountering downstep. 
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3.6 1 
Angular  accen. of model about tipping axis (Rad/s2) 
Calculated results (with no balljoint damping) 




0 	 .03 	 .06 	 .09 	 .12 
Roll angle, theta (radians) 
Figure 3.5.e Checking the two-dimensional trailer model for correct theoretical 
behaviour. Angular acceleration during a bounce. 
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4. Measuring the parameters of the test vehicle and rig 
This chapter details the experiments to obtain the requisite data to input to the 
computer model. Some quantities were measured more than once to increase 
confidence or to improve modelling accuracy. 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to accurately model the behaviour of the trailer on the rig, reliable 
measurements or estimates of the following parameters had to be made: 
Dimensions 
Static support loads 
Static stability limit 
Moment of inertia about the tipping axis 
System stiffness and damping at the road-trailer interface 
Damping in the ball joints 
Ground slope 
Spot heights of enveloped terrain profile 
4.2 Measuring and calculating the test trailer dimensions 
Vertical and horizontal dimensions of the trailer in a level position were measured 
to datum lines using a steel rule. The perpendicular distance, p, from the centre of 
mass (coordinates xi,yi,zi) to the tipping axis was calculated using the following 
equation: 
p = I(xi. L3 - zi. Li) 2 +(zI.L2 - yi. L) 2 + (yi. Li - xi. L2) 2  
where L, L2, L3 are the direction cosines of the trailer tipping axis with respect to 
the axis set OXYZ (Chapter 3, Figure 3.1). 
Other perpendicular dimensions were calculated likewise. The trailer dimensions 
with their respective symbols and error bars are recorded in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Test trailer data 
Trailer dimensions Symbol Value Error 
Lateral distance between ball joints xv 0.7m 0.005m 
Longitudinal distance between ball joints y,, 2.475m 0.005m 
Vertical distance between ball joints z, 0.52m 0.005m 
Track T 1.4m 0.01 m 
Trailer weights With no test mass fitted With small test mass in position 1 
(co-ordinates In Table 4.2(x), AppendIx 4) 
Value (measured) 	 Value (predicted) Error 
Lead atwheel FU 2345N 20N 1835N 	 1820N 15N 
Load at port hub support (rear ball joint) FD 3610N 20N 4925N 4965N 40N 
Load at towing eye support (front ball joint) FF 903N 9N 1395N 	 1350N 45N 
Total trailer weight Ftot 6858N 50N 8155N 8135N 20N 
Weight of small test mass 	 FSTM 	1280N 	 5N 
Weight of large test mass FLTM 2295N ION 
CS 	 Weight of wheel and tyre 	 - 	402N 	 3N 
Trailer tipping angles 
About longitudinal axis 	 a 1 	38.30 	 0.1 0 	 60.00 
through towing eye 
About tipping axis 	 a 	38.6° 	 0.80 	 28.40 	 28.40 	 0.00 
(static stability limit) (predicted values) 
Centre of mass coordinates 
(Origin at centre of port x 1 0.5708m 0.0283m 0.4347m 0.4292m 0.0055m 
hub support ball joint) y1 0.3258m 0.0117m 0.4229m 0.4113m 0.0116m 
Z 1 0.6836m 0.6732m 0.6720m 0.00 12m 
Trailer moments of interla 
About tipping axis 10 662.2Kgm2 21.7Kgnr' 740Kgm 729Kgm1 llKgin2 
About axis parallel to IG 281 Kgm2 21 .7Kgm2 407Kgm2 396Kgm2 11 Kgm 
tipping axis through centre of mass 
4.3 Measuring and calculating the test trailer static wheel loads and the 
vertical support load at the trailer towing eye 
Two Road Runner' portable weighpads were simultaneously inserted beneath the 
tyre and beneath the port hub support. The towing eye was supported from a spring 
balance. Readings were taken with no test mass on the trailer and with a small test 
mass added in a known position as a check. All the test masses were weighed 
separately on a sack weigher. The masses and their respective symbols and error 
bars are recorded in Table 4.1. With other arrangements of the test masses, it was 
possible to calculate the support forces using moment equations. 
4.4 Measuring and calculating the test trailer static stability limit 
During the first phase of experimentation which was conducted on level ground, it 
was difficult to directly measure the side slope static stability limit of the trailer 
because of the compound angle at which the tipping axis was inclined. Also, the 
trailer fouled on the rig after a rotation of 30 degrees. Hence the static stability limit 
was best calculated. During the second phase of experimentation which was 
conducted on a tilt table, it was possible to check the calculated values against 
measured values. 
The procedure for calculating static stability limits with different arrangements of 
test mass on the trailer was as follows (nomenclature from Table 4.1): 
1) The centre of mass coordinates, Xi, yi, zi, were computed with respect to the 
axes set OXYZ as follows: 
The centre of mass position in the horizontal plane was found by taking moments in 
the transverse (x) and longitudinal (y) directions. 
xi = (FF. Xv + FU. T)/Ftot 	 [4.1] 
yi = FF.yv / Ftot 	 [4.2] 
The height of the centre of mass was obtained by tipping the trailer about its 
longitudinal axis through the towing eye, as shown in Figure 4. 1, and measuring the 
angle, ai, at the point of neutral stability. Thus: 
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= Zv -- (x - .vi ). tan a t 	 [4.3] 
The centre of mass coordinates, X ' i and Z'i, were computed with respect to 
axis set OX'Y'Z'(see Figure 3.1). i.e. 
X'i = xi. cos 9z — yi. sin 8z 	 [4.4] 
z'i = — xi. sinOx. sin Oz - y. sin Ov. cos Oz +.cos a 	[4.5] 
Finally the static stability limit, a, was estimated from: 
a= tan(x'/z') 	 [4.6] 
	
Support level with towing eye 	 Towing eye 




Figure 4.1 	Measuring the test trailer angle of tip about the longitudinal axis 
through the towing eye. 
W. 
4.5 Measuring the moment of inertia and system stiffness by a natural 
frequency method 
Natural frequency methods were used (which are described) to obtain estimates of 
the test trailer moment of inertia and system stifihess from free vibration transients. 
Initially, the trailer tyre was employed as the spring element in the system, but this 
gave short transients which varied in frequency between and within transients. Later 
experiments used a steel spring as the spring element to obtain an estimate of the 
moment of inertia, and system stiffness estimates were obtained using this estimate. 
4.5.1 	The natural frequency method 
The natural undamped angular frequency of the test trailer on the rig with the tyre 
in contact with the road is: 
= .sJ(Ks.a2 II) 	 [4.7] 
where 
Ks is the system stiffness (i.e. tyre and road in series) 
Jo is the system moment of inertia about the tipping axis. 
For the test trailer on the rig, ca, was a close approximation to the damped natural 
frequency of the system because the tyre and road damping was small (a system 
damping ratio of 0.1 will cause there to be only a 0.5% difference between damped 
and undamped natural frequencies). 
If a test mass, mass mi, is rigidly attached with its centroid at a perpendicular 
distance ri from the trailer tipping axis, the natural frequency of the system 
becomes: 
001 = JKs.a2 —I I l 	 [4.8] 
where Ii is the new system moment of inertia, i.e. 
Ii = Io+mi.ri +Jtmj 
where Itmi is the moment of inertia of the test mass about an axis through its 
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centroid parallel to the system tipping axis. 
Since the test mass, which is cylindrical, lies approximately parallel to the tipping 
axis and is of small radius compared to dimension ri then 
Ii Io+ mi. ri 2 
	
Hence wi = JKs.a2 /(Io + MI. r12) 	 [4.9a] 
Similarly for a test mass, mass m, attached at radius r2; 
(02 = .4JKs.a2 /(Io+m2.r22) 	 [4.9b] 
Equations 4.9a and 4.9b can be combined to express the trailer moment of inertia 
about the tipping axis, Jo, or system stiffness, Ks, in terms of 091. w2, MI, m2,rl,r2 
and dimension a: 
2 	2 	2 	2 2 
. 
 M2. (0 — 1 .mi.ri 
10= (0 2 
WI _W22 
[4.10] 
(D1 2 .W2 2 .(m2.r2 2 — mi. r1 2 ) 
a2. (c0 1 2 - CO2 2) 
[4.11] 
This method was chosen because it gave estimates of the vehicle moment of inertia 
independent of the system stiffliess and vice versa from a small number of 
measurements. It was noted however that the derived equations 4.10 and 4.11 are 
ill-conditioned when the frequency ratio, Wi / a, is close to unity, i.e. small 
changes in the frequency ratio result in very large changes in the moment of inertia 
or system stifThess estimates. Figures 4.2a and 4.2b show that the frequency ratio 
needs to be greater than 1.5 if reliable estimates of these parameters are to be 
obtained, and that the frequency needs to be measured to a high degree of accuracy. 
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Figures 4.2a and 4.2b 	Predicted error margins in estimates of system 
properties. 4.2a (top); Moment of inertia about tipping axis calculated using 
equation 4.10. 4.2b; System stiffness calculated using equation 4.11. 
4.5.2 	Experiments using the lyre as the spring element 
4.5.2.1 Method 
A 130 kg test mass was fitted in the outrigger of the trailer. This test mass could be 
easily moved between an inner and an outer position without mechanical aid by 
rolling it. Rectangular blocks, 50mm in height, 80mm long, were bolted to the 
rolling road, 1 .75m apart. The road was driven under the trailer wheel at low speed 
so that the tyre remained in contact with the road at all times, even when the test 
mass was in the outermost position in the outrigger. The load transducer signal was 
recorded for analysis. The system natural frequency was estimated by measuring the 
time for a number of periods of oscillation to occur. This technique required a high 
sampling frequency to avoid excessive error due to poor time resolution. 
4.5.2.2 Results 
Figure 4.3 shows typical output from the wheel load transducer as a raised 
rectangular block passes under the trailer tyre. It can be seen that the trailer 




0 	 1 	 2 	3 	4 
Time (s) 
Figure 4.3 	Wheel load as small rectangular blocks spaced 1.75m apart pass 
beneath the trailer tyre at 0.487m/s. 
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Estimates of frequency were made from the transient part of the signal. It was noted 
that the system period did not stay constant within a transient, but tended to 
increase as the transient decayed. However, frequency estimates based on several 
periods of oscillation, and taken from the same part of each transient, were 
reasonably consistent. Damping ratios were obtained by assuming logarithmic decay 
of the transient over several cycles. Mean results are recorded in Table 4.2, and 
individual results are recorded in Table 4.2(x), Appendix 4. 
The error margin in the frequency estimates was calculated from the 2-tail 
confidence interval at the 5% level, based on the Student t-distribution. The single 
frequency estimate from each transient is taken as an individual result rather than a 
sample mean. 
4.5.2.3 Discussion 
Four main points emerged from the results in Table 4.2: 
The change in the system inertia due to movement of a small test mass within 
the trailer outrigger was insufficient to give accuracy in estimates of trailer moment 
of inertia or system stiffness using Equations 4.10 and 4.11. 
The error in the natural frequency estimates was too great to give accuracy in 
estimates of trailer moment of inertia or system stifThess using Equations 4.10 and 
4.11. 
Considerable variation in system stiffness (which is proportional to the square 
root of the natural frequency for this system) appeared to occur with road speed. 
There was a large variation in the damping ratio of the system both within and 
between experiments. 
A study of the literature (Lines, 1 99 Ia) suggested that the stifThess of tyres varies 
considerably with speed and oscillation frequency, particularly at very low speeds, 
and that the damping varies considerably with speed, load and oscillation frequency. 
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Table 4.2 Results from tyre transients 
Experiment Test mass position 	Static Wheel Load lyre Pressure Road Speed System natural Error System Error 
frequency damping ratio 
(N) (bar) (mis) (Hz) (Hz) T i  
12 
I 	 1835 
2 1395 
1.62 0.548 3.36 0.07 0.034 0.013 
1.62 0.527 2.97 0.10 0.062 0.022 T1 1 	 1835 1.62 0.487 3.47 0.11 0.053 0.029 
Table 4.3 Results from spring transients 
rsperImenI bpring Added Mean vehicle Error frequency ratio Error name stitihess Inertia oscillation flS)/flS1) (wdoaded vehicle) 
frequency 
(KNIm) (Kgm2) (Hz) (Hz) (Kgm2) (Kgm2) 
S 1 88.5 0 2.139 0.004 0.7022 660.9 12.4 S2 179.5 0 3.046 0.024 661.4 20.2 S3 88.5 895.3 1.390 0.007 0.7027 671.3 33.0 S 179.5 895.3 1.978 0.013 - 672.7 38.9 
frequency ratio 	 Error 
fSnYf(Sn+2) 
S 1 88.5 0 2.139 1.539 	 0.011 653.4 	 21.0 00 	 S3 88.5 895.3 1.390 
S2 179.5 0 3.046 1.540 	 0.037 653.1 	 37.9 S 179.5 895.3 1.978 
Mean Inertia estimate (Kgm2) 662.2 
Error (Kgin2) 21.7 
Table 4.4 Comparison of system properties estimates from tyre transients and tyre properties estimates made with dedicated apparatus. 
Experiment Test Mass 	Test mass Static Wheel Moment of Road Speed System stiffness System damping Tyre stiffness Tyre damping 
position Load Inertia about estimate estimate estimate estimate 
tipping axis 
(deduced) (eqn 4.81 (eqn 4.13(al)I [eqn 4.13(bl)] 
() (N) 2) (mis) (KNhn) (Ns/m) (KN/m) (Ns/m) 
T 1 130.4 	 1 1835 728 0.548 179 576 307.9 1170 
T2 130.4 2 1395 838 0.527 161 1067 308.9 1070 


















Further, it was noted that the error bound of a natural frequency estimate based on 
a single transient was dependent on the number of cycles in the transient. The 
influence of vehicle parameters on the number of cycles was considered and the 
results of this study are shown in Figure 4.4. The principal suggestion from these 
results was that the system damping needed to be reduced in order to obtain more 
accurate natural frequency estimates. Increasing the system inertia was also 
predicted to consistently increase the number of cycles, but to a much lesser extent. 
Moment of inertia about tipping axis 
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Figure 4.4 	Effect of vehicle parameters on the maximum number of oscillation 
cycles in a transient for a system subject to mainly Viscous damping but with a 
small amount of Coulomb damping. 
It was decided to substitute springs with negligible damping in the place of the tyre 
as the spring element for estimating the vehicle inertia and to measure the natural 
frequency with no added inertia and with as much added inertia as possible (to give 
the maximum possible frequency ratio). It was decided to use an entirely different 
method for measuring tyre stiffness to compare against the estimates of system 
stiffness. 
4.5.3 	Measuring the moment of inertia using a steel spring as the spring 
element 
4.5.3.1 Method 
The trailer axle was supported on a steel spring 220mm in-board of the wheel 
centre. Transients were obtained by elevating the trailer with an hydraulic jack, until 
axle and spring were only just in contact, and then releasing the jack. This was done 
with no test masses added initially, and repeated with a second spring of different 
stiffness as a check on the results. Since the spring stiffhess could be easily 
measured using standard equipment, the moment of inertia could be estimated 
simply using Equation 4.8 [with Ks replaced with the spring stifThess (spring 
mounting assumed rigid) and dimension a replaced with the perpendicular distance 
to the line of action of the spring]. 
The experiment was then repeated with two small test masses fitted in the 
outermost positions within the trailer outrigger, and a large test mass fitted within 
the trailer body, as far from the tipping axis as possible. This gave almost the 
maximum change in inertia possible with the available test masses (while keeping 
the load at the spring the same to within about 5%). Thus estimates of inertia 
independent of the system stiffness could also be made using Equation 4.11. The 
estimates of natural frequency were made in all cases by inspection of the time 
histories as before. 
4.5.3.2 Results 
Figure 4.5 shows typical transient oscillation with the trailer supported on a spring. 
The mean moment of inertia estimates about the roll axis are recorded in Table 4.3, 
with the error in each. Individual period estimates are recorded in Table 4.3(x), 
Appendix 4. The error margins were based on confidence intervals as before. 
4.5.3.3 Discussion 
From inspection of Figure 4.5, it can be seen that predominantly Coulomb damping 
was present when the trailer oscillated on a spring. This was thought to be mostly in 
the ball-joints of the rig since the spring was thought to have negligible damping. 
Increasing the moment of inertia had no effect on the number of cycles. This was 
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Figure 4.5 	Transient oscillation with the trailer supported on a spring. 
The main points emerging from the results as summarised in Table 4.3 were: 
Because of the reduced damping compared to using the tyre as the spring 
element, it was possible to make frequency estimates based on 11 or 12 cycles 
rather than only 6 or 7. Also, less variation occurred between transients than before. 
This meant that the error margins of the natural frequency estimates were reduced 
by between 62 and 94 percent. 
The ratio of the natural frequencies with different springs was as expected 
based on the ratio of spring stiffness. 
The ratio of the natural frequencies with and without added inertia was 
constant though the spring stiffness changed. Estimates of inertia made using 
Equation 4. 11 were consistent with those made using Equations 4.8 and 4.9(a). 
It can be concluded that the mean inertia estimate recorded in Table 4.3 is a 
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reasonable measure of the trailer moment of inertia about the tipping axis with no 
test masses added. 
5) System stiffness and damping estimates may be made from the results of the 
tyre transient experiments by substituting the trailer moment of inertia into Equation 
4.8. These estimates are given in Table 4.4. These could be compared with 
estimates of tyre stiffness and damping made using other apparatus, as described 
below. 
4.6 Measuring tyre properties using dedicated tyre testing apparatus 
The stiiThess and damping coefficients of the trailer tyres were measured accurately 
using a rig specially designed for this purpose. They were found to vary with 
inflation pressure, speed, static load, oscillation frequency and amplitude, and 
surface. Inflation pressure was the most significant factor in stifThess, and speed the 
most significant in damping. The tyre damping was seen to be negligible above a 
road speed of about 4m/s. A full description of the tyre properties experiments and 
the analysis of the results is given in the report 'Tyre stiffness and damping 
measurement using dedicated tyre testing apparatus' which is provided at the end of 
this thesis. In this report, multi-linear regression equations are developed for 
predicting the tyre stiffness and tyre damping dependent on the operating variables 
within the range of the experimental measurements. 
4.6.1 	Predicting tyre stiffness and damping from operating variables 
The final regression equations for the tyre were as follows: 
la) Tyre stiffness 
On a smooth surface: 
KT = 129.1 + 123.5 P + 12.7/S - 0.0108 SWL + 4.7e-7 SWL 2 
-2.82 A + 2.4e-4 A x SWL + 4.87 F 	 [4. 12(al)] 
On a rough surface: 




P is the tyre inflation pressure [bar] 
S is the vehicle (or road) speed [mis] 
SWL is the static wheel load [N] 
A is the (r.m.s.) amplitude of vehicle oscillation [mm] 
F is the frequency of vehicle oscillation [Hz] 
lb) Tyre damping 
On a smooth surface: 




On a rough surface: 




Since in most situations with the test trailer on the 'dynamic stability' test rig the 
oscillation frequency and amplitude were not known, or were varying, and the static 
load on the trailer tyre was below the lower limit used in the tyre stifThess 
experiments, it was necessary to deduce simpler regression equations excluding 
these factors. However, static wheel load was a very significant factor in the tyre 
damping, and so it could not be omitted from the damping equation. Hence the 
following practical equations were deduced: 
Tyre stiffness 
On a smooth surface: 
Kr = 84.8 + 123.5 P + 12.7/S 	 [4.13(al)] 
On a rough surface: 
Kr = 84.8+ 105.2P+ 12.7/S 	 [4.13(a2)] 
Tyre damping 
On a smooth surface: 
Cr = 756277S2 + 39.1 S + 0.285 SWL - 1.89e-5 SWL 2 
+ 0.0305 S x SWL 	 [4. 13(bl)] 
On a rough surface: 
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Cr =357 P - 648 S + 39.1 S 3 + 0.375 SWL - 1.89e-5 SWL2 
+ 0.0305 SxSWL 	 [4.13(b2)] 
The coefficients of determination (R2 values), and error bounds of the estimated 
values based on the above equations are given in Table 4.5. 
	
4.6.2 	Comparing system stiffness estimates and tyre stiffness estimates 
The regression equations, 4. 13(al) and 4. 13(bl) suggest the tyre stiffness and tyre 
damping estimates for the experimental set-ups T1 to T3 given in Table 4.4. 
Clearly, the compliance of the road must have been appreciable if the tyre stiffliess 
estimates were correct. Hence the road compliance needed to be measured 
separately. Further, it appeared unlikely that the tyre stiffliess changing with speed 
could account for the system stiffliess change recorded between experiments T1 and 
13, or the change in load and speed account for the change in system stiffhess 
between experiments T1 and T2. This was thought to be experimental error. 
4.7 Estimating road compliance from static measurements 
4.7.1 	Introduction 
When the road block struck the trailer wheel, the block's surface was caused to 
deflect both vertically and horizontally because it could not be held entirely rigidly. 
The vertical deflection was a result of compliance of the rig structure, and the 
horizontal deflection was a result of compliance of the rolling road chain and wind-
up of the transmission shafts. Based on the results in Table 4.4, at least the vertical 
compliance of the rolling road was thought to be appreciable. 
4.7.2 	Theory 
The net force acting on the road when the tyre encounters the wedge block was 
expected to be approximately perpendicular to the face of the block. The static road 
compliance in this direction could be calculated from the compliance normal to the 
road plane, FRZ, and the compliance in the road plane (in the opposite direction to 
the movement of the road), FRY, by assuming the compliance of the road in the YZ 
plane varies elliptically, as shown in Figure 4.6. 
Table 4.5 	Errors in regression fits to measured data. 
Regression Equations measured mean standard 95% confidence interval 
quantity error deviation (upper) (lower) 
4.12 (al) and 4.12 (a2) tyre stiffness -0,081 1.075 2.07 -2.23 
4.12(bl) and 4.12(b2) tyre damping 0.159 4.928 10.01 -9.70 
4.13 (al)and 4.13 (a2) tyre stiffness -0.027 2.161 4.29 4.35 
4.13(bl) and 4.13(b2) tyre damping 0.520 8.799 18.11 -17.05 
Table 4.6 	Estimates of road compliance from force/deflection experiments. 
110 	 Vertical road Horizontal road Slope of wedge block Compliance perpendicular to 
compliance compliance leading edge wedge block leading edge, 
FRZ FRY FRO 
(mm/N) (mm/N) (degrees) (mm/N) 
6.67 x 10 28.99 x 10 22.7 12.79 x 10 
Table 4.7 	Estimates of system stiffness and road compliance from dynamic measurements 
System natural 	 System stiffness 	 Tyre stiffness 	 Road compliance 
frequency (Stationary, 
Dyn. load-O 	Dyn. load large 	Dyn. load-*O 	Dyn. load large 	1.38 bar) 	Dyn. load-+O 	Dyn. load large 
(Hz) 	 (Hz) 	 (KN/m) (KNIm) (KNIm) (mmIN) (mm/N) 
3.694 2.728 216.7 	 118.2 	 310.4 	13.93x 10- 	52.39 x10 
The compliance in direction ç to the vertical may be expressed: 





Figure 4.6 	Elliptical variation of road compliance in the vertical plane. 
4.7.3 Method 
The compliance normal to the ground plane, FRz, was measured by removing the 
remaining trailer wheel and mounting a proving ring below the hub. The weight of 
the trailer was applied through the proving ring onto the rolling road by gradually 
releasing a hydraulic jack. Between the proving ring and the road was inserted a 
thick steel plate of approximately contact patch area to spread the load, preventing 
localised penetration of the wood. The (vertical) deflection of the surface of the 
road was measured with respect to the concrete floor to which the rig was bolted 
using a dial gauge. 
The compliance in the road plane, FRY, was measured by applying load with a 
hydraulic jack onto the vertical edge of the wedge block which was facing 
backwards from its usual direction (in order that the compliance against the 
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direction of travel of the road was measured). The road was restrained at the driven 
end of the road drive shaft (PTO) by means of a loaded moment arm. The applied 
load was measured using a proving ring and the deflection of the block relative to 
the rig was measured with a dial gauge. The experimental set-up is illustrated in 
Figure 4.7. 
Dial gauge 	Proving ring 
	
Hydraulic jack 	 Rig frame 
/ 
Reversed wedge block 
Figure 4.7 	Measuring horizontal road compliance 
4.7.4 	Results and discussion 
The results of static measurements of road compliance in orthogonal directions by 
force/deflection methods are shown in Figure 4.8 overleaf These suggest that the 
road is some five times more compliant in the road plane than normal to it. The 
gradients (i.e. compliance estimates) are given in Table 4.6 together with the 
computed value of compliance perpendicular to the face of the wedge block. 
While the extent of the road compliance as measured statically is appreciable, it is 
insufficient to account for the low bounce frequencies measured when the tyre is 








to investigate this, further estimates of system stiffness were made using dynamic 
methods. 
IOUU 	LUUU 	L000 
Applied load (N) 
Figure 4.8 	Static measurements of wedge block deflection in the direction of 
the applied load. 
4.8 Estimating system stiffness from dynamic measurements 
4.8.1 	Introduction 
Further estimates of system stiffness were required to explain the discrepancies 
discussed in Section 4.7.4. Similarly to the first set of system stiffness estimates 
(Table 4.4), transient oscillations with tyre and road in contact were studied. 
However, it was decided this time to measure the system stiffness with the tyre 
directly on the sloping face of the wedge block. This meant studying the system 
with the tyre stationary. 
4.8.2 	Phase 1 dynamic system stiffness experiments 
4.8.2.1 Experimental procedure 
Transients oscillations were obtained by dropping the constrained trailer onto the 
road by sharply releasing a hydraulic jack. The tyre was dropped onto the wedge 
block such that the contact patch of the tyre came into contact only with the sloping 
face of the wedge, i.e. localised penetration of the tyre at the sharp edge of the 
block was avoided. The road was constrained at the driven end of its drive shaft 
using a moment arm. Four repeats. were made of the experiment. The load 
transducer signal was recorded on a tape recorder and downloaded onto a PC via 
an ADC in preparation for analysis. 
4.8.2.2 Processing of empirical data 
The resulting transient load transducer signals were analysed as follows: The early 
parts of the signals in which road contact was being lost during bouncing (signal 
drops below zero load) were rejected. After this, frequency estimates were made 
based on sections of the transients three periods long, half a period apart until the 
signal had died away. This resulted in about 6 frequency estimates per transient. 
4.8.2.3 Experimental results 
The (mean) frequency of each three period section of the transient is plotted against 














Dynamic (rms) wheel load (N) 
Figure 4. ci 	Variation in system natural frequency during transient de. - 
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4.8.2.4 Discussion and processing of results 
Figure 4.11 suggests that the system natural frequency increased as the transient 
decayed. At high dynamic loadings, typical of collisions with the road moving, the 
curve appears to flatten out. Assuming the decrease in natural frequency with 
increasing dynamic loading to be exponential, a fit of the type 
Y = A + 
was used to obtain an upper and lower bound on the system natural frequency [(A 
+ B) and A respectively] which could be readily converted to upper and lower 
estimates of system stiffness. The upper bound was estimated when the dynamic 
load tended to zero. These results are given in Table 4.7. 
Assuming that the change in system stiffness was a result of non-linear yielding of 
the road-rig system (perhaps the result of static friction) and not non-linear 
behaviour of the tyre, estimates could be made of the road compliance at the 
various dynamic loadings (using Equation 3.3b), and these are also recorded in 
Table 4.7. The estimates of road compliance when the dynamic load tended to zero, 
and from the static estimates agreed within the bounds of experimental error. 
However, the road appeared to be some four times more compliant when under 
high dynamic loading than when under static loading. This value of road compliance 
would suggest the system sti!Thess to be dependent on the tyre inflation pressure at 
a rate of approximately 20 kN/m per bar near the pressures used. 
The assumption that the change in frequency during decay of a transient is the result 
of change in road compliance was made at this stage based on the assumption that 
extrapolation of the tyre stiffhess data obtained using the dedicated tyre testing 
apparatus provided good estimates of tyre stifThess in these test conditions. 
However, it was recognised that tyres are complex and harder to make assumptions 
about than blocks of wood on a chain, and that further compliance of the tyre might 
actually be the significant factor causing the lower overall system stiffness. This 
remained an area of uncertainty during the Phase 1 experiments, but time pressure 
did not allow for further investigation into this area at this stage. 
The Phase 1 experiments are described in Chapter 5. 
9.1 
4.8.3 Phase 2 dynamic system stiffness experiments 
4.8.3.1 Introduction 
The system stiffness estimates input to the computer model during the initial 
validation phase were thought to be inaccurate, leading to errors in the prediction of 
the trailer bouncing, particularly with regard to the influence of tyre inflation 
pressure on the results. In order to be more certain about the system stiffness during 
the second phase of vehicle modelling, a new set of system stifThess measurements 
were made, across the range of tyre inflation pressures used, on the sloping faces of 
both wedge blocks to be used in the Phase 2 experiments. 
4.8.3.2 Experimental details 
The experimental procedure was unchanged from the Phase 1 dynamic system 
stiffhess measurement (Section 4.8.2.1) except that the inertia and static wheel load 
of the trailer were increased by fitting a test mass within the trailer body. This was 
an attempt to increase the number of cycles recorded as suggested in Figure 4.4. 
4.8.3.3 Results and discussion 
Figures 4. 10 a and 4. lob show how the system stiffened up as the transient decayed. 
The stationary results at 1.0 bar inflation pressure suggest that the system stiffness 
tended exponentially towards a minimum value at high dynamic loads, similarly to 
the previous result (Section 4.8.2.4). However, at the higher inflation pressures, a 
decrease in system stifthess continued to occur with increase in dynamic load 
throughout the range studied. 
To convert the results into input data for the modelling process, the results had to 
be simplified in some way, e.g. curve fitting. However, exponential fits gave R 2 
values lower than 80% in most cases and asymptotes which varied inconsistently 
with tyre inflation pressure although it was clear from the figures that the influence 
of pressure was marked. Hence it was decided, from inspection of the results, to 
take simply the maximum and minimum measured values of system stiffness as 
estimates of the maximum value and asymptote value, in each case. These values 
are plotted on Figure 4.11 (i.e. the stationary results). The values suggested an 
approximately linear relationship between tyre pressure and system stifThess, across 
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Figures 4.10a and 4.101b 	Effect of dynamic wheel load and tyre pressure on 
system natural frequency. 4.10.a (top); lyre in contact with face of short wedge 
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Figure 4.11 Maximum and minimum system stiffness estimates from dynamic 
measurements, compared to expected results 
the range of tyre pressure studied, for both the long and short wedge block, and at 
large and small oscillation amplitudes. It should be noted however, that linearity in a 
relationship cannot be assumed with only 3 data points, i.e no suggestion is being 
made that there is a physical reason for there to be a linear relationship between 
system stiffhess and tyre pressure, indeed such a relationship would not be expected 
as this would suggest that the road compliance varies with tyre pressure. 
Assuming a linear dependence of system stiffness on tyre pressure for the sake of 
convenience, the following equations were derived to predict the system stiffness 
when the short or long wedge block hits the tyre at speed (with an impact force of 
at least 2500N) based on the results in Figure 4.11: 
Short block: 	Ks = 95 + 34 P 	 [4.14a] 
Long block: 	Ks = 90 + 50 P 	 [4.14b] 
where P is tyre inflation pressure (bar) 
Although these results were for a stationary tyre, they were employed in the 
prediction of overturning in Phase 2 of the project. Values for system stiffhess 
based on the expected tyre stiffness (rolling, lm/s) and expected road compliance 
from static measurements, are also shown in Figure 4.11. These results suggested 
that the effect on the system stifThess of speed was small compared to the effect of 
dynamic load/oscillation amplitude. 
At this stage, finding an explanation for the discrepancy in system stifihess estimates 
estimated in different ways was considered to be of secondary importance to 
creating a model for predicting overturning with reasonable accuracy. It was 
decided to see how well overturning could be predicted by models using the above 
system stiffness equations before considering further the meaning of these results. 
The Phase 2 (overturning) experiments are described in Chapter 6. 
4.9 Tyre stiffness from Phase 2 dynamic system stiffness experiments 
4.9.1 	Review of literature 
A further study of the literature for tyres yielded the following information: 
Using a forced vibration resonance technique, Rasmussen and Cortese (1968) found 
the stiffhess of non-rolling cross-ply (car) tyres to fall off markedly with amplitude, 
though always to be greater than that of rolling tyres (Figure 4.12), for which they 
recorded no change in stifihess with amplitude. They attributed this to some 
'unidentified non-linearity', i.e. they were unable to offer a physical explanation for 
these findings. 
Using the forced vibration transfer function technique (i.e. with the test equipment 
also used in this thesis for measuring tyre stiffness independently), Lines (1991a) 
found very little change in tyre stifihess with amplitude of oscillation except for a 
stationary, ribbed 7.50-18 cross-ply tractor front tyre. In this case, he recorded a 
decrease in tyre stifThess of 15.5 kN/m per mm (i.e. he assumed a linear relationship 
between tyre stiffness and oscillation amplitude). This decreased to 1.6 kN/m per 
mm at 0.3m/s and 1.lkN/m per mm at 2.8m/s. Extrapolation from his results 
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Figure 4.12 Effect of oscillation amplitude on the stiffness of a stationary and 
rolling cross-ply car tyre. [From Rasmussen and Cortese (1968)]. 
(r.m.s.) vibration amplitude was above about 18 mm. 
It was thought that these findings may offer an explanation for the discrepancies 
observed in the system stiffhess measurements. 
4.9.2 	Tyre stiffness using dedicated tyre testing apparatus 
The author's measurements of the properties of the test trailer tyres (as described in 
the report at the end of this thesis) suggested a decrease in stiffliess with amplitude 
with the lowest static load applied but no change or a slight increase at higher static 
loads. At the loadings typical for the trailer on the rig (i.e. 1800 to 3300 N), the rate 
of decrease would be, according to Equation 4.12(al), between 2.4 and 2.0 kN/m 
per mm, assuming that it is possible to extrapolate to such low loads. 
Predicted results for the tyres rolling at 1 m/s with zero oscillation amplitude and 
20mm oscillation amplitude are plotted on Figure 4.13 overleaf ['Regression eqn. 
(rolling, max)' and 'Regression eqn. (rolling, mm)' respectively]. These show a drop 
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in the tyre stiffness of about 40 kN/m due to the increase in amplitude. 
4.9.3 	Tyre stiffness from dynamic system stiffness results 
This experiment is the converse of the earlier one (Section 4.8.2.5) in which the tyre 
stiffness was assumed known and the system stiffness measurement was used to 
derive an estimate of the road compliance. 
Here, tyre stifThess estimates were calculated from the system stiffness results (using 
Equation 3.3b) by assuming the road compliance to be that derived from static 
measurements. The results are also plotted on Figure 4.13. The 'zero oscillation 
amplitude' stiffness of the stationary tyre on the long wedge block ('long block, 
max') had a similar inflation pressure dependence to that measured for the rolling 
tyre using the dedicated apparatus. However, the inflation pressure dependence of 
the stationary tyre was reduced on the shorter block. The same occurred at high 
oscillation amplitudes, although the inflation pressure dependence was also 
decreased by the increase in amplitude. It is proposed that these reductions could be 
the result of longitudinal deflection of the tyre altering the effective stiffness, or it 
could be experimental error. 
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Figure 4.13 lyre stiffness estimates calculated from dynamic system stiffness 

















Some rolling tyre data was also extracted from the Phase 1 experimental results. 
The amplitude of oscillation was computed directly from the linear displacement 
transducer output. The tyre stiffness was computed from the system stiffness which 
in turn was computed from the system natural frequency. The initial results are 
recorded in Figure 4.14, together with the expected results estimated using 
Equation 4. 12(al). Similarly to the stationary tyre results, the measured stiffness 
values were appreciably less than expected, and appeared to increase with 
decreasing amplitude, though less markedly or consistently. The maximum and 
minimum measured values are recorded on Figure 4.13 for comparison with 
stationary values. 
From inspection of Figure 4.13, both the carcass stiffness and pressure dependence 
of the stationary tyre appeared to reduce by about 50% as a result of large 
amplitude oscillations. This figure reduced to about 40% for the rolling tyre. It was 
noted that these reductions may only occur at the low static loadings of the tyre 
used in this project and may only occur at low speeds. 
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Figure 4.14 Variation in tyre stiffness with oscillation amplitude for a rolling tyre. 
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4.9.4 	Note on tyre stiffness measurements 
Tyres have been shown by many authors to be very complex, with the radial 
stiffness dependent on many factors including size, construction, age, and even the 
width of the wheel rim. Since the primary aim of this research was not to make a 
model which was perfect but one which is sufficiently accurate that it may be used 
to gain further insight into vehicle overturning, the investigation into tyre stiffliess 
had to be curtailed, although there remained large uncertainties in this area. 
4.10 	Changing the test vehicle parameters 
The static wheel load, static stability limit and moment of inertia of the test trailer 
could all be varied by adding or moving test masses, but could not be varied 
completely independently of each other. Set-ups were devised which had the same 
static wheel load though different moment of inertia about the tipping axis, and the 
same inertia though different static wheel load. Unfortunately however, it was not 
possible to maintain a constant value of static stability limit when effecting these 
changes. 
At a given speed, the tyre stiffness could be independently varied by changing the 
inflation pressure, but the tyre damping depended on the static wheel load and could 
not be independently controlled. 
4.11.Calculating and measuring the amplitude of the enveloped road profile 
The 'rigid tread-band model' used in the majority of simulations in this project 
required the road profile to be input as the locus of the centre of the wheel rolling 
over it, with the tyre assumed rigid. This is referred to as the 'rigid wheel enveloped 
profile'. However, if the terrain input had significant short wavelength components, 
i.e. sharp edges causing localised penetration of the tyre rather than the deflection 
of the whole contact patch, a more accurate input to the model would be the locus 
of a real tyre rolling so slowly over the profile that no bouncing occurred. This is 
referred to as the 'deformable wheel enveloped profile' and was used in later 
simulations for comparison. 
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The coordinates of the rigid wheel enveloped profile of the wedge block may be 
deduced simply from its height and the slope of its leading face. The coordinates of 
the deformable wheel enveloped profile however could not be easily computed and 
had to be obtained from a record of the linear displacement transducer signal and 
the road speed signal when the wedge obstacle passed very slowly under the trailer 
tyre. The two profiles are compared in Figure 4.15. 
Strictly, the deformable wheel enveloped profile changes with tyre pressure and 
static wheel load but these effects were ignored for simplicity i.e. the profile was 
measured only once. 
/ 
I 	 Rigid-jet -ioJ pr.tk 
- ---- Measur..d enveloped profile 
Unenveloped profile 
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metres 
Figure 4.15 Comparing theoretical and measured enveloped block profiles. 
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5. Phase 1 experiments - Comparing the response of the model and the test 
trailer to hitting a wedge shaped obstacle on level ground 
This chapter describes the initial set of model validation experiments conducted on 
level ground, and discrepancies between predicted and measured results are 
discussed. 
5.1 Introduction 
The first phase of experimentation was conducted indoors on a level concrete floor 
rather than outside on the tilt table. The purpose of these experiments was to 
observe how well the computer model simulated the dynamic behaviour of the 
trailer and to investigate the effect on the dynamic behaviour of parametric changes 
both in real life and theoretically. Although ultimately the model was required to 
predict vehicle overturning on side-slopes, predicting bouncing on level ground was 
less complex, and hence a good starting point. 
A further advantage of working on the level was that set-ups of differing static 
stability limit could be compared on the basis of some other differing factor, e.g. 
moment of inertia, because it was thought that the change in the static stability limit 
was unlikely to have the most influence on the response. Changing the positioning 
of ballast on the trailer inevitably altered the static stability limit. 
5.2 Comparing the dynamic behaviour of the test trailer and the two-
dimensional computer model 
Two main comparisons between the empirical and simulation results were made, 
time domain and speed domain. 
5.2.1 	Comparing recorded and simulated time histories 
DADS gives simulation output in the time domain. The time histories show the 
behaviour of the vehicle at the impact with the road block and following it, allowing 
immediate qualitative and quantitative comparisons between measured and 
predicted results to be made. The quantity of main interest for comparison was the 
trailer displacement. Time histories of angular velocity, angular acceleration and 
wheel load were also compared as further validation of the model. 
5.2.2 Comparing recorded and simulated vehicle response at different 
speeds 
Comparisons between simulated and measured results against speed were made 
because the results for a number of experiments could be compared simultaneously 
and because certain vehicle parameters were expected to affect the speed at which 
the maximum response occurred (namely those parameters influencing the natural 
frequency of the system, see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2). The quantity of main 
interest for comparison was the maximum angle of roll about the tipping axis. The 
maximum impact force was also compared. 
Regression equations were created to allow a clearer comparison between measured 
and simulated results than could be obtained from the raw data. 
5.3 Phase 1 experiments 
430 experiments were conducted on level ground. The angular displacement, wheel 
load and road speed were recorded with the 9 set-ups of the trailer named set-up A 
to set-up I and described in Table 5. 1, page 11 6 . For each set-up, approximately 50 
runs were made, i.e. between 7 and 11 different speeds with 5 repeats per speed. 
5.3.1 	Simulating the trailer behaviour and obtaining required model 
output 
A total of 73 predictions (9 set-ups, 7-11 speeds per set-up) of the vehicle response 
were made for comparison with experimental results. In order to make the 
predictions, the moment of inertia and static stability limit had to be calculated for 
each set-up, and the tyre stiffliess and damping coefficients also had to be estimated 
at each speed setting. The road compliance was input to the model as the largest 
estimated value as given in Table 4.7. In order observe the effects of individual 
inputs to the model (vehicle parameters, road block dimensions), a parametric study 
was conducted at the same time. 
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The DADS 2D model will output graphically the linear displacement, velocity or 
acceleration of any point on the model in directions parallel to the axes of its 
component bodies. Angular quantities may be calculated from the linear ones, or 
extracted from the ASCII output file. The wheel load may also be extracted from 
the ASCII file or obtained directly by inserting an additional (very stiff) 'spring' 
element in the model to model the wheel load transducer. 
5.3.2 	Empirical measurement of trailer behaviour 
The road speed was incremented between 0.8m/s and 3.6m/s. Time was allowed 
between one run and the next so that the trailer did not appear to be still bouncing 
when it was hit again. Signals from the transducers were recorded on tape for later 
analysis. 
The signals on the tape were sampled at 20Hz for the set-ups A and B and 10Hz for 
the set-ups C to I. Low pass electrical filters were set to 5Hz throughout to avoid 
aliasing errors and to ensure clean signals. The gain and zero of each signal was set 
to get the best possible resolution of the signals' maxima, as mentioned in Chapter 
2, Section 2.5. 
The trailer roll displacement and wheel load, and the road speed were measured 
directly but the trailer angular velocity and acceleration had to be derived by 
differentiation and double differentiation, respectively, of the displacement signal. 
The sampling period of 0. Is was long enough to allow continuous play back (from 
the tape through the digitiser) of the many repeats recorded without creating 
excessive quantities of data. 
5.4 Results of Phase 1 experimentation 
The figures and tables of the Phase 1 results are given on pages to 120 to 143 
inclusive. 
The three signals (load, angle and speed) were graphically superimposed within a 
window of the signalling processing software (DADISP revision 1.0). Figure 5.1 
shows a typical set of results at a single (slow) speed. The voltages could be 
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converted to appropriate units using the calibration equations. The sampling period 
of 0. is was short enough to obtain individual estimates of the maximum roll 
excursion accurate to better than 90%. Smoothing of the road speed signal was 
effected using a 5-point moving average. The road speed was observed to fluctuate 
about the nominal set speed between and during impacts, though by never more 
than about 5%. 
Transients at (close to) the same speed can be superimposed together with the 
simulation results for time domain comparison. Using a cursor, the impact force on 
the wheel, the speed of the road at impact and the maximum excursion of the 
vehicle following impact can be read off. A table of all the results is given in 
Appendix 5. Results based on averages of repeated experiments are given in Table 
5.2 together with the predicted tyre stiffness and damping values at each (averaged) 
speed and the subsequent predicted impact forces and maximum roll excursions. 
	
5.4.1 	Time domain comparison between measured and simulated trailer 
response 
Measured and predicted time histories of the trailer displacement on encountering 
the wedge block are compared, in Figures 5.2(1) to 5.2(8) and 5.3a to 5.3g. Figures 
5.2(1) to 5.2(8) and 5.3d show how the response changes with speed for a single 
set-up (set-up D). Figures 5.3a to 5.3g are at approximately the same speed (3 m/s), 
but with different set-ups (set-ups E, H and I omitted). For set-up A, the angular 
velocity, angular acceleration and wheel load are also compared, at approximately 3 
rn/s in Figures 5.4a, 5.4b and 5.4c. 
The measured time histories were superimposed on the simulation ones by aligning 
them as closely as possible at the instant of impact with the block. In the simulation 
cases, the road block was initially positioned on the road so as to arrive at the tyre 
after the same interval of time regardless of the road speed. Its arrival at the wheel 
could be observed by the immediate rise in the simulated wheel load and subsequent 
upward movement of the trailer. 
5.4.2 	Parametric study of variation of trailer response with speed 
Results of the parametric study are shown in Figures 5.5a to 5.5g. This study was 
conducted by changing one parameter at a time from the theoretical trailer set-up 
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T2 in Table 5. 1. 
5.4.3 Speed domain comparison between measured and simulated trailer 
response 
All the measured and predicted maximum roll excursions for the real trailer are 
illustrated in Figures 5.6a to 5.6i. The maximum impact forces for set-up A are 
illustrated in Figure 5.7. The curves fitted to the measured results are multi-linear 
regression equations based on all the experiments. These were created similarly to 
the equations for lyre properties (i.e. see the lyre properties report at the end of this 
thesis) using the same software (Minitab release 6). The lines connecting the 
simulation results are individual polynomial fits computed by the software 
application used to plot the graphs (Supercalc 5). 
Comparisons of simulated and measured effects of changes in tyre pressure, 
moment of inertia and static wheel load on the maximum roll excursion may be 
observed in Figures 5.8a to 5.8h. For these only the fit to the measured results is 
shown and not the individual measured results, so that the figures are legible. 
5.5 Discussion of Phase 1 experiments 
5.5.1 	Time domain comparison between measured and simulated trailer 
response - Displacement time histories 
It can be seen in Figures 5.2(1) to 5.2(8) and 5.3a to 5.3g that the enveloped form 
of the road block is input to the model. The road block appears compressed at 
higher road speeds because the abscissa variable is time and not distance. For set-up 
D, the maximum wheel displacement increased with speed up to between I .74m/s 
and 2.21m/s, but decreased with further increases in road speed. 
Generally there was good agreement between predicted and measured results. Most 
of the scatter in the measured response values at (close to) a particular road speed, 
was thought to be due to variation in the vertical closing velocity at the impact. This 
assertion is backed up in Section 5.5.4. The variation in closing velocity was due to 
the trailer continuing to bounce (though only slightly) between one impact from the 
wedge and the next. 
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The experimental displacement time histories show the tyre to remain in contact 
with the road until after the tip of the wedge block has passed beneath the tyre. 
However, this was never experimentally verified in any other way (e.g. video). The 
simulation results shown backed-up this finding except at the slowest speeds (set-up 
D) for which the tyre left the road just before the tip of the block was reached. In 
the cases for which the trailer natural frequency is fairly low and the load at the 
wheel high (set-ups F and G), the measured results suggest that the block passes 
almost completely beneath the tyre before road contact is lost at these speeds. 
The effect of increasing the moment of inertia on the time taken to reach the 
maximum response can be seen by comparing set-up A at 3.08m/s (Figure 5.3a) and 
set-up D at 1.08m/s [Figure 5.2(2)], because in these cases the peak responses were 
similar. The comparison to make is of the time taken from the apex of the initial 
bounce until the tyre returned to the road surface. This stage in the trailer motion 
was not influenced by the tyre properties or road speed, and the static moment 
about the tipping axis was the same with set-ups A and D. Doubling the moment of 
inertia was seen to increase this time by a factor of 42 which was as expected since 
the trailer was acting under gravity as an inverted pendulum. 
5.5.2 Time domain comparison between measured and simulated trailer 
response - Other time histories 
Again, good agreement may be observed between predicted and measured time 
histories (Figures 5.4a to 5.4c). The velocity, acceleration and wheel load time 
histories changed rapidly about their maxima, fast enough for the results to be 
degraded by a sampling period of 0.05s or longer (i.e. insufficient resolution). 
For the measured results there appeared to be a slight delay between the impact, 
observable as wheel load increase, and the upward displacement of the trailer (cf. 
Figures 5.3a and 5.4c). This could be partly due to poor alignment of the signals 
owing to the long sampling period used, or it could be the result of deflection of the 
wedge block at the moment of impact. 
The peak vertical force on the vehicle at the obstacle impact was less than 
predicted. This could have been because less of the force on the vehicle when in 
contact with the wedge acted in a vertical direction, or that the impact force was 
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smaller than predicted, or a combination of these. It should be noted however, that 
the duration of the impact as measured empirically was greater than predicted 
meaning that the total amount of energy transferred from road to vehicle was more 
similar, resulting in a better comparison between maximum displacements of the 
wheel following the impact, than between maximum impact forces. 
With a short print interval for the simulation and a short sampling period for the 
empirical results, a study of the generation of the force on the vehicle due to the 
road block hitting the tyre could be made. This could be a useful direction for some 
future research effort. 
5.5.3 	Parametric study 
Figures 5.5a to 5.5g show the response to hitting the wedge block to reach a 
maximum at a certain speed and then to reduce with further increase in speed. Close 
inspection revealed that the speed at which the peak response occurred was roughly 
dependent on the natural frequency, as expected. 
Increasing the system stiffness or the road block height was seen to increase the 
magnitude of the trailer response while increasing the system damping, the static 
wheel load or the static stability limit decreased the magnitude of the response. 
Increasing the moment of inertia or the road block length appeared to affect only 
the speed at which the maximum response occurred, i.e. it did not affect the amount 
of energy absorbed from the road. 
It was interesting to observe that the maximum roll excursion increased 
approximately linearly with decreasing static wheel load. This implied that the 
angular velocity of the model trailer as its wheel left the ground only varied by a 
small amount with variation in static wheel load [agreeing with Schwanghart (197 1) 
(see Chapter 1, Section 1.5.4.1)], i.e. static wheel load also did not influence the 
amount of energy absorbed from the road. 
5.5.4 Speed domain comparison between measured and simulated trailer 
response 
The multi-linear regression fit to all the measured results had an R 2 value of 84.9%. 
With the vertical closing velocity between tyre and road block included in the 
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regression, this figure increased to 94.8%. However, this inclusion had little effect 
on the coefficients of the other terms in the regression equation since the mean 
vertical closing velocity was close to zero as a result of the random amount of time 
between one impact and the next. The regression fit to the measured results without 
vertical closing velocity included gave a clearer comparison to the simulation results 
for which the vertical closing velocity was always close to zero. 
The results with all set-ups (Figures 5.6a to 5.6i) suggested good correlation 
between the regression fits to the measured results and the simulation results. In 
both measured and simulated cases, the response reaches a maximum value at a 
certain speed, and then decreases with a further increase in speed. Qualitatively, the 
model predicted the correct changes in the magnitude of the maximum response and 
the speed at which it occurred, with changes in the operating parameters. 
Comparing all the average measured maximum roll angles to the predicted values, 
88.9% of the variance in the measured results could be accounted for. The 
predicted response was on average 16% greater than measured at all angles. In 95% 
of cases, the predicted maximum roll angle was less than 45% of the angle away 
from the measured value. The speed at which the maximum response occurred was 
generally less in the simulated than the measured cases, but the discrepancies were 
within the bounds of experimental error. 
Errors in the system stifThess input to the model could account for some of the 
discrepancy between predicted and measured results, particularly at low tyre 
pressures. Figures 5.8a to 5.8d suggest that the dependence of the system stiffness 
on tyre pressure was actually about double the 20 kN/m per bar assumed. 
Figures 5. 8e and 5. 8f show how the model predicted a drop in the magnitude of the 
maximum response with a decrease in moment of inertia, much greater than 
observed in practice. This was thought to be owing to poor modelling of how the 
static stability limit effects the response, i.e. the model was over-sensitive 
dynamically to changes in static stability limit. As mentioned, a change in static 
stability limit or static wheel load unavoidably accompanied a change in trailer 
inertia with the experimental set-up. 
Figures 5.8g and 5.8h show how the model predicted with good accuracy the effect 
of static wheel load on the response, although again the effect of changing static 
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stability limit needs to be taken into consideration when comparing the results. 
Figure 5.7 shows, for set-up A, how the maximum impact force continued to 
increase with speed throughout the speed range studied in both predicted and 
measured cases. This was also seen to be true with other set-ups (see Table 5.2). 
This suggested that the maximum impact force was not a good indicator of the 
subsequent maximum trailer displacement (which was thought to depend on the 
total energy input from the road as mentioned in the previous section). Because the 
time during which the tyre was in contact with the road block varied between the 
measured and predicted cases, it was also not possible to make any observation 
about the possible effect of force direction on the vehicle on the basis of the 
maximum impact forces. 
5.6 Conclusions from Phase 1 and proposals for Phase 2 
Measured and simulated responses of the test trailer being hit by a wedge shaped 
road block were similar though there was considerably scatter in the measured 
results. The scatter was attributed to variations in the vertical closing velocity of the 
trailer tyre and road block as a result of continued bouncing of the trailer between 
one impact and the next. Regression fits were made to the measured data so that it 
could be compared to predicted results with zero closing velocity. 
The model predicted the maximum roll angle attained by the trailer when hit by a 
wedge block to within 45% of the angle in 95% of cases with test variables of road 
speed, lyre pressure, static wheel load, moment of inertia and static stability limit. 
The predicted maximum roll angles were on average 16% greater than the measured 
ones. 
As expected from the theory for a linear system, there existed a maximum system 
response at a certain road speed for each set-up of the trailer constrained on the test 
rig. Increases in road speed above this speed reduced the magnitude of the system 
response. 
The effect of a change in tyre pressure on the magnitude of the system response was 
approximately double that predicted. This would suggest that either the effect of 
lyre pressure on the system stiffness has not been correctly predicted or that the 
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simple tyre model is inadequate for this application. It was decided that during the 
next phase of the project, estimates of system stiffliess obtained directly from 
measurements made on the dynamic stability test rig should be input, to see if by 
thus accounting for longitudinal tyre effects, a significant improvement in modelling 
accuracy could be achieved without resorting to the use of a more complicated tyre 
model. In order to increase the differences between the results with different set-
ups, it was decided to use a greater spread of tyre pressures. This meant losing 
some scope for comparison between Phase I and Phase 2 results. 
The effect of a change in static wheel load or moment of inertia on the magnitude of 
the system response was approximately that predicted and suggested that these 
factors did not influence the amount of energy absorbed from the road. 
The effect of a change in static stability limit on the magnitude of the system 
response was less than predicted. There was no obvious reason for this discrepency, 
and it was decided to continue with the plan of making predictions of overturning as 
the next phase of the project and to observe how accurately such more important 
predictions could be made. 
For the next phase, it was proposed also to start investigating the effects of road 
block size and shape on the trailer response, as much as time would allow. 
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Table 5.1 	Operating parameters of test trailer during Phase 1 experimentation. 
Set-up Static Stability Limit Static Wheel Load Moment of inertia Tyre inflation 
(predicted) on level ground about tipping axis pressure 
(degrees) (N) (Kgrn2 ) (bar) 
Experimental 
A 28.4 1830 730 1.38 B 28.4 1830 730 1.0 
C 16.6 1830 1430 1.0 
D 16.6 1830 1430 1.35 
E 29.6 3170 1430 1.35 F 28.3 3290 1570 1.35 
G 28.3 3290 1570 1.72 
H 21.5 2430 1560 1.72 I 21.5 2430 1560 1.0 
Theoretical 
System 	 System damping 
stiffness Viscous 	Coulomb 
(KNIm,) 	 (Ns/m) (N) 
Ti 	 28.4 	 1830 	 730 	 100 	 variable T2 22.9 4000 700 200 1000 	20 
Table 5.2 	Results of Phase 1 experiments and simulation input values of tyre 








Measured results 	Simulation input 
(average values) 	- 	data 
Maximum 	impact Pyre 	Pyre 
roll 	force 	stiffness damping 
excursion 
















3526.593 264.2245 850.8853 
3930.907 
.09516 4852.602 
A 2.24614 .1102624 
261.9165 588.8906 
4557.465 260.8841 385.2041 
.11166 5774.145 
A 2.826583 .105947 4625.976 259.7231 41.91264 
.11777 6242.799 
.11981 6870.028 A 
A 
3.080833 .1090387 4798.457 259.3523 	0 .11526 7147.953 3.338222 .0874873 4662.937 259.0344 0 .1089 7379.424 
B 
B 
.9317617 .050793 3057.443 221.9301 1057.406 .066774 3954.692 
B 
1.253718 .067615 3368.428 218.4299 925.8919 .084871 	4380.4 
B 
1.557895 .08704 3548.458 216.4520 776.7605 .096357 4944.787 
B 
2.103478 .0900525 3855.801 214.3376 469.9493 .10768 5794.607 
B 
2.40208 .08521 3544.957 213.5871 291.9661 .11006 6103.444 
B 
2.535608 .086757 3890.543 213.3087 212.2785 .11011 6232.524 2.780881 .0892113 4320.91 212.8669 68.20728 .10932 6471.495 
C 
C 
.7852383 .062052 3120.651 224.4734 1106.217 .088155 4515.458 
C 
1.239662 .0923553 3549.848 218.5447 932.2527 .11599 5543.211 
C 








3719.201 213.5894 292.5969 .10296 6455.065 
C 2.95804 .0560632 
3880.845 213.0195 120.5172 
4008.718 
.092715 6715.134 




C 3.82475 .034072 
0 





.7724944 .0629767 3282.024 267.9652 1110.098 .089472 4590.173 
D 
.9276811 .0793513 3753.743 265.2150 1058.866 .10421 5082.722 
O 
1.025112 .0856013 3927.942 263.9139 1022.506 .11059 5342.184 
0 
1.221795 .107606 4363.109 261.9195 940.2629 .12328 5677.108 
D 




.11329 4717.306 258.8360 680.3045 .13276 6375.841 
D 2.399569 




4597.435 256.8176 293.4681 .11711 6779.316 
D 3.373378 .0596267 
4814.953 256.0837 65.30730 
4986.612 255.2898 
.10288 7178.588 
D 3.638865 .05873 
0 





.8583744 .044354 4580.8 266.3204 1373.151 .060158 6243.842 
E 
1.372022 .054738 5617.8 260.7814 1181.728 .069014 7181.608 
U 
1.823143 .0611867 6005.8 258.4910 962.0300 .067057 7663.892 
5 




.04622 5835 256.6316 598.1706 .054759 8379.353 
E 3.542062 
.0285 6257.5 256.3373 514.1302 .051861 8531.101 .0285 6003.3 255.1105 74.27360 .033727 9301.688 
F 
F 
.9350575 .04574 4790.995 265.1071 1372.679 .060865 6930.358 
F 
1.237301 	.0551933 5422.01 261.7893 	1263.232 .064633 	7519.631 
F 
1.43141 .057644 5708.417 260.3974 1179.830 .064131 	7763.869 
F 
1.944484 .04904 6226.314 258.0563 924.3201 .058025 8193.384 
F 




.03501 6501.532 255.8315 378.8028 .037264 9266.182 .0371067 6860.498 255.6692 320.4920 .03467 9372.101 
G 1.291667 .0606267 5885.4 	307.0523 	1240.801 .068395 7707.766 
C 1.776719 .066395 6136.4 304.3680 1012.242 .066144 8335.722 
G 1.928233 	.0702808 6594.8 303.8063 932.9748 .063938 8381.212 G 2.136681 	.0591668 6737.9 303.1638 820.2759 .060058 8687.097 
G 2.574367 .055162 6604.9 302.1533 	578.7146 .050502 9173.515 
G 3.257867 .0412257 6895.8 301.1183 227.9915 .036348 9857.952 
C 3.437725 .03698 6616.4 300.9143 148.9707 .033148 10002.79 C 3.663725 .04106 6355 300.6864 61.42279 .029477 	10153.75 
H 1.158327 .080632 5147.3 	308.1841 	1110.765 .09344 6451.538 
H 1.228575 .07757 4889.6 307.5572 1081.254 .094843 6566.321 
H 1.573090 .08894 5725.9 305.2933 919.0710 .09887 7085.188 
H 2.174322 	.0875533 6104 303.0609 589.1611 .091811 7492.355 
U 2.421039 .0794463 5973 302.4657 446.2896 .084051 7775.177 
H 2.660473 .072196 5930.8 	301.9936 	308.4154 .078758 8043.683 
H 3.5366 .0600467 6150.6 300.8110 0 .05478 8922.383 
I 1.141 .05938 4316.1 	219.4306 1117.832 .084157 	6077.31 
I 1.544740 065175 4769.8 	216.5215 933.3770 .085787 6618.757 
I 2.263467 	.0509333 5362.7 	213.9109 537.6622 .071819 7015.447 
I 2.42016 .047116 4876.7 213.5476 446.7992 .067205 7161.708 
I 2.863346 .034668 5551.4 	212.7354 194.6137 .055992 7565.035 
I 3.347419 .02743 5068.4 212.0940 	0 .044311 7979.283 
I 3.523417 .021475 4850.7 211.9045 0 .040448 8119.844 
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Figure 5.1 	Typical output from transducers. 
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Figures 5.2(1) and 5.2(2) 	Time histories of trailer response to hitting a wedge block. 
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Figures 5.2(3) and 5.2(4) 	Time histories of trailer response to hitting a wedge block. 
5.2(3) (top); Set-up D, 1.22m/s. 5.2(4); Set-up D, 1.57m/s. 
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Figures 5.2(5) and 5.2(6) 	Time histories of trailer response to hitting a wedge block. 
5.2(5) (top); Set-up D, 1.74m/s. 5.2(6); Set-up D, 2.21m/s. 
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Figures 5.2(7) and 5.2(8) 	Time histories of trailer response to hitting a wedge block. 
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Figures 5.3c and 5.3d 	Time histories of trailer response to hitting a wedge block. 
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Time histories of trailer response to hitting a wedge block. 
Set-up A, 3.08m/s. 
5.4a (top); Angular velocity. 5.4; Angular acceleration. 
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Figures 5.5a and 5.5b 	Predicted influence of suspension parameters on the 
maximum roll excursion of the trailer hitting a wedge block on level ground. 5.5a 
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Figures 5.5c and 5.5d 	Predicted influence of static wheel load and moment 
of inertia on the maximum roll excursion of the trailer hitting a wedge block on level 
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Figure 5.5e Predicted influence of static stability limit on the maximum roll 
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Figures 5.5f and 5.5g 	Predicted influence of block dimensions on the 
maximum roll excursion of the trailer hitting a wedge block on level ground. 5.5f 
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Figures 5.6a and 5.6b 	Predicted and measured maximum roll excursion of 
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Figures 5.6c and 5.6d 	Predicted and measured maximum roll excursion of 
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Figures 5.6e and 5.6f 
	
Predicted and measured maximum roll excursion of 
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Figures 5.6g and 5.6h 	Predicted and measured maximum roll excursion of 
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Figure 5.6i 	Predicted and measured maximum roll excursion of the trailer hitting 
a wedge block at different speeds (set-up I). 
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Figure 5.7 	Predicted and measured maximum vertical impact force at the trailer 
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Figures 5.8a and 5.8b 	Effect of tyre inflation pressure on the trailer 
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Figures 5.8c and 5.8d 	Effect of tyre inflation pressure on the trailer 
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Figures 5.8e and 5.8f 	Effect of static wheel load on the trailer response. 
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Figures 5.8g and 5.8h 	Effect of moment of inertia on the trailer response. 
5.8g (top); Comparing set-ups A and D. 5.8h; Comparing set-ups B and C. 
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6. Phase 2 Experiments - Comparing measured and predicted overturning 
slopes 
This chapter describes the second set of model validation experiments in which the 
model was used to predict the side slopes on which the trailer would first overturn. 
Discrepancies in the results are discussed. 
6.1 Introduction 
It was shown in the previous chapter that the roll response of the constrained trailer 
to hitting a wedge shaped obstacle peaks at a certain road speed. Hence it was 
hypothesised that there would also be a single least gradient of side slope on which 
the trailer will just reach the point of neutral stability at one road speed but will be 
more stable at all other speeds. This was named the 'Least Overturning Slope'. It 
could be alternatively described as the maximum side slope on which the trailer 
could be towed along the (smooth) contour line at any speed and encounter such an 
obstacle without overturning. The slope on which the vehicle just bounces to the 
point of neutral stability at a particular speed was named the 'Overturning Slope' at 
that speed. 
Of central interest to this research was how well the model could predict 
Overturning Slopes and the effect of the test trailer and obstacle parameters on the 
Least Overturning Slope and the speed at which it occurs. 
6.2 Computing Overturning Slopes 
Since the trailer dynamic response was shown in Chapter 5 to depend on the static 
load at the trailer wheel and, theoretically at least, on the position of the centre of 
mass with respect to the wheel and the tipping axis, it was not possible to simply 
deduce the Overturning Slope from the response on the level. Hence more 
simulations were necessary. Predictions of Overturning Slope were made by 
successively updating the ground slope input in the 'formatted' version of the DADS 
model input file using the FORTRAN program 'Overturn 1' given in Appendix 6. 
The program employed an iteration technique to find the slope on which the vehicle 
bounced to between 5% and 1% of overturning. Trying to predict the Overturning 
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Slope to better than 1% would have taken much longer because not only would 
more iterations have been required, but longer simulations would have been needed 
since the bounce time extends asymptotically close to the point of neutral stability. 
The length of each simulation during the iteration procedure was set in the program 
based on the calculated amount of time needed for the vehicle to bounce to a tip 
angle of 99% of its static stability limit from the slope surface at whatever angle it 
was inclined during that iteration. An approximate formula for this time which 
depends on the vehicle dimensions and moment of inertia about the tipping axis, has 
been devised and verified by Hunter etal. (1988). 
6.2.1 	Iteration technique 
A flow diagram of the iterative procedure is given as Figure 6.1. When overturning 
occurred, the next estimate of slope was made at halfway between the current slope 
and the last slope on which overturning did not occur. When overturning did not 
occur and the trailer bounced to less than the specified lower cut-off point (which 
was 95% of the static stability limit usually), it was possible to make 'guesstimates' 
of the Overturning Slope based on linear extrapolation from the preceding results 
for which overturning did not occur. Convergence occurred after about 9 iterations 
in most cases. If convergence had not occurred after 10 iterations, the lower cut-off 
point was reduced by 1% per iteration to speed up the process. The program was 
written to predict the Overturning Slope even in situations when overturning would 
occur on level ground, by going to negative slopes. 
The actual Overturning Slope was estimated from the result generated by the 
iteration routine by assuming a 1:1 linear relationship between maximum roll angle 
and ground slope when close to overturning (i.e. if the slope was increased by I 
degree then the maximum roll excursion was assumed to increase by 1 degree). 
Hence if the result from the program was that the vehicle bounced to 96% of the 
static stability limit on slope 0, then the Overturning Slope was estimated as 0 
/0.96. Although this estimate was not expected to be precise, it was expected to be 
better than the unadjusted slope, 13. 
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START 
FLAG = 0 
FRACT = 0.95 
BN = 0.0 
BLAST 1 = 0.0 
THx= 0.0 
BLAST 2 = A 
BN =Ground Slope, 13 
THMAX = Maximum Roll Excursion Of Vehicle, UMAX 
A = Static Stability Limit, U 
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THs = Stored 0 Value 
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FIGURE 6.1 
FLOW DIAGRAM OF ITERATION ROUTINE FOR FINDING THE OVERTURNING SLOPE 
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6.3 Phase 2 experiments 
A second block shape was introduced for the Phase 2 experiments as another 
variable for consideration. This was also a wedge of the same height as the first one 
but of twice the length (i.e. half the slope on its leading edge). There was 
insufficient time available to conduct empirical experiments with road blocks of 
different shape or height. 
A total of 119 Overturning Slope measurements were recorded. These comprised 9 
set-ups, 2 lengths of wedge block and 7 road speeds. The last set-up was omitted in 
the longer block case. The 9 set-ups used were not the same as in the Phase 1 
experiments, the main difference being in the greater range of tyre pressures used. 
Details of the individual set-ups are given in Table 6. 1, page 151. Experimental set-
ups with the longer wedge block are suffixed with 'a'. As in the Phase 1 study, a 
parametric study was also conducted at the same time. 
	
6.3.1 	Predicting Overturning Slopes - simulation input data 
119 predictions of the Overturning Slope were made using the program. The Phase 
2 system stifThess estimates (i.e. tyre and road in series, see Chapter 4, Section 
4.8.3) and the 'rigid wheel' road block profiles were used as input data to the model. 
A second set of Overturning Slope predictions were made for the short block 
experiments using the deformable wheel (measured) profile. 
6.3.2 	Practical details of Phase 2 experimentation 
Individual experiments were conducted as follows: 
1) The drive to the rolling road was disengaged by hydraulic clutch such that the 
road obstacle was positioned just beyond the tyre of the vehicle. 2) The trailer was 
allowed to come completely to rest. 3) The engine speed of the tractor was set to 
the required value using the hand throttle and the tachometer in the tractor cab. 4) 
An initial guess was made of the Overturning Slope given the particular trailer set-
up and road speed and the tilt-table was elevated to this slope. 5) The hydraulic 
clutch was engaged rapidly so that the road was up to full speed before the wedge 
block reached the vehicle tyre (i.e. as the block completes one whole revolution).6) 
2 and 5 were repeated a number of times as the slope was increased or decreased in 
an iterative way until the minimum slope required to produce overturning was 
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repeatable within predefined limits of ± 0.2 degrees. 
6.4 Results 
The figures and tables of the Phase 2 results are given on pages to 155 to 168. 
Results of the parametric study are shown in Figures 6.2a to 6.2g. This study was 
conducted by changing one parameter at a time from the theoretical trailer set-up 
12 in Table 6. 1, page 151. 
Measured and simulated Overturning Slopes are illustrated in Figures 6.3a to 6.3h 
(showing effect of tyre pressure) and 6.4a to 6.4h (showing effect of block length). 
The predicted results obtained using the deformable wheel enveloped profile are 
included in Figures 6.3b to 6.3e. All the measured and predicted results are 
recorded in Appendix 7 but are also compared using regression analysis in Table 
6.2. 
The measured and predicted Least Overturning Slopes, and the speeds at which 
they occur (i.e. the coordinates of the curve apexes) are recorded in Table 6.3a 
(rigid wheel enveloping) and Table 6.3b (deformable wheel enveloping). These 
were computed by fitting quadratic curves to the results for each set-up and finding 
the speed at which the rate of change of slope was zero, and the slope at that speed. 
It should be noted that there was no theoretical reason to believe that the 
Overturning Slope curves were actually quadratics, but this was assumed in order to 
find the turning points easily and because of shortage of data. In all simulation cases 
the fitted curves had R2  values greater than 80%, and in all measured cases except 
set-ups E2 and F2, the R 2  values were greater than 80%. In the majority of both 
simulation and measured cases, the R 2 values were greater than 90%. 
6.5 Discussion 
6.5.1 	Parametric study 
The parametric study suggested that increases in the static wheel load, the static 
stability limit and the system damping had a positive effect on the trailer stability, 
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while an increase in the system stifThess had a negative effect. The effect of moment 
of inertia about the tipping axis appeared to be principally to alter the speed at 
which the minimum stability occurred for a given block. 
It was interesting to note the suggestion from Figure 6.2e that increasing the static 
stability limit by a certain percentage increased the dynamic stability limit by a 
greater percentage. However this might not be true in practice as suggested in 
Chapter 5, Section 5.4. It should be noted that the static stability limit of a real 
trailer, with some form of suspension at both sides is influenced by its roll stiffness. 
Lurching on a slope may offset the advantage of the reduced dynamic response with 
soft suspension. 
6.5.2 Overturning Slope comparison using rigid wheel enveloped block 
profiles 
Referring to Figures 6.3a to 6.3h, the predicted separation of the lines as a result of 
changes in tyre pressure are generally more realistic than for the Phase. 1 
experiments. Hence the effect of tyre pressure on the system stiffness was thought 
to be estimated more accurately than previously. Figures 6.4a to 6.4h show the 
predicted and measured changes with block length were similar also. The results for 
set-up C2a were thought to be distorted due to experimental error. However these 
results were retained in the data pool. 
Referring to Table 6.2, it may be observed that over all the results, the model 
predicted overturning with less than 43% error in 95% of cases, though the 
predicted slopes were on average 16.8% lower than the measured slopes. This was 
a similar level of accuracy to that obtained on the level (Phase 1). Regression 
analysis on the short block results alone suggested a constant error between the 
measured and predicted Overturning Slopes of about 2 degrees which could not be 
explained as an error in the empirical measurement of slope. A similar error existed 
for low Overturning Slopes with the long block results, but the error diminished to 
zero at greater Overturning Slopes. 
The mean errors were compared using a two-tail t-test and it was found that there 
was 'very significant' evidence that the model predicted the Overturning Slopes 
more accurately with the long block than with the short block. This was thought to 
be mainly because of more accurate modelling of the response at low speeds in the 
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long block case. However, the Least Overturning Slope occurred at a higher road 
speed in this case, which meant that the model did not predict this value with 
greater accuracy. 
Table 6.3a shows that the speeds of the maximum responses as predicted were on 
average 7.5% greater than measured, and the Least Overturning Slopes were on 
average 26.5% smaller than measured, though the variances of both were large. A 
two-tail t-test showed that there was no evidence at the 5% level of a difference in 
the accuracy with which the model predicted the Least Overturning Slope with 
different block lengths, even with the results of set-ups C2 and C2a having been 
excluded from the test (because of the experimental error in the C2a results). 
Based on the results of the parametric study, the mean errors in the speed of 
maximum response and the Least Overturning Slope would suggest possible errors 
in the input values of system stiffness and/or block height and/or block length. 
An overestimation of system stifThess could account for an overestimation of the 
speed of maximum response and an underestimation of the Least Overturning 
Slope. The tyre stiffness could have been overestimated by the effect of rolling not 
being taken into account. 
An overestimation of block height could account for an underestimation of the 
Least Overturning Slope and could be the result of localised penetration of the tyre 
by the wedge block tip not being accounted for. At low speeds, with the long block, 
the tyre may never touch the block tip unless the static wheel load is large. This 
could account for the better accuracy at low speeds with the longer block. 
It was unlikely that the enveloped block length was underestimated (which could 
account for the discrepancy in the speed of maximum response) as it was measured 
quasi-statically to be very similar to the predicted length. In practice the block may 
even displace along the road at impact, thus increasing its effective length rather 
than reducing it. 
6.5.3 	Overturning Slope comparison using deformable wheel enveloped 
block profile 
Referring again to Table 6.2, it can be seen that inputting the measured enveloped 
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profile to the model improved the predictions of Overturning Slope in that the 
constant error was removed. This was despite no account being taken of the profile 
variation with tyre stiffness and static wheel load. Referring to Figures 6.3b to 6.3e, 
an improvement can readily be observed. Table 6.3b shows the improvement in the 
prediction of the Least Overturning Slopes, i.e. the mean error with the short wedge 
block was reduced from -25.6% to -3.7 1/o though the scatter changed little. A two-
tailed t-test showed this to be a 'very significant' improvement. An increase in 
predicted Overturning Slope with reduced height of block input was consistent with 
the results of the parametric study. The predicted speed of maximum response 
remained on average 8% too high, consistent with no appreciable change in the 
block length. 
The large scatter remaining in the results could be largely attributed to set-up E2 in 
the case of speed of maximum response and D2 and G2 in the case of Least 
Overturning Slope. Comparing the predicted and measured form of the Overturning 
Slope curve for set-up E2 (i.e. Figure 6.3d) it seems possible that there was extra 
experimental error in this result. While inputting the deformable wheel enveloped 
profile to the model improved all the rest of the comparisons, it worsened the 
comparison with set-up G2. There was no obvious reason for this. 
6.5.4 	Predicting speed of maximum response from input variables 
The Phase 1 and Phase 2 parametric studies suggested that the speed of maximum 
response varied with the system natural frequency and with the block length. Figure 
6.5 shows the relationship between the product of road block length and natural 
frequency and the predicted speed of Least Overturning Slope (from Table 6.3a). 
Although there is shortage of data, the relationship appears roughly linear. If the 
enveloped ramp input is approximated as a half period sine input, the maximum 
vehicle response would be expected to occur at a road speed of around 1.2 times 
the product of the natural frequency and the block length, assuming that at this 
speed the tyre remained in contact with the block until it had completely passed 
under the wheel (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2). However, Figure 6.5 suggests that 
the maximum response for the non-linear trailer system occurred nearer the 
resonance speed of twice the product of the natural frequency and the block length, 
with these blocks. This may be a useful formula for predicting the speed of 
maximum response. 
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6.6 A discriminatory 'dynamic stability test' based on vehicle response to a 
discrete obstacle 
Based on the results of the Phase 1 and Phase 2 experiments, it appeared possible to 
observe empirically the maximum response of the constrained test trailer to a 
discrete terrain obstacle, so long as it occurred within the speed range being 
studied. Hunter (1992, 1993) introduced the concept of a 'stability index' which 
related the vehicle stability to the maximum response at whatever speed this 
occurred. He wanted a measure which took into account both static and dynamic 
characteristics of the vehicle, and so proposed as an index the slope on which the 
vehicle will acquire during a bounce half the energy required to overturn it at the 
speed at which the maximum response with a standard road obstacle occurs. He 
suggested that the 'Stability Index' slope could be ascertained by measuring the 
duration for which the uphill wheel of the vehicle was off the ground. He thought 
that the slope on which overturning first occurred would be impossible to measure 
with accuracy because the duration of the bounce would tend towards infinity close 
to overturning. 
6.7 Conclusions of Phase 2 and proposals for Phase 3 
The slope on which overturning of the test trailer would first occur as a result of 
striking a wedge block could be measured empirically to within 0.2 degrees using 
the test apparatus, and predicted reasonably rapidly by manipulating the computer 
model using a computer program. 
Using the empirically measured enveloped block profile as the disturbance, the 
model predicted the slope on which overturning first occurred to within 27% of the 
slope in 95% of cases with test variables of road speed, tyre pressure, static wheel 
load, moment of inertia and static stability limit. The predicted slopes were on 
average 0.5% greater than the measured ones. 
The modelling accuracy in regard to the effect of tyre pressure on the system was 
improved by using the Phase 2 system stiffness estimates. 
The modelling accuracy was improved by using the measured form of the enveloped 
block profile as this accounted for localised tyre penetration at the wedge block tip. 
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A simple tyre model appeared to be adequate for inclusion in a model to predict 
overturning so long as the stiffhess and enveloping effect were modelled accurately. 
The slope on which the trailer first overturned decreased with increasing road speed 
until the road speed which gave the maximum response. Further increases in road 
speed increased the slope on which overturning first occurred, i.e. there existed a 
least value of overturning slope. 
Increasing the road block length or the system stiffness, or decreasing the system 
inertia increased the speed at which the least overturning slope occurred. These 
effects were modelled accurately. 
The approximate speed at which the least overturning slope occurred could be 
predicted from the system roll natural frequency and the length of the enveloped 
road block. 
The least overturning slope was seen to reduce with tyre pressure. This was 
attributed to an increase in system stifThess. An increase in static wheel load was 
expected to increase the least overturning slope and an increase in road block height 
to reduce it based on the results of a parametric study. 
It seems likely that a discriminatory 'dynamic stability' test could be devised based 
on the response of a vehicle to a single obstacle. To investigate this further, a third 
phase of research was proposed to study more comprehensively the interaction 
between the vehicle parameters and the road block shape and size. Time did not 
allow for further empirical measurements, and so a purely theoretical final phase of 
study was decided upon. A new test rig was in the process of development at SCAE 
at this time on which trailers were to be ball-jointed only at their front (towing eye), 
the downhill wheel being left in place with only some high friction surfacing to 
prevent it from slipping down the slope. Hence it was decided to develop the model 
to account for this, especially in order that the important question of whether 
pitching of the trailer influences the Least Overturning Slope can be answered. 
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Table 6.1 	Operating parameters of test trailer and block dimensions during Phase 2 experimentation. 
Set-up Static Stability Limit Static Wheel Load Moment of inertia Tyre inflation 	block block block 
(measured) on Level ground about tipping axis pressure 	shape length height 
(degrees) (N) (Kgm2) (bar) (mm) (mm) 
Experimental 
A2(Azj) 28.4 1830 730 1.0 	 wedge 160320) 67 
B2 28.4 1830 730 2.0 
C2 28.4 1830 730 2.9 
D2 17.0 1830 1430 1.0 
E2 21.6 2430 1557 1.0 
F2 30.0 3170 1434 1.0 
G2 21.6 2430 1557 2.0 
H2 30.0 3170 1434 2.0 
12 17.0 1830 1430 2.0 
Theoretical System 	 System damping 
stiffness Viscous 	 Coulomb 
(KN/m) 	 (Ns/m) (N) 
T2 	 22.9 	 4000 	 700 	 200 	 1000 	 20 
Table 6.2 	Comparing predicted and measured Overturning Slopes. 
Set-ups block Measured results = Errors in 
length A + B x predicted results Predicted results 
A B RI Mean 95% 	conf limits 
lower upper 
(deg.) (deg./deg.) % (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) 
A2 - H2a(all) 160,320 2.04 0,954 94.8 -16.8 -42.3 9.9 
A2 -12 160 1.82 1.0303 95.6 -21.3 -47.7 4.9 
A2a-H2a 320 1.82 0.923 96.0 -11.8 -37.9 13.7 
A2 -12 160 0.00 1.009 94.4 0.49 -25.6 26.6 
(measured block profile) 
Table 6.3a 	Speeds of maximum response and Least Overturning Slopes. 
Set-up Speed of maximum response Least Overturning Percentage Percentage 
Slope error in error in 
Measured Predicted Measured Predicted predicted predicted 
(mis) (mis) (deg.) (deg.) speed slope 
A2 2.45 2.66 12.93 9.11 8.67 -29.55 
B2 2.72 2.98 9.59 6.65 9.69 -30.62 
C2 2.99 3.16 7.55 5.11 5.83 -32.35 
02 1.92 2.18 4.49 2.15 13.37 -52.10 
E2 1.74 2.10 10.38 7.58 20.71 -27.00 
F2 2.03 2.15 17.85 14.89 6.09 -16.60 
G2 2.38 2.39 5.92 5.67 0.46 - 4.25 
H2 2.48 2.42 14.72 12.89 -2.58 -12.43 
mean 7.78 -25.61 
st.dev. 6.81 13.70 
A2a 3.14 3.21 10.82 8.88 2.16 -17.93 
132a 3.59 4.01 8.43 6.14 11.78 -27.13 
C2a 3.53 4.72 8.01 2.48 33.83 -69.05 
132a 2.56 2.76 2.82 1.49 7.80 -47.14 
E2a 2.57 2.65 8.17 6.64 3.28 -18.76 
172a 2.59 2.69 16.13 14.04 3.70 -12.97 
G2a 2.86 2.93 5.30 4.35 2.31 -17.99 
1-12a 3.12 2.93 13.28 11.76 -6.21 -11.48 
mean 7.33 -27.81 
st dev 11.16 18.83 
Table 6.3b 	Speeds of maximum response and Least Overturning Slopes with 
measured enveloped road block profile input to model. 
Set-up Speed of maximum response Least Overturning Percentage Percentage 
Slope error in error in 
Measured Predicted Measured Predicted predicted predicted 
(mis) (m/s) (deg.) (deg.) speed slope 
A2 2.45 2.76 12.93 11.23 12.75 -13.16 
B2 2.72 3.01 9.59 8.93 10.79 - 6.69 
C2 2.99 3.32 7.55 7.81 11.19 3.39 
D2 1.92 2.12 4.49 3.54 10.25 -21.13 
E2 1.74 2.21 10.38 9.09 27.03 -12.43 
F2 2.03 1.92 17.85 16.68 -5.26 - 6.58 
G2 2.38 2.47 5.92 7.06 3.82 19.22 
H2 2.48 2.31 14.72 14.58 -7.01 -0.95 
12 2.35 2.48 2.00 2.10 -5.68 4.85 
mean 7.69 -3.73 
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Figures 6.2a and 6.2b 	Predicted influence of suspension parameters on the 
Overturning Slope of the trailer hitting a wedge block. 6.2a (top); System stiffness. 
6.2b; System damping 
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Figures 6.2c and 6.2d 	Predicted influence of static wheel load and moment 
of inertia on the Overturning Slope of the trailer hitting a wedge block. 6.2c (top); 
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Figure 6.2e Predicted influence of static stability limit on the Overturning Slope 
of the trailer hitting a wedge block. 
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Figures 6.2f and 6.2g 	Predicted influence of block dimensions on the 
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Figures 6.3a and 6.3b 	Predicted and measured Overturning Slopes of the 
trailer with different tyre inflation pressures. 6.3a (top); Set-ups A2, B2 and C2; 
Rigid wheel enveloping of block. 6.3b; Set-ups A2, 82 and C2; Deformable wheel 
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Figures 6.3c and 6.3d 	Predicted and measured Overturning Slopes of the 
trailer with different tyre inflation pressures. 6.3c (top); Set-ups D2 and 12. 6.3d; 
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Type of result; Tyre pressure 
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Figures 6.3e and 6.3f 	Predicted and measured Overturning Slopes of the 
trailer with different tyre inflation pressures. 6.3e (top); Set-ups F2 and H2. 6.3f; 
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Figures 6.3g and 6.3h 	Predicted and measured Overturning Slopes of the 
trailer with different tyre inflation pressures. 6.3g (top); Set-ups E2a and G2a. 
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Figures 6.4a and 6.4b 	Predicted and measured Overturning Slopes of the 
trailer with different wedge block lengths. 6.4a (top); Set-ups A2 and A2a. 6.4b; 
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Figures 6.4c and 6.4d 	Predicted and measured Overturning Slopes of the 
trailer with different wedge block lengths. 6.4c (top); Set-ups C2 and C2a. 6.4d; 
Set-ups 02 and D2a. 
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Figures 6.4e and 6.4f 	Predicted and measured Overturning Slopes of the 
trailer with different wedge block lengths. 6.4e (top); Set-ups E2 and E2a. 6.4f; 
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Figures 6.4g and 6.4h 	Predicted and measured Overturning Slopes of the 
trailer with different wedge block lengths. 6.4g (top); Set-ups G2 and G2a. 6.4h; 
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Figure 6.5 	Predicting the speed of the maximum response from trailer and 
block variables. 
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7. Modelling a single-axle agricultural trailer with fewer constraints 
This chapter describes the development of a two degree of freedom model of a 
trailer for use in predicting the side-slope behaviour of trailers with two wheels. 
7.1 Introduction 
While the vehicle response when a wheel strikes a single obstacle showed potential 
for a standard dynamic test, it is undesirable and unrealistic that a standard test 
should require the removal of the opposing wheel on the test axle, as on the test rig. 
Real trailers have two or more wheels and several degrees of freedom. A new, more 
robust test rig was being built at SCAE at this time, on which trailers were to be 
constrained only at the towing eye, all wheels being left in place. The extra 
freedoms being introduced were yaw, pitch and roll about the longitudinal axis (still 
no translation was possible). In order to model realistically the behaviour of a trailer 
on the new test rig, it was thought expedient to return to three dimensional 
modelling. 
7.2 Three-dimensional modelling 
	
7.2.1 	Hardware considerations 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the load time for the DADS 3D execute files was 
prohibitively slow with only 4MB of RAM available. Hence an additional 4MB of 
memory were purchased and fitted at this stage. This reduced the load time to 
around 20 seconds. 
7.2.2 	Modelling considerations 
The yawing of the trailer is a function of the lateral tyre properties and the friction 
between the tyres and whatever they are contacting. As these were unknowns, and 
to avoid too great an increase in complexity, it was decided not to include yaw 
freedom in the updated trailer model. Also, for speed and simplicity and because of 
its known accuracy, it was decided to retain the 2D control-element tyre model 
rather than to revert to the more complex DADS tyre model initially considered for 
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use in 3D modelling. Hence the main difference between this model and the 2D one 
was the introduction of compliance normal to the slope between the hub and the 
slope surface on the downhill side. This allowed the vehicle to roll and pitch as well 
as tip. Since the tipping was a combination of rolling and pitching, the new model 
had only two degrees of freedom. 
NB. Throughout Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the project the term 'roll' was used to 
describe rotation about the tipping axis. However the term 'roll' is used to describe 
rotation about the longitudinal axis throughout the rest of this work. 
7.2.3 	Three-dimensional model details and limitations 
The yaw freedom of the model was removed by including a lateral constraint at the 
downhill tyre-ground contact point. For simplicity, the downhill tyre was modelled 
using a spring and viscous damper in parallel. Compared to employing a second set 
of control elements to model the tyre, the use of a spring-damper element restricted 
the model in that it was not possible for the downhill wheel to leave the ground. In 
reality, this might occur when the uphill wheel returns to the ground after an impact 
(assuming overturning does not occur) or as a result of considerable pitching of the 
vehicle. However the effect of the downhill wheel leaving the ground was not 
considered in this thesis, and was thought to be of no significance to modelling 
accuracy unless the response to a random ground input was being considered. 
Because of the extra motions possible with the introduction of compliance at the 
downhill wheel, it became necessary to include all the inertial components of the 
vehicle body into the model, i.e. the complete inertia tensor. The 'formatted' input 
file of the new model is given in Appendix 8. 
7.3 Obtaining Overturning Slopes using the three-dimensional model 
The FORTRAN program, 'Overturn 1', described in Chapter 6, was adapted to 
manipulate the DADS 3D model. The new program was named 'Overturn 2'. The 
new features in this program, as described below, were also included in the later 
programs, 'B.E.R. 1' and 'Overturn 3', which are given in Appendices 8a and 8b. 
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7.3.1 Model input data 
The centre of mass coordinates were calculated from the support loads and the 
static stability limit as follows: 
The lateral and longitudinal coordinates, xi and yi, were obtained using 
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 (page 77). 
The vertical coordinate, zi was obtained by substituting Equations 4.4 and 4.6 
in Equation 4.5 (page 78). 
The magnitudes of the inertia tensor of a real two-wheel trailer were obtained from 
a study conducted elsewhere (Mosely and Lewis, 1993), and in most cases, inputs 
to the model were scaled such that they were in the same proportion as these. 
7.3.2 	Introducing slope to the model 
Slope could be introduced to the 3D model by rotating the 'ground' about the 
longitudinal axis while raising the base level of the road by the appropriate amount. 
The ground needed to be rotated in order to raise the towing eye of the trailer. The 
static equilibrium position of the vehicle when on a slope was estimated from the 
expected wheel loads and the system stiffness. Since it was not possible to calculate 
the exact vehicle inclination when resting on a slope as it was in the one degree of 
freedom case, more time was allowed for the trailer to reach equilibrium before the 
road block was presented to the tyre. 
7.4 Checking the model modes of free vibration and natural frequencies with 
the tyre in contact with the road 
Since the vehicle can pitch as well as roll, two natural frequencies were expected, 
i.e. two maxima in the frequency domain. For trailer set-ups which are symmetrical 
about the longitudinal axis, no coupling between the roll and pitch modes were 
expected. However, in the general case, some coupling between the modes was 
expected, and the motion of the trailer model shown in Figures 7.Oa and 7.Ob is 
governed approximately by the matrix equation of motion: 
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L Kri.x - Kr2.(T—X) 	Kri.X 2 + Kr2.(T—X)2 - Jr.)2j191 = 0 
where: 
0,0 	are the pitch and roll angles respectively 
Krl,K72 are the (radial) stiffliesses of tyres 1 and 2 [N/rn] 
IrIp 	are the moments of inertia about the centre of mass in directions 
parallel to the assumed roll and pitch axes [kgm 2] 
M 	is the trailer mass [kg] 
Tg is the distance from the centre of mass to the towing eye at B [m] 
rp 	is the perpendicular distance from a point along OA on Figure 
7.0a, and the assumed pitch axis [m] (the exact location of the 
point along OA depends on the tyre stilThesses). 
T 	are the distances shown on Figures 7.Oa and 7.Ob [m]. 
The eigen frequencies of this model can be extracted as the roots of the 
characteristic equation of the matrix, i.e. 
.1' + M.T:2)I - w2 I(+ KT2) - 2 	
r2 
+ M.r 2 
r,, 2 	
)(KTI 
x 2 + KTZ.(T—X) 2 ) 
+(KTI + Kr2).(Kr1.x 2 ± Kr2.(T— x) 2 ) - (Kri.x - Kr2.(T— x)) 2 = 0 
[7.1] 
The natural frequencies of the model were checked by starting the model with the 
left hand 'tyre' just in contact with the road and looking at the (linear) transient 
response. For simplicity during this check, both tyres were assumed to be of the 
same stiffness, the towing eye was set in the ground plane, and the centre of mass 
was set exactly between the two tyres. Hence the roots of equation 7.1 became: 
= J2Kr.xv2 I Jyy 	 [7.2a] 
c4 =.,J2Kr.Yv2 /(Ixx+M.yv 2 ) 	 [72b] 
where 
are the roll and pitch natural frequencies [radls] 
Xv 	is half the vehicle track 
yv is the vehicle length (from axle to towing eye) 
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Figures 7.Oa and 7.Ob 	Schematic diagrams of two degree of freedom trailer 
model showing assumed roll and pitch axes. 7.Oa (top); view. 7.0b; plan. 
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Hence with KT = lOOkN/m, Xv = 0.7m, yv = 2.0m, In' = 500kgm2, lxx = 
1000kgm2  and M = 373kg, the natural frequencies were 2.22Hz and 2.85Hz. The 
transient response is shown in Figure 7. la, and the frequency domain representation 
of the transient response is shown in Figure 7. lb. From the difference and the sum 
of the left and right wheel displacements, the roll and pitch displacements of the 
trailer could be obtained, Figure 7.1 c. The frequency domain representations of 
these transients, Figure 7. Id, show clearly how the two motions are uncoupled for 
this configuration, with the roll mode having the lower natural frequency. If the tyre 
stiffiesses differed from each other or the wheels were located at different distances 
from the longitudinal axis of the trailer, or if the mass centre of the trailer did not lie 
in the same vertical plane as the longitudinal axis, some coupling between the two 
modes of free vibration of the trailer would be expected. It is also worthy of note 
that for some trailer configurations the roll natural frequency maybe greater than the 
pitch natural frequency. This may have implications for the speed at which the Least 
Overturning Slope occurs. 
7.5 Three-dimensional model response to a terrain input when on a slope 
Figure 7.2a shows the vertical displacements (from level ground) of the two hubs of 
the 2 degree of freedom trailer model following an impact with a road obstacle on a 
slope of 29.2 degrees (i.e. about two-thirds of its static stability limit of 45.8 
degrees) and with a road speed expected to excite the roll mode of resonance. 
Figure 7.2b shows the response as angles of pitch and roll. It may be seen from 
these figures that the trailer very nearly overturned and that pitching did occur even 
on steep slopes. A real vehicle may behave differently to this because of yawing. 
As the uphill wheel returned to the slope face, the spring modelling the tyre of the 
downhill wheel went into tension briefly indicating that the tyre would have lost 
surface contact were it not prevented from doing so. This may have implications for 
experimental work with the new test rig, and/or may be a limiting factor in the 
accuracy of this model with some inputs as mentioned earlier. 
7.6 Studying three dimensional model behaviour 
7.6.1 	Varying input parameters individually 
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Figures 7.1 a and 7.1b 	Transient response of two degree of freedom trailer 
model. 7.1a (top); Time histories of wheel vertical displacements. 7.1b; Frequency 
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Figures 7.1c and 7.1d 	Transient reponse of two degree of freedom trailer 
model. 7.1c (top); Time histories of angular displacement about longitudinal and 
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Figures 7.2a and 7.2b 	Two degree of freedom trailer model response to 
hitting a discrete obstacle on a 29 degree slope. 7.2a (top); Time history of the 
vertical displacement of the wheels. 72b; Time history of the angular 
displacement. 
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Chapter 8, Table 8. la. As the static stability limit was increased, the yaw moment of 
inertia was also increased to keep the moment of inertia about the tipping axis (and 
roll axis) constant. Because the theoretical trailer was constrained so that it could 
not yaw, the yaw moment of inertia was expected to only influence the trailer 
behaviour through changes in the moment of inertia about the tipping and roll axes. 
Since the trailer roll axis and tipping axis were always inclined at similar angles 
relative to the yaw axis, the influence of the yaw moment of inertia on both was 
similar. 
The natural frequencies of set-up Tia were calculated from Equation 7.1 to be 
2.27Hz (roll) and 3.52Hz (pitch), and observed to be 2.25Hz and 3.50Hz for the 
computer model. Because of appropriate adjustments to the yaw moment of inertia., 
the natural frequencies did not change with changes in the static stability limit. 
7.6.2 Variation of model response with speed 
The response of the two degree of freedom model to a discrete road block input 
was expected to peak at two road speeds. Using the (enveloped) short wedge block 
from earlier experiments, the response was expected to peak at speeds close to the 
natural frequencies, i.e. with natural frequencies 2.25Hz and 3.5Hz, the response 
was expected to be at a maximum at around 2.25m/s and 3.5m/s. Sharp peaks were 
not expected because of the smoothing effect of the system. Figure 7.3a shows the 
response on level ground for 3 set-ups with these natural frequencies but different 
static stability limits. 
While the response was at a maximum at around 2.5m/s, it dropped sharply between 
3m/s and 3.5m/s, and again between 5m/s and 5.5m/s. Further investigation showed 
that no more sharp changes in the response occurred at higher speeds, suggesting 
that the 'plateaus between 3.5m/s and 5mIs was due to resonance in the pitch mode. 
Similar results were obtained when the experiment was repeated with greater 
system stiffness input (Figure 7.3b), though with the peaks/plateaux occurring at 
correspondingly higher speeds. The corresponding Overturning Slope plots, Figures 
7.3c & 7.3d, suggest that resonance in the roll mode had the predominant 
destabilising effect on the side slope in these cases. However, a study made with a 
trailer configuration for which the roll mode had a greater natural frequency than 
the pitch mode suggested that while the trailer response to the obstacle while on 
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Figures 7.3a and 7.3b 	Two degree of freedom trailer model response to 
hitting a discrete obstacle on level ground. 7.3a (top); Variation with speed and 
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Figures 7.3c and 7.3d 	Overturning Slopes of two degree of freedom trailer 
model hitting a discrete obstacle. 7.3c (top); Variation with speed and static 






































Fires 7.3e and 7.3T 	Two degree of freedom trailer with natural frequencies 
3.51-lz (pitch) and 6.25Hz (roll). 7.3a (top); Response on level. 7.3b; Overturning 
Slopes. 
when striking obstacles at speeds which excited the fundamental (lower) mode of 
resonance. This phenomena can clearly be seen by comparing Figures 7.3e and 7.3f 
(opposite). 
7.6.3 	Computing the 'Stability Index' 
Program 'Overturn 2' was adapted to compute the slope on which the vehicle 
attained on impact half the kinetic energy required for overturning. This is the slope 
for which the ratio of the potential energy increase during the bounce to the 
potential energy increase required to overturn the vehicle is 0.5, i.e. the 'bounce 
energy ratio' equals fifty percent (abbreviated to B.E.R = 50%). The minimum value 
of this slope for a particular vehicle with a standard terrain obstacle is the 'Stability 
Index' proposed by Hunter (1992, 1993), see Chapter 6, Section 6.6. The code for 
the new program, named B.E.R. 1', is given in Appendix 8a. A typical output file is 
shown in Figure 7.4a. 
To find the minimum slope, it was first necessary to find the speed at which it 
occurred. This has been shown in the previous section to be close to or at the speed 
at which the maximum response occurred when on the level. Hence the adopted 
technique for finding the 'Stability Index' was as follows: The roll response on the 
level was computed across a speed band within which the maximum/maxima were 
expected to lie. The speed band was initially divided into 6 speeds. If the difference 
between the maximum response and the response at the previous speed increment 
was less than 5%, the program went on to increment the slope at the speed of 
maximum response as in the case shown in Figure 7.4a. If not, the increment size 
was halved and a reduced speed band of 5 speeds (i.e. 2 increments either side of 
the current speed of maximum response) was searched. If necessary, this latter step 
was repeated several times. The program was later modified to use a more efficient 
speed-finding routine described in the next section. 
It was possible to have a more efficient iteration routine for slope when searching 
for the 'B.E.R.= 50%' slope than when searching for the Overturning Slope. The 
routine in program B.E.R 1 uses linear interpolation for reducing the slope input 
when the trailer response exceeds the required value (except when overturning 
occurs) as well as linear extrapolation for increasing the slope when the response is 
below the required value (as when searching for the Overturning Slope). It takes on 
average 6 iterations to find the slope for which B.E.R = 50% to within ± 2% (cf 9 
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iterations for the Overturning Slope to within 5%). 
The single speed and slope value thus obtained was thought to give all the relevant 
information about the trailer response to a particular block and took considerably 
less time to compute than the Overturning Slope at a range of speeds. Less than 15 
model runs were required in most cases instead of the 90 or so for the Overturning 
Slope at 10 speeds. 
76.4 Computing the Least Overturning Slope 
Program 'Overturn 2' was also adapted to compute only the Least Overturning 
Slope. The new program was called 'Overturn 3'. The complete updated program is 
given in Appendix 8b. This program is annotated to help with reading it. A typical 
output file is given as Figure 7:4b. The 'header' to the results file has been reduced 
in size as a space saving measure. 
Instead of starting by searching a range of speeds, an initial guess of speed was 
made and a new routine was employed to increment the speed until the maximum 
response on the level was found (to within 5% as in program B.E.R 1). The new 
routine is described in Figure 7.5. The initial estimate of overturning speed was 
taken as twice the product of block length and the fundamental natural frequency 
when a circle segment was input as this approximated roughly to a half-cycle sine 
input (see Chapter 6, Section 6.5.4). The fundamental natural frequency was 
exclusively employed in accordance with the results discussed in Section 7.6.2. The 
initial speed was reduced when a full-cycle versed-sine block was input and 
increased when an unenveloped wedge block (i.e. ramp) was input based on the 
theory for a linear system (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2). The initial step size in 
speed was taken as one fifth of the initial speed estimate. The new speed searching 
routine had the advantage of being faster without loss of accuracy (confirmed 
against the 'old' routine in program B.E.R 1). 
In the new program, the height of the road block could be set by scaling it by a 
factor specified in the input data file. This was to simplify studying the effect of 
block height on the response. Likewise the block length could be altered by 
changing the specified distance between the profile ordinates. The peak block height 
and the block length were calculated and printed in the output file. 
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Filename 
Static Stability Limit (degrees) 
C of G coordinates X,Y,Z (a) 	 .8000 
Vehicle dimensions XV,YV,ZV (a) 	.8000 
Uphill static wheel load on level (N) 
Downhill static wheel load on level (N) 
Load at towing eye on level (N) 
Inertia tensor (Kgm**2) 	1408.158000 
O.000000E+00 
Moment of Inertia about tip axis (Kgm**2) 
Suspension Stiffness (KN/m) 
Suspension Damping (Ns/m) 
Name of the file containing profile heights 
Distance between points (a) 












1400 • 000000 
200.000000 
1000.000000 
C2_0 . csv 
3. 000000E-02 
CUBIC 
RUN NO. SPEED (MIS) SLOPE (RAD) 	THMkX (RAD) 
1 4.000000 0.000000E+00 7.526409E-02 
2 4.500000 0.000000E+00 7.668971E-02 
3 5.000000 0.000000E+00 7.675131E-02 
4 5.500000 0.000000E+00 7.621175E-02 
5 6.000000 0.000000E+00 6.249392E-02 
6 6.500000 0.000000E+00 6.242040E-02 
MAX BER PREVIOUS BER %DIFF/100 
1.745931E-01 1.744587E-01 7.698384E-04 
RUN NO. SPEED (MIS) SLOPE (RAD) 	THMAX (RAD) 
2 5.000000 1.576953E-01 7.599100E-02 
3 5.000000 4.788476E-01 1.381893E-01 
4 5.000000 3.561519E-01 8.068208E-02 
5 5.000000 4.174286E-01 1.060712E-01 
6 5.000000 4.279699E-01 1.110908E-01 
SPEED (MIS) TMAXO (DEG) FM?.XO (N) 	SLOPE(ADJ) 	(DEG) 














F3MAX (N) BER 
9121.416 .505 
Figure 7.4a Typical output file for program B.E.R. 1 
8.000000E-01 	8.000000E-01 3.000000 
1.600000 4000.000000 4000.000000 
1408.158000 671 .075100 1738.195000 
200.000000 1000.000000 C2_0.csv 
SPEED (MIS) SLOPE (RAD) THMAX (RAD) 
3.625912 0.000000E+00 7.348146E-02 
4.351095 0. 000000E+oo 7.607362E-02 
5.076277 0. 000000E+00 7.727393E-02 
5.801460 0 .000000E+oo 6.231756E-02 
5.438869 0. 000000E+00 7.661536E-02 
5.076277 3.613631E-01 4.582216E-01 
5.076277 6.476269E-01 1.455154 
5.076277 5.044950E-01 7.138889E-01 
5.076277 5.3030961-01 1.496462 
5.076277 5.174023E-01 1.570401 
5.076277 5.109487E-01 1.512391 
5.076277 5.077218E-01 7.377353E-01 
5.076277 5.107345E-01 9.712389E-01 
5.076277 5.092281E-01 7.671937E-01 
SPEED 	TMAXO FMAXO 	 SLOPE 	F3MAX 








TMMAX/SSL 3LKL4 &i<1 
.959 	 041 	oo 
Figure 7.4b Typical output file for program Overturn 3 
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THSMAX = THp. 
FLAG = 20 / THx < 	 SMAX 
V 	V 
OR 
= SS NO 	
<' 	THSMAX 
S=SMAX -SI FLAGFLAG+1 
THMAX >0.99A 
AND GATE 1 = 2 RERUN MODEL 
? 
YES NO 
00 	START SMAX 	 I S-SMAX-SI 
S=SS [T:Hx =THMAX GATE2I 




THSMAx = 0.0 
., 
FLAG = 0 
GATE 1 = 1 
GATE 2 	2 /I YES 
THMAX 
< S~ E: fl/2 GATE2=1 YE 	S=SMAX+SI NO ? GATE 2 = 2 > 0.05 
FLAG = 1 
TMAX 0 = THMAX 





Figure 7.5 	Flow diagram of routine for finding the speed of maximum response 
KEY 
S = Current Speed 
SS = Start Speed 
SI = Speed Increment 
St*.x=Speed when 9 = THx 
THSMAX= O when SSwz 
THx =Stored 0 value 
THmm= Current () value 
8. Phase 3. A theoretical search for an unbiased dynamic stability test 
This chapter describes theoretical experiments using the two degree of freedom 
trailer model to investigate possible dynamic stability tests for vehicles, based on the 
vehicle response to hitting a discrete obstacle. A dynamic stability measurement is 
proposed, and the relationship between this measurement and the vehicle and 
obstacle parameters is investigated. 
8.1 Introduction 
It appeared possible that the 'Stability Index' or Least Overturning Slope measured 
using a standard discrete terrain obstacle, provided a measure of stability taking into 
account both static and dynamic characteristics of the vehicle. This would only be a 
relative measure which could be used for comparing vehicles against each other or 
against some standard reference vehicle. However, for this measurement to be 
unbiased, it would need to give vehicles the same relative score when compared to 
the reference vehicle or to each other, regardless of the size or shape of the test 
obstacle chosen to be the standard. For this to be the case, the 'Stability Index'/Least 
Overturning Slope would need to be directly proportional to the static stability limit, 
implying ultimately that the same height of obstacle would cause overturning on the 
level for all vehicles. While the former has already been shown empirically to be 
untrue for the constrained trailer during the previous phase of the project, the latter 
is intuitively incorrect anyway. Hence the 'Stability Index' or Least Overturning 
Slope is inevitably a measurement biased by choice of obstacle. However, if the 
relationships between these measurements and the obstacle dimensions are studied, 
for different vehicles and different shapes of obstacle, it may be possible to devise 
an index which is independent of obstacle dimensions. This was the starting point 
for the latter part of the research. 
8.2 Experimental method 
The effects of block length and block height on the model response were studied for 
the range of vehicle set-ups in Table 8.1a, page 192, and the effects of block shape 
were studied for the range of vehicle set-ups in Table 8. lb. The peak maximum roll 
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excursion on the level, the Stability Index' and the Least Overturning Slope, were 
calculated at a range of block heights for each set-up in Table 8. Ia, but the 'Stability 
Index' was not calculated from then on. 
Theoretical set-up TI a (Table 8.1a) was loosely based on a real trailer in an 
unloaded state and the other set-ups were scaled from this. It was not possible to 
use the same theoretical input values as with the two dimensional model (i.e. set-up 
T2, Chapter 6, Table 6.1) because in order to achieve the low value of moment of 
inertia about the tipping axis, one or more of the principal moments of inertia, or 
the moment of inertia about the axis parallel to the tipping axis through the centre 
of gravity, would have had to have taken a negative value - a physical impossibility. 
A sinusoid was the chosen 'standard' model input because it approximated to an 
enveloped ground obstacle shape and its height and length could be changed easily 
without fundamentally changing its shape. The fill-cycle versed-sine form of 
sinusoid was used in common with Larson and Liljedahl (1971) and Schwanghart 
(1978) as opposed to the 'half cycle' form used by Pershing and Yoerger (1969). 
The other shapes chosen were a circle segment and an unenveloped wedge. Circle 
segment blocks are of interest because the enveloped shapes with small or large 
diameter wheels are very easy to calculate (with the tyres assumed rigid), facilitating 
(ultimately) the comparison between theory and practice. Unenveloped wedge 
blocks are of interest as an input because this helps in the understanding of the 
effects of obstacle enveloping. 
8.3 Results 
The figures and tables of the Phase 3 results are given on pages 195 to 204. 
8.3.1 	Effect of terrain obstacle dimensions and shape on the 'Stability 
Index' or Least Overturning Slope 
Figures 8. la and 8. lb show, for trailer set-up Tla and a sinusoidal block, how the 
peak maximum roll excursion on the level (i.e. at the speed of maximum response) 
and the Least Overturning Slope vary with the block length at several block heights. 
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Figures 8.2a and 8.2b show, for trailer set-up Tib, how the peak maximum roll 
excursion on the level and the Least Overturning Slope vary with the block length 
for the three block shapes. 
Figures 8.3a to 8.3c show how the peak maximum roll excursion on level ground, 
the 'Stability Index' and the Least Overturning Slope vary with block height for 
trailer set-ups Tia to T8a (sinusoidal blocks). 
Figures 8.4a and 8.4b show how the peak maximum roll excursion on level ground 
and the Least Overturning Slope vary with block height and block shape for trailer 
set-ups T2b and T4b. 
	
8.3.2 	Effect of terrain obstacle dimensions and shape on the speed of 
maximum response 
Figures 8.5a and 8.5b show how for set-up Tia and a sinusoidal block, the speed of 
maximum response varies with block length and block height. 
Figures 8.6a and 8.6b show how for set-up Tib, the speed of maximum response 
varies with block length and block shape, and block height and block shape 
respectively. 
8.4 Discussion of results 
8.4.1 	The effect of terrain obstacle dimensions and shape on the 'Stability 
Index' or Least Overturning Slope 
8.4.1.1 The effect of block length and shape 
The maximum response on level ground and the Least Overturning Slope were seen 
to be independent of the block length at all block heights and with different block 
shapes. It was assumed therefore, that the 'Stability Index' would be also. These 
were convenient results because they implied that for a given block shape, the 
maximum response or the Least Overturning Slope were only dependent on a single 
parameter, the block height. 
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8.4.1.2 The effect of block height and shape 
Figures 8.3a and 8.4a show that the response of the trailer increased rapidly with 
the height of the road block, with the rate of increase increasing with block height 
until eventual overturning. Although the peak maximum roll excursion on the level 
is a measure of the vehicles' dynamic behaviour which is independent of obstacle 
length, it distinguishes vehicles by different amounts with different obstacle heights, 
making comparisons between vehicles inconsistent. The peak maximum roll 
excursion was not seen to vary with the same power of the block height for 
different vehicles. Even if this had been the case, the measurement of dynamic 
response thus obtained would have been difficult to relate to operating slopes. 
Figures 8.3b and 8.3c suggested that the 'Stability Index' and Least Overturning 
Slope decreased close to linearly with obstacle height with vehicle set-ups Tia to 
T8a, although a slight curving was visible. To check the linearity, the gradients and 
R2  values of log-log plots of the data were calculated. Straight lines with gradients 
of 1.0 were expected for a linear relationship. The results are recorded in Table 8.2. 
In all but 3 cases the gradient was less than 10% from 1.0 and in those 3 cases there 
was a shortage of data (and yet the gradient was still less than 20% from 1.0). This 
evidence in conjunction with R 2 values all greater than 0.99 was thought sufficient 
to assume the relationships were actually linear. Linear relationships were also seen 
with different block shapes, Figure 8.4b. 
Why the 'Stability Index' or Least Overturning Slope decreased so close to linearly 
with block height was not certain. However, the implication was that there was an 
interaction between the increase in the response due to the increase in block height, 
and the decrease in the response due to the decrease in slope (the static wheel load 
on the uphill wheel, normal to the slope, is greater when on a lower slope thus 
decreasing the response). A study of the results suggested that the following 
equation best predicted the trailer maximum roll excursion, (when on the 
Least Overturning Slope, fie,iiii), as superposition of the effects of obstacle height 
and ground slope: 
0... = A+B.6+C. at. 9p 
where 
wnum = a - 	a is the static stability limit 
(Hence Ooverturn is proportional to the obstacle height, x, because flovemn 
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falls off linearly with obstacle height) 
At 	is the peak maximum roll excursion on the level with obstacle height,x 
(at increases non-linearly as x increases) 
OP 	is the peak maximum roll excursion on slope 13,with a fixed obstacle 
height 
(Op decreases non-linearly as 3 decreases) 
A,B,C are constants. 
The relationship between static wheel load and Gp could explain the points below 
the straight line when the Overturning Slope was close to zero (e.g. Figure 8.3c), 
i.e. this could be because the wheel load increases with decreasing slope towards a 
fixed value rather than towards infinity and hence Op decreases towards a fixed 
value rather than towards zero. 
More research is required to verify all of the above suggestions. However, if a 
linear relationship between Least Overturning Slope and obstacle height was seen in 
practice, this could be a very useful result. 
8.4.1.3 A dynamic stability measurement independent of block length and height 
Throughout the rest of this thesis, a linear relationship of the form 
Y + M. x = C 
was assumed for the variation of the Least Overturning Slope with road block 
height, where m is the rate at which the Least Overturning Slope, y, reduces as the 
road block height, x, increases and c approximates to the static stability limit (since 
the trailer does not bounce when the road block height was zero). A similar 
relationship described the reduction of the 'Stability Index' with block height, with 
the gradient m having a greater value in that case. In the Least Overturning Slope 
case, the gradient was named by the author the 'Dynamic Overturning-Slope 
Reduction Index' or 'DOSRI'. This value was thought to have potential as a 
standard measurement of dynamic behaviour because it was independent of the road 
block height and length. 
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8.4.1.4 Linear regression on Least Overturning Slope results 
Linear regression was performed on the Least Overturning Slope data to obtain the 
slopes and the intercepts, and the results are recorded in Table 8.2. 
The estimated static stability limits (intercepts) might have been expected to have 
been less than the input values to the model because of lurching on the slope. This 
was not seen consistently, but the errors in the estimates are such that no 
conclusions can be drawn about the discrepancies between the input and measured 
values. 
8.4.1.5 The effect of block shape onDOSRI 
The effect of block shape on the DOSRI values was considered for set-ups Tib to 
T6b. The results are included in Table 8. lb and compared in Figure 8.7. The 
difference in DO SRI values was thought to be owing to the difference in the 
amount of energy which it was possible to transfer from the road to the trailer. It 
may be that this depends to some extent on the maximum slope of the leading face 
of the block for a particular length of block. This was greatest for a circle segment 
shape and least for a wedge shape. This would accord with higher DOSRI values 
with a circle segment and lower ones with a wedge. 
8.4.2 	The effect of terrain obstacle dimensions on speed of maximum 
response 
It appeared from Figures 8.5a and 8.6a that the speed of maximum response was 
directly proportional to the block length though the magnitude of the dependence 
on length varied with block height and block shape. Figures 8.5a and 8.5b suggest 
that with taller blocks, increasing the length of the block caused a greater increase 
in the speed of maximum response. Since the speed of maximum response increased 
with block height, it clearly did not occur at a unique rate of change of input height 
as it did for a linear system. 
However, Figure 8.6b suggests that the relationship with block height was not 
linear. The error bars around the sinusoid block results emphasise this suggestion. 
More data would be required to explain these results. However, it was interesting to 
observe that the speed of maximum response with a sinusoidal block was 
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consistently the lowest and the speed of maximum response with the unenveloped 
wedge was usually the highest. This was the same as would be expected for a linear 
system (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2). 
8.5 Comparing the dynamic behaviour of hillside vehicles 
Theoretically, the Dynamic Overturning-Slope Reduction Index is a measure which 
can be used to compare the dynamic behaviour of hillside vehicles. Only a single 
measurement of Least Overturning Slope and the static stability limit would be 
required to estimate it (albeit crudely). 
	
8.5.1 	Practical considerations 
It was shown in Chapter 6 that the Overturning Slopes could be measured to a 
good accuracy with a trailer constrained at the downhill wheel, and it may prove 
equally straightforward to measure the Overturning Slope with the downhill wheel 
unconstrained. However, the vehicle may have a tendency to yaw, especially when 
the uphill wheel returns to the slope following a large bounce, as mentioned in 
Chapter 7, Section 7.5. It may be possible to estimate the DOSRJ without 
overturning the vehicle by measuring the slope on which some fraction of the 
energy required for overturning is attained. The time of bounce or maximum angle 
of bounce could be used to ascertain when this slope had been reached. 
8.5.2 	Theoretical considerations 
The index could be of value in conjunction with the static stability limit in choosing 
between two vehicles when one vehicle is more statically stable and the other more 
dynamically stable. The static stability limit values and DOSRI values for two 
vehicles can be used to calculate a limiting slope below which it is safer to use the 
more dynamically stable vehicle. This is illustrated in Figure 8.8. 
The deciding slope, DS, may be calculated simply from: 
DS = (Ai. a2 - L2. ai) / (i - A2) 
where Al, A2 are the DOSRI estimates for vehicles 1 and 2 and ai, a2 are the static 
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stability limits. 
At lower slopes, the vehicle is more likely to be used at higher speeds and so a 
greater margin of dynamic stability is desirable. 
8.6 Parameters affecting the 'Dynamic Overturning-Slope Reduction Index' 
	
8.6.1 	Introduction 
A final parametric study has been conducted to show how the various vehicle 
parameters influence the Dynamic Overturning-Slope Reduction Index' as defined 
in the previous section. Since this index has been shown theoretically to offer the 
most comprehensive assessment of a vehicle's dynamic stability from single obstacle 
testing, then it is of benefit to see how the vehicle parameters influence it, as this 
will provide information of benefit to vehicle designers and users. 
8.6.2 	Input parameters 
For these studies, a sinusoidal block shape was used as the discrete terrain input. 
The moment of inertia about the yaw axis of the trailer was set so that the moments 
of inertia about the roll, pitch and tipping axes were maintained at their original 
settings as was done previously (Chapter 7, Section 7.6.1). It was necessary to use 
unrealistically high values of roll, pitch and tipping moment of inertia in this study in 
order to make it possible to reduce the static stability limit and the static wheel load 
to low values while keeping the tipping moment of inertia constant and the yaw 
moment of inertia above zero. To study the general effect of varying the trailer 
inertia, the roll, pitch and tipping moment of inertia values were all scaled by the 
same amount. The individual effects of varying the inertial parameters were not 
studied. 
8.6.3 	Results and discussion 
The results of the parametric study are recorded in Table 8.3 and Figures 8.9 and 
8.10. The influence of most of the parameters is best appreciated with reference to 
Figure 8.9. This shows the relative effects of the various vehicle parameters. 
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The DOSRI was seen to increase with the square root of the suspension stiffness 
(approximately) but to decrease with the square root of the static wheel load 
(approximately). The suspension damping and system moment of inertia were seen 
to reduce the DOSRI though only by a small amount- almost negligible in the case 
of moment of inertia. 
The DOSRI did not vary consistently with the track. This was thought to be 
because of two opposing factors being at work. While an increase in track 
kinematically increased the stability (i.e. a wheel bouncing to the same height 
resulted in a smaller rotation of the trailer), the roll stifThess was also increased 
which dynamically reduced the stability (see above). 
The effect of static stability limit on the DOSRI is best understood with reference to 
Figure 8.10. This shows that though the rate of decrease of Least Overturning 
Slope may be greater when the static stability limit was greater, if all other factors 
are equal the trailer with the greater static stability limit was more stable on all 
slopes. This was because the relative increase in DOSRI with increasing static 
stability limit reduced with static stability limit. 
8.7 Influence of vehicle parameters on dynamic stability on real hillsides 
It should be noted that the DOSRI value is unlikely to be the only factor influencing 
dynamic stability on a real hillside. It is thought that the roll natural frequency may 
also be a significant factor. According to the results in this thesis, a vehicle with a 
greater roll natural frequency will resonate with proportionally shorter terrain 
obstacles at a given speed. According to Van Deusen shorter wavelength 
irregularities are of proportionally smaller amplitude (see Chapter 1, Section 
1.5.4.3). This would suggest that the DOSRI values should be scaled by dividing by 
the system roll natural frequency before a comparison between vehicles is made. 
However, this would imply that the suspension stifThess has little or no influence on 
the dynamic stability and that the dynamic stability would actually be reduced by an 
increase in moment of inertia. This would seem unlikely. It is suggested that more 
work may be needed to relate the results of single obstacle tests to real hillside 
behaviour. 
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8.8 Conclusions of Phase 3 
The following conclusions were drawn from the results of Chapter 8. 
Theoretically, the least side slope on which a single-axle trailer, constrained so that 
it can only pitch and roll, can overturn as a result of its uphill wheel striking a 
discrete terrain obstacle, is independent of the length of the obstacle but decreases 
close to linearly with the height of the obstacle. 
Hence the rate of decrease of Least Overturning Slope with increase in obstacle 
height is theoretically independent of obstacle height and length. It has been named 
by the author 'The Dynamic Overturning-Slope Reduction Index'. This measure has 
been shown to vary slightly with obstacle shape. 
The Dynamic Overturning-Slope Reduction Index has been suggested as having 
potential as a measure of dynamic stability though more work needs to be done to 
relate this measure to real overturning slopes. 
A parametric study has suggested that the Dynamic Overturning-Slope Reduction 
Index increases with the square root of the suspension stifThess but decreases with 
the square root of the static wheel load. 
The speed at which the maximum trailer response occurs has been shown 
theoretically to increase in a non-linear way with height of obstacle but 
proportionally to the block length. The rate of these increases depends on the 
obstacle shape. 
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Table 8.1a 	A range of theoretical trailer parameters 
Theoretical Static Trailer dimensions Wheel Towing Moments of inertia Products of inertia Inertia Suspension Set-up stability loads eye about 
limit, load tipping 
(right) (left) (pitch) (roll) (yaw) axis, Stiffness Damping 
CE Xv Yv Zv T FU FD FF lxx lyy Izz Ixy lxx lyz 10 K C (Deg) (m) (m) (m) (m) (N) (N) (N) (Kgm2) (Kgm2) (Kgm2) (Kgm2) (Kgm2) (Kgm2) (Kg12 ) (KN/m) (Ns'm) 
ha 45.8 0.8 3.0 0.5 1.6 4000 4000 1600 1408 671 1738 0 0 444 1400 200 1000 
T2a 45.8 0.8 3.0 0.5 1.6 4000 4000 1600 1408 671 1738 0 0 444 1400 300 1000 T3a 40.1 0.8 3.0 0.5 1.6 4000 4000 1600 1408 671 1738 0 0 444 1590 100 1000 T4a 34.4 0.8 3.0 0.5 1.6 4000 4000 1600 1408 671 1738 0 0 444 1885 100 1000 
T5a 28.6 0.9 4.0 0.5 1.8 10000 10000 4000 7000 3500 8700 0 0 2250 8915 200 1000 
T6a 51.6 0.7 2.0 0.5 1.4 2000 2000 800 700 350 870 0 0 225 560 200 1000 
T7a 51.6 0.9 4.0 0.5 1.6 10000 10000 4000 7000 3500 8700 0 0 2250 5350 	. 300 1000 
T8a 28.6 0.7 2.0 0.5 1.4 2000 2000 800 700 350 870 0 0 225 965 100 1000 
Table 8.1b 	Studying the effect of road block shape 
Theoretical 	 Static stability 	Inertia about 	 Suspension 	 Shape of 	DOSRI 	Shape of 	DOSRJ 	Shape of 	DOSRI 
set-up 	 limit, 	 tipping axis, block on road 	 block on road 	 block on road 
Stiffness 	Damping. 
a 	 I,, - 	 K 	C 
TIb 45.8 1400 100 1000 Sinusoid 	169.2 Wedge 	133.8 Segment 	183.4 
T2b 34.4 1885 200 1000 211.2 178.8 223.0 
T3b 45.8 1400 200 2000 232.4 187.2 238.1 
T4b 45.8 1400 200 1000 244.6 196.5 252.6 
T5b 45.8 1400 200 500 248.6 - 261.6 
T6b 45.8 1400 400 1000 356.6 299.1 385.5 
\0 
Table 8.2 	 Linear regression on Least Overturning Slope and 'Stability Index' data. 
Theoretical Linear fits to log-log Linear fits to Least Overturning 
Set-up plots of data Slope results 
Least Overturning 'Stability Gradient Intercept 
Slope Index' (error) (error) 
n R2 Gradient n R2 Gradient n R2 (Deg/m) (Deg/m) 
TIa 8 0.993 1.039 7 0.999 1.020 9 0.994 241.3(6.7) 46.5(0.8) 
T2a 6 0.997 1.071 5 0.997 1.111 7 0.997 293.8(6.7) 47.5 (0.6) 
T3a 7 0.997 0.993 9 0.994 0.995 8 0.997 128.2(2.7) 37.9 (0.3) 
T4a II 0.995 1.025 9 0.999 1.001 12 0.999 120.9(1.1) 33.3 (0.2) 
T5a 14 0.993 1.019 8 0.995 0.979 15 0.985 101.6(3.3) 26.4 (0.8) 
T6a 6 0.999 1.163 5 0.999 1.178 7 0.997 356.5(8.3) 52.1 (0.7) 
T7a 14 0.998 1.005 10 0.995 1.064 15 0.997 181.2(2.4) 51.4 (0.6) 
T8a 6 0.994 0.989 5 0.993 1.017 7 0.993 203.4(6.2) 30.1 (0.6) 
Key: n is the number of data points in the regression 
Table 8.3 	Trailer parameter influence on DOSRI 
Static 	Trailer dimensions 	 Static Wheel Loads 	Towing . Inertia 	Suspension 	 Shape of 
stability eye 	about block on road 
limit, 	 load tipping 	Stiffliess Damping 
a 	Xv 	Yv 	Zv 	T 	FU 	FD 	FF 
	
K 	 C 
	
DOSRI 




45.8 	0.8 	3.0 	0.5 	1.6 	4000 	4000 	1600 	8000 	200 	1000 	Sinusoid 	188.0 
Variations 	 SSL DOSRI SWL 	DOSRI Inert DOSRI Track DOSRI Stiff DOSRI Damp DOSRI Damp DOSRI 
(FU=FD=2.5xFF) (2.OxXv) 
34.4 158.4 2000 	260.6 5200 194.2 1.8 197.9 100 126.6 500 191.7 10000 160.3 
40.1 172.0 3000 212.6 12000 187.4 1.4 194.2 300 247.0 2000 180.7 15000 153.1 
51.6 193.4 5000 	163.5 16000 186.8 1.2 226.1 400 283.9 4000 172.6 20000 141.1 
57.3 191.7 6000 143.8 20000 184.8 1.0 244.6 500 317.1 6000 164.7 
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Figures 8.1a and 8.1b 	Variation in trailer model peak maximum roll 
excursion on level ground (8.1 a) and Least Overturning Slope (8.1b) with length of 
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Figures 8.2a and 8.2b 	Variation in trailer model peak maximum roll 
excursion on level ground (8.2a) and Least Overturning Slope (8.2b) with length of 
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Figure 8.3a Variation in peak maximum roll excursion on level ground with 
height of (sinusoid) block for theoretical trailer set-ups T1  to T8a. 
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Figures 8.3b and 8.3c 	Variation in 'Stability Index' (8.3b) and Least 
Overturning Slope (8.3c) with height of (sinusoid) block for theoretical trailer set-
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Figures 8.4a and 8.4b 	Variation in trailer model peak maximum roll 
excursion on level ground (8.4a) and Least Overturning Slope (8.4b) with height of 
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Figures 8.5a and 8.5b 	Variation in speed of maximum response with length 
of (sinusoid) road block and different block heights (8.5a) and height of (sinusoid) 
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Figures 8.6a and 8.61b 	Variation in speed of maximum response with length 
of road block and different block shapes (8.6a) and height of road block with 
different block shapes (8.6b). 
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Figure 8.7 	Relationships between DOSRI values measured with different 
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Influence of vehicle parameters on DOSRI (abbreviations as in 
Table 8.3) 
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Figure 8.10 Variation of Least Overturning Slope with road block height and 
static stability limit. 
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9 General summary and conclusions 
The most recent statistics suggest that tractor overturning accidents are still a 
serious problem in agriculture. Non-fatal accidents are far more numerous than fatal 
accidents. The total cost to the British economy of non-fatal accidents is estimated 
to be approximately six times greater than for fatal accidents. 
The majority of overturns are sideways. They are caused by slope, ground 
roughness, cornering, acceleration, load and slipping. The driver cannot judge when 
overturning will occur in an estimated 55% of cases because he/she lacks 
information. 
Terrain varies greatly in its slope and its surface. The nature of the terrain surface 
will determine how the vehicle interacts with it through forces generated at the 
wheels. Slope imposes the greatest practical limitation to agricultural vehicles, 
preventing land steeper than about 15 degrees being used for other than grass. 
Based on the current state of the research, it appears that a full understanding of the 
relatively straight forward problem of hitting a single obstacle has not been 
achieved, and so this has been taken as the best place to start a new research 
programme. 
The responses of agricultural vehicles when one rear wheel hits a single terrain 
obstacle have been studied by several authors. The difficulty in modelling tyre-
ground interaction is regarded as the main source of divergence from experimental 
results. The results of existing studies generally show that the margin to overturning 
of the vehicle is reduced by increases in slope, speed and obstacle height, but a full 
study of the relationships between the vehicle response and the vehicle parameters, 
vehicle speed, obstacle dimensions and obstacle shape has not been made prior to 
this study. 
In order for a standard measure of vehicle dynamic stability to be devised, an 
understanding of how vehicle parameters affect vehicle dynamic behaviour on 
slopes was required. Since the single obstacle approach is deterministic, 
experiments are exactly repeatable and it was therefore hoped that a standard test 
would be more readily conceived. 
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The approach to studying the relationships between the vehicle response and the 
vehicle parameters and ultimately to developing a dynamic stability test, was as 
follows: 
A small single-axle agricultural trailer was constrained on a test rig to have only 
a single degree of freedom, rotation about a tipping axis, by removing one wheel 
and ball-jointing the wheel-less hub and towing eye of the trailer to the rig. Wedge-
shaped obstacles on a rolling road were presented to the remaining wheel of the 
trailer, which was uphill when on a slope. Several parameters of the trailer could be 
altered by adding or moving test masses, or changing the inflation pressure of the 
tyre. The trailer-rig system was instrumented so that the road speed, trailer roll 
angle, ground slope and wheel load normal to the ground surface could be 
measured. 
The system equations of motion were defined and a computer model of the 
trailer-rig system in two dimensions was created using DADS dynamic analysis 
software. This modelled the system in the time domain which was appropriate given 
the extent of non-linearity in this system in which the tyre was free to leave the 
ground, possibly resulting in complete overturning. The model was found to be 
theoretically accurate both when in contact with the road and when wheel lift-off 
was occumng. 
A computer model was used in order that the effects of individual system 
parameters on the system response could be studied when it was not possible to 
vary the parameters independently on a real vehicle. Thus the model could provide 
more insight into a complex problem. A further advantage of having a model was 
that predictions could be made of the behaviour of a vehicle with fewer constraints 
by adapting the model. This was considered a necessary step in the search for a 
dynamic stability test. 
The importance of adequate validation of computer models was considered, and it 
was observed that the level of complexity in a model should be no greater than 
necessary in order to achieve a required level of accuracy. Hence the tyre was 
modelled as a simple point follower with radial stiffness and damping (in parallel) 
although the obstacle was input to the model as enveloped by a rigid wheel (or as 
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enveloped by a real tyre in some later experiments). The two dimensional computer 
model with a simple tyre model ran very rapidly allowing many simulations to be 
performed. 
In order to model the system accurately, accurate measurements or deductions 
of the magnitudes of the relevant system parameters had to be made. Some system 
parameters needed to be measured dynamically, namely the system moment of 
inertia, the system stiiThess and the system damping. 
The moment of inertia about the tipping axis was deduced accurately from the 
system natural frequency when the trailer was supported on springs. The system 
stiffness was initially estimated from the tyre stiffhess and road compliance 
measured separately. The tyre stiiThess was measured on dedicated tyre testing 
equipment and found to depend mostly on inflation pressure but also on speed, 
static wheel load, and frequency and amplitude of oscillation. Later estimates of 
system stiffness were obtained by measuring the system natural frequency with the 
tyre bouncing directly on the sloping face of the wedge block on the rolling road. 
It was found, unexpectedly, that the radial stiffness of the stationary tyres decreased 
by around 50% during large amplitude dynamic compression such as occurred when 
striking the obstacle at speed. With the tyre rolling, its stiffness was still reduced by 
around 40%. 
The system damping was simply estimated as the tyre viscous damping measured 
with the dedicated tyre testing apparatus and the small amount of Coulomb 
damping in the rig ball-joints (as observed while conducting the moment of inertia 
measurements with the trailer oscillating on springs). Though this only 
approximated to the real system damping with the tyre on the rig, it was observed 
that the effect of damping on the system response was actually small which meant it 
did not need to be known to a high level of accuracy. 
The first series of model validation experiments were conducted on level 
ground with test variables of speed, lyre pressure, moment of inertia, static wheel 
load, and static stability limit. A wedge block 67mm high, 160mm long, was driven 
under the wheel of the trailer at speeds between 0.8m/s and 3.6m/s. Measured and 
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simulated responses of the test trailer were similar. 
The model predicted the maximum roll angle attained by the trailer when hit by a 
wedge block to within 45% of the angle in 95% of cases. The predicted maximum 
roll angles were on average 16% greater than the measured ones. As expected from 
the theory of a linear system, there existed a maximum system response at a certain 
road speed for each set-up of the trailer constrained on the test rig. Increases in 
road speed above this speed reduced the magnitude of the system response. 
With the initial estimates of system stiffness input to the model [see (3) above], the 
effect of a change in tyre pressure on the magnitude of the model response was 
approximately half that measured. This would suggest that either the effect of tyre 
pressure on the system stiffness has not been correctly predicted or that the simple 
tyre model is inadequate for this application. It was decided that during the next 
phase of the project, estimates of system stiffness obtained directly from 
measurements made on the dynamic stability test rig should be input, to see if by 
thus accounting for longitudinal lyre effects, a significant improvement in modelling 
accuracy could be achieved without resorting to the use of a more complicated tyre 
model. In order to increase the differences between the results with different set-
ups, it was decided to use a greater spread of tyre pressures. This meant losing 
some scope for comparison between Phase 1 and Phase 2 results. 
The effect of a change in static wheel load or moment of inertia on the magnitude of 
the system response was approximately that predicted and suggested that these 
factors did not influence the amount of energy absorbed from the road. 
The effect of a change in static stability limit on the magnitude of the system 
response was less than predicted. There was no obvious reason for this discrepency, 
and it was decided to continue with the plan of making predictions of overturning 
as the next phase of the project and to observe how accurately these more 
important predictions could be made. 
For the next phase, it was proposed also to start investigating the effects of road 
block size and shape on the trailer response, as much as time would allow. 
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(5) The slope on which overturning of the test trailer would first occur as a result 
of striking a wedge block at a given speed could be measured empirically to within 
0.2 degrees using the test apparatus, and predicted reasonably rapidly by 
manipulating the computer model using a computer program. 
Using the empirically measured enveloped block profile as the ground disturbance, 
the model predicted the slope on which overturning first occurred to within 27% of 
the slope in 95% of cases with test variables of road speed, tyre pressure, static 
wheel load, moment of inertia and static stability limit. The predicted slopes were 
on average 0.5% greater than the measured ones. 
The modelling accuracy in regard to the effect of tyre pressure on the system was 
improved by using the later system stifThess estimates [see (3) above]. The 
modelling accuracy generally was improved by using the measured form of the 
enveloped block profile as this accounted for localised tyre penetration at the wedge 
block tip. The simple tyre model appeared to be adequate for inclusion in a model 
to predict overturning so long as the stiffness and enveloping effect were modelled 
accurately. 
The slope on which the trailer first overturned decreased with increasing road speed 
until the road speed which would have given the maximum response on level 
ground. Further increases in road speed increased the slope on which overturning 
first occurred, i.e. there existed a least value of overturning slope, referred to as the 
'Least Overturning Slope' throughout this thesis. Increasing the road block length or 
the system stiiThess, or decreasing the system inertia increased the speed at which 
the Least Overturning Slope occurred. These effects were modelled accurately. The 
approximate speed at which the Least Overturning Slope occurred could be 
predicted from the system roll natural frequency and the length of the enveloped 
road block. 
The Least Overturning Slope was seen to reduce with tyre pressure. This was 
attributed to an increase in system stiffliess. An increase in static wheel load was 
expected to increase the Least Overturning Slope and an increase in road block 
height to reduce it based on the results of a parametric study. 
It seemed likely that a discriminatory 'dynamic stability' test could be devised based 
on the response of a vehicle to a single obstacle and the concept of Least 
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Overturning Slope. To investigate this further, a third phase of research was 
proposed to study more comprehensively the interaction between the vehicle 
response, the vehicle parameters and the road block shape and size. Time did not 
allow for further empirical measurements, and so a purely theoretical final phase of 
study was decided upon. A new test rig was in the process of development at SCAE 
at this time on which trailers were to be ball-jointed only at their front (towing eye), 
the downhill wheel being left in place with only some high friction surfacing to 
prevent it from slipping down the slope. Hence it was decided to develop the model 
to account for this, especially in order that the important question of whether 
pitching of the trailer influences the Least Overturning Slope could be answered. 
To make predictions of the behaviour of trailers on the new rig, the trailer 
model was updated into three dimensions and compliance was introduced normal to 
the slope between the hub and the slope surface on the downhill side. This allowed 
the vehicle to roll and pitch as well as tip. To avoid too great an increase in 
complexity, it was decided not to include yaw freedom in the updated trailer model. 
Hence the new trailer model had two degrees of freedom but these were shown to 
be uncoupled for trailer set-ups which were symmetric about the longitudinal axis 
through the towing eye. It was shown that the least overturning slope occurred 
close to the speed exciting the roll mode of resonance of the trailer (rather than the 
pitch mode) as would be expected for sideways overturning. 
Computer programs were written to obtain the Least Overturning Slope and the 
least slope on which the trailer attained, during a bounce, half the potential energy 
required to overturn it. The latter slope was the 'Stability Index' measure proposed 
by Hunter (1992). Both programs started by finding the speed of the trailer 
maximum response to striking the road obstacle on level ground, and then the 
required slope at that speed. These programs were used to study the effects of 
block dimensions and block shape on trailer response and stability. 
On a smooth surface with a discrete obstacle, the Least Overturning Slope was 
shown, for the two-degree of freedom model, to decrease linearly with increase in 
obstacle height, with the rate of decrease being dependent on the vehicle parameters 
but independent of the length of the test obstacle. This gradient was thus considered 
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to be an unbiased measure of dynamic stability (since it is independent of the 
obstacle dimensions); the greater its value, the less dynamically stable the vehicle 
when encountering a discrete obstacle. It is named in this thesis the Dynamic 
Overturning-Slope Reduction Index' (DOSRI). If the linearity between least 
overturning slope and obstacle height is confirmed experimentally, this index may be 
calculated from a single least overturning slope value and the static stability limit. 
However, more work would still need to be done to relate this measure to real 
overturning slopes on rough ground. The 'Stability Index' was also seen to fall off 
linearly with obstacle height, though at a steeper rate. 
The speed at which the maximum trailer response/Least Overturning Slope occurs 
has been shown (theoretically) to increase in a non-linear way with height of 
obstacle but proportionally to the block length. The rate of these increases depends 
on the obstacle shape. The maximum response occurs at a higher speed with a ramp 
obstacle than with a versed sine obstacle, similarly to a linear system. 
The 'Dynamic Overturning-Slope Reduction Index' has been shown to vary slightly 
with obstacle shape. A circle segment shape gives a greater DOSRI value than a 
versed sine obstacle which in turn gives a greater DOSRI value than a ramp 
obstacle. Hence it was hypothesised that the amount of energy which the trailer 
could receive from the road may depend on the maximum slope of the leading face 
of the obstacle for a given length of obstacle, as this is greatest for the circle 
segment and least for the ramp. 
A parametric study has suggested that the Dynamic Overturning-Slope Reduction 
Index increases with the square root of the vehicle suspension stiffness but 
decreases with the square root of the static wheel load while the effects of other 
parameters are small or varied. 
It is concluded that the single obstacle tests suggested by other investigators 
provide incomplete information. It is proposed that a meaningful dynamic stability 
measurement for comparing vehicles may be the 'Dynamic Overturning-Slope 
Reduction Index' as defined here. Its use should result in more informed matching 
of vehicles to terrain. If it is used in conjunction with the static stability limit a 
limiting slope below which it is safer to use the more dynamically stable vehicle can 
be calculated (assuming the choice is between a vehicle with greater static stability, 
and one with greater dynamic stability). At lower slopes, the vehicle is more likely 
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to be used at higher speeds and so a greater margin of dynamic stability is desirable. 
Land which is both very rough and steep requires equipment with a high level of 
both dynamic and static stability. 
9.1 Suggestions for further research 
The relationship between obstacle height and overturning slope could readily be 
established using the new test rig at SCAE. Experimental results may reveal the 
need to adapt the existing computer model to include yaw freedom and longitudinal 
and lateral tyre compliance. If the least overturning slope is not seen to fall off close 
to linearly with obstacle height, then the DOSRI concept may need to be modified 
to account for this. In any case, theoretical work needs to be done to relate the 
DOSRI concept to probabilities of overturning on real hillsides. 
The computer model and test rig created for this project could be used to study in 
greater detail the generation of vertical force as a tyre hits a discrete obstacle at 
different speeds. This may provide further understanding of the relationships 
between vehicle parameters, obstacle dimensions and shapes, and how much energy 
the system can absorb from the road. 
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APPENDIX I 	Transducer calibration curves 
Experimental data 
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Figures Ala and Al 	Calibration curves. Ala (top); Wheel load transducer. 
Al b; Linear displacement transducer. 
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Figures Al  and Aid 	Calibration curves. Aic (top); Electrical tachometer 
(fitted to road). Aid; Mechanical tachometer (in tractor cab). 
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APPENDIX 2 	DADS 'tire force element definition' 
I. Definition: 
The tire force element is used to model a vehicle tire 
interacting with a road profile. The road profile can be defined 
using the existing ROAD element, or with the associated user-definable 
FORTRAN subroutine called ROAD. If the ROAD subroutine is not 
modified, the road is assumed flat in the global X-Y plane and located 
at zero in Z. Since the tire element calculates only forces, there 
are no constraints added by this element. Three components of force 
are calculated; vertical, lateral, and longitudinal. These forces are 
calculated in the tire/ground interface plane and then transformed to 
the global coordinate system when appended to the body to which the 
tire is attached in the model. The three tire/road interface forces 
are reported in the output at each report time step. 
The tire element allows three levels of detail to be used when 
modeling the effects of the tire. The simplest force model ignores 
the rotational inertia of the wheel, so the body to which the tire is 
attached must be constrained to the chassis or master body in such a 
way that no rotation occurs. In the simple model, the steer angle of 
the tire is defined directly as a user input. An intermediate level 
of model detail can be defined by measuring the steer angle from the 
model itself, and also measuring a wheel camber angle. The 
intermediate model also ignores the rotational inertia of the wheel. 
The most detailed force model accounts for the rotational inertia. 
z 















Tire force element 
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General Tire-Ground Interaction 
The response of a rolling tire on pavement consists of three 
components of force and three components of torque in the normal, 
longitudinal, and lateral directions (see Fig 1). In general, these 
reactions are not independent, as the tangential reactions of a tire 
at the ground interface are directly dependent upon the normal force, 
which can be assumed to be a function of deformation and deformation 
rate. 
The torque response of the tire consists of the aligning and 
overturning moments as well as the torque about the spindle axis due 
to tractive forces and rolling resistance. The aligning and 
overturning moments are generally less significant and thus are not 
explicitly accounted for in the standard subroutine. However, all of 
the kinematic data and the normal force are available so that 
computation of these quantities can be readily programmed. 
In the lateral and longitudinal directions, empirical relations 
are used to relate the force in these directions to the normal force 
and kinematic definitions of steering and rotational slip, 
respectively. These two effects are not independent because their 
resultant is the net force acting tangent to the ground surface on the 
tire. The friction ellipse concept is used to limit the magnitude of 
the net tangential force. Although the friction ellipse is an 
approximate technique, the alternative, (i.e., to measure lateral and 
longitudinal force as functions of normal force, steering slip, and 
rotational slip), is prohibitive. Thus, the TIRE subroutine uses the 
friction ellipse concept. 
Often the wheel rotational inertia is neglected and the 
longitudinal tractive force is computed from an equilibrium 
calculation on this degree of freedom. This assumption results in a 
more computationally efficient model and is the basis for one of the 
differences in the three basic modelling approaches assumed in the 
TIRE element. 
Two different methods of modelling suspension and steering system 
effects create the other modelling approach. The calculation of the 
steer angle and camber angle can be done from the response of the 
suspension compliance to the loading it is experiencing, or they may 
be user specified as functions of time (or other variables). In one 
case the steer and camber angles are functions of system state, and 
thus are input variables to the TIRE subroutine. In the other case, 
the user must specify them in some way. 
Thus, the TIRE element contains models for the following cases: 
1) the rotational inertia as well as suspension and steering system 
effects on steer and camber are considered significant, 2) the tire 
rotational inertia is ignored but the steer and camber angles are 
still considered functions of system state, and 3) the tire rotational 
inertia is ignored and the steer and camber angles are provided by the 
user. Note that the first case requires explicit definition of the 
tire as a DADS rigid body separate from the chassis. 
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For superelement use of the TIRE subroutine there exist only two 
options: 1) the rotational inertia is significant and 2) the 
rotational inertia is insignificant. Due to the kinematic assumptions 
used in deriving the superelements, the steer and camber angles must 
be defined by the user. Provision for this definition is made in each 
individual superelement. 
Normal Force And The Terrain Tanaent Plane 
In the normal direction, the deflection and velocity are computed 
using a point-follower wheel-ground interaction model that assumes a 
ground profile that has the shape of a locus of points traced by the 
wheel center of a rigid wheel rolling over the actual terrain 
profile. This is the wheel center locus terrain profile. The normal 
force is then applied in a direction normal to this terrain profile 
(Fig 2). 
The terrain tangent plane is defined to be the plane tangent to 
the terrain profile at the point-follower contact point. The 
longitudinal and lateral forces are computed in this plane, and are 
assumed to act in this plane. The terrain tangent plane coordinate 
system is defined as shown in Fig. 3. 
Tangent Plane Forces: Longitudinal And Lateral 
The longitudinal and lateral forces are computed based on slip in 
the terrain tangent plane and are assumed to act in this plane. In 
the longitudinal direction, there are two effects, rolling resistance 
and traction/braking forces. Rolling resistance is approximated as 
some constant fraction of.the normal force. 
ERR = - CRR EN sign ((V 
cy 
where CRR JS the coefficient of rolling resistance. 
As noted above, traction/braking forces can be modelled in two 
different ways. Where the wheel rotational inertia is significant, 
the ratio of the longitudinal force to the normal force (the 
longitudinal force coefficient) is measured as a function of 
rotational slip. 
Iv 
I 	p 	I 
S 	 I sign (V ) 
I 	cy 	p 
where 
V = R &+ (V 
p 	d 	C) y 
(VC) 	is the wheel center translational velocity in the longitudinal 
direction, Rd is the deflection radius, and & is the wheel spin 
velocity. An example of a typical curve of the longitudinal force 
coefficient versus rotational slip is given in Fig. 4. 
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Wheel Center Locus 
Terrain Profile 
Normal To Terrain 











Terrain Tangent Plane 




Figure 4. Longitudinal Force Coefficient Curve. 
When rotational inertia is neglected, the longitudinal force is 
computed from the equilibrium of the wheel rotational degree of 




where I is the applied wheel torque. Note that, in this case, the 
torque must be defined by the user as a function of time (or in some 
other way in the TIRE subroutine). The default is a function of time 
defined as some curve element specified in the TIRE element or 
superelernent input data. 
Lateral force is computed as a function of normal force and slip 
angle analogous to the longitudinal force computation with rotational 
slip. Slip angle is defined as the angle between the tire center 
heading vector and the tire velocity vector projection in the terrain 





Figure 5. Lateral Slip Angle. 
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sign of the slip angle is opposite the lateral velocity component of 
tire center. This definition alleviates the need for logic to account 
for a change in direction of the tire. Thus, the slip angle is 
(V 
= - tan 1 (V) 
	sign (V) 
cy 
Lateral force experimental data is typically known as a carpet 
Plot because it varies with both the normal force and slip angle. In 
computer simulations this data is linearly interpolated. Where no 
carpet plot data exists, the constant normal force curves are 
approximated by a cubic polynomial determined from the following 
boundary conditions: 
U(0) = 0.0 
du 	
= C da a 
n 	max 
= 0.0 
where C a  is known as the lateral tire stiffness (or cornering 
stiffness), umax is the maximum lateral side force coefficient, 
and a is the saturated steer angle generally approximated by 
F 
a = 2.5 
Note that in both longitudinal and lateral directions, a 
coefficient of proportionality between the tangential force and the 
normal force are considered to be functions of a kinematic 
representation of slip. Note also that the force calculations in each 
direction are independent. However, it is well known that these two 
components of force are not necessarily independent, and in fact their 
resultant is limited by the net friction force acting between the tire 
and road. For the case where the rotational slip is computed, the net 
vectorial slip is available and the resultant force acts opposite this 
vector with magnitude given by the friction ellipse which is the locus 
of possible friction force vectors. It has major axis of length 
longFn and minor axis equal to 11atFn . However, this limiting 
condition is active only for slips large enough that the relationships 
for ulong and lat reflect  actual tire-road slippage as opposed to 
tire carcass stiffness. For this reason, this is a limiting condition 
and is not generally active for small slips. This also points out the 
limitations in the applicability of the neglected wheel inertia model. 
Since the lateral force carpet plots are measured at zero rotational 
slip, the presence of significant longitudinal forces tends to 
invalidate the use of this data except where the net vectorial slip is 
computed and a friction ellipse is used (i.e. case number 1). Thus 
the neglected inertia models should be used for simulations with 
relatively small longitudinal forces only. 
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To summarize the preceding remarks, the following logic is 
implemented in the tire subroutine: 
1) If the neglected inertia model is used, Fi
at is Computed from a 
carpet plot or the cubic approximation, and 
F 	< 	1F2 	+ F2 max n v long 	lat 
then 
Fit= 	'max F2 - F 	2 
Ti 	 long 
where 'max is the maximum lateral force coefficient and it is 
understood that 
F 	<i 	F long 	max n 
Also, note that this is effectively a friction circle since the major 
axis of the friction ellipse (the longitudinal force coefficient) 
cannot be determined without computing rotational slip. 
2) If the wheel inertia model is used, the longitudinal force is 
computed from the rotational slip and the lateral force from the steer 




maxFn <V (cF 	
) 2 	 2 




Flat= - maxF n 
V 
F 	=-c 	F long 	max n 
where 
lvi =  ! v 2  + (v)2 
and NV) , V] is the slip vector in the terrain tangent plane. 
k ung /umax) 	for wlong > "max 
1.0 	 for u - 	 long 	max 
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APPENDIX 3 	Two-dimensional trailer model DADS 'verbose' input file 
ANALYSIS 
CREATE SYSTEM.DATA 
UNITS : 	'SI' 
ANALYSIS.TYPE .='DYNAMIC' 
STARTING.TIME : 	10.0' 
ENDING.TIME : 	18' 
PRINT.INTERVAL : 	'0.05' 
GRAVITY.SEA.LEVEL : 	'9.80665' 
X GRAVITY 100' 
Y.GRAVITY : 	1-1.0' 
SCALE.GRAVITY.COEF : 	1 1.0' 
MATRIX.OPERATI0NS 'SPARSE' 
REDUNDANCY.CHECK ­ 'TRUE' 
LU.TOL ­ 1.0D-12' 


















JOINT.NAME 'BALL _JOINT' 
ORIENTATION.ANGLE : 	'0.0' 
SPRING.CONSTANT '0.0' 















Q.ON.BODY.1 : 	(1.0,0.075) 
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Q.ON.BODY.2 (1.0,0.075) 




NAME : 'ROAD JOINT 
BODY.1.NAME :='ROAD' 
BODY.2.NAME :='GROUND' 
P.ON.BODY.1 : 	(0.0,0.0) 
P.ON.BODY.2 (0.0,0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.1 : 	(1.0,0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.2 (1.0,0.0) 
NODE 1 '0' 














INPUT.NODE : 	'Il(YD-ZD)' 
OUTPUT.NODE 'FV 
TYPE .='CONSTANT' 
GAIN 1 1000' 
CURVE.NAME : 	'NONE' 
UP 
CREATE AMPLIFIER 
NAME : 	'ROAD_HEIGHT' 
INPUT.NODE 
OUTPUT.NODE :'Z' 





NAME : 	'ROAD_VEL' 
INPUT.NODE : 
OUTPUT. NODE : 	'ZD/XD' 
TYPE : 	'CURVE—OUT' 
GAIN 11.01 












NAME := 'NEGATIVE' 
INPUT.NODE :=YD' 






NAME 'INPUT X' 
NODE NAME 
TYPE := 'X' 
BODY.1.NAME :='ROAD' 
BODY.2.NAME :='NONE' 
FUNCTION. PARAMETERS : 	(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0) 
P.ON.BODY.1 : 	(1.347, 0) 
P.ON.BODY.2 : 	(0.0, 0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.1 : 	(0.0, 0) 
Q.ON.BODY.2 : 	(0.0, 0.0) 
CURVE.NAME .='NONE' 
JOINT.NAME .='NONE' 
FLEXIBLE.NODE.1 : 	'0' 
FLEXIBLE.NODE.2 : 	'0' 
ANGULAR.UNITS ­ 'DEGREES' 
EXTNUM '0' 










FUNCTION. PARAMETERS : 	(0.0, 	0.0, 0.0, 0.0) 
P.ON.BODY.1 : 	(1.347, 0.0) 
P.ON.BODY.2 (0.0, 	0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.1 : 	(0.0, 0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.2 (0.0, 	0.0) 
CURVE.NAME 'NONE' 
JOINT NAME 'NONE' 
FLEXIBLE.NODE.1 '0' 







NAME : 	'INPUT_Y' 
NODE.NAME ly s 
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TYPE := Y 
BODY.1 .NAME :='CHAS' 
BODY.2.NAME :='NONE' 
FUNCTION. PARAMETERS := (0.0, 	0.0, 0.0, 0.0) 
P.ON.BODy.1 := (1.347, 0.0) 
P.ON.BODy.2 
: 	 (0, 0) 
Q.ON.BODY.l (0.0, 0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.2 
: 	 (0.0, 0.0) 
CURVE NAME 'NONE' 
JOINT NAME 'NONE' 
FLEXIBLE NODE 1 '0' 
FLEXIBLE.NODE.2 








: 	 'INPUT_YD' 
NODE.NAME 
: 	 'YD' 
TYPE 
: 	 'YD' 
BODY.1.NAME .='CHAS'  
BODY.2.NAME .='NONE' 
FUNCTION. PARAMETERS (0.0, 	0.0, 0.0, 0.0) 
P.ON.BODY.1 
: 	 (1.347, 0.0) 
P.ON.BODY.2 
: 	 (0.0, 	0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.1 
: 	 (0.0, 0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.2 (0.0, 	0.0) 
CUR VE.NAME .='NONE' 
JOINT.NAME 'NONE' 
FLEXIBLE NODE 1 1 0' 
FLEXIBLE.NODE.2 












BODY.1 .NAME 'CHAS' 
BODY.2.NAME :='NONE' 
P.ON.BODY.1 (1.347, 0.1) 
P.ON.BODY.2 
: 	 (0.0, 0.0) 
FLEXIBLE.NODE.1 
: 	 '0' 


















: 	 'SUMMER2' 
OUTPUT.NODE 
: 	 'YD-ZD' 
INPUT.NODE.1 
: 	 'YD' 
INPUT.NODE.2 . = I ZD'  
INPUT.NODE.3 -='NONE' 





















: 	 'F' 
INPUT.NODE.1 'FS' 
INPUT.NODE.2 
: 	 'FV 
INPUT.NODE.3 





















: 	 'DIG_Cl' 
INPUT.NODE .='YD' - 'Y  
OUTPUT.NODE  
ON.VALUE 

















: 	 'AN_SWITCH' 
INPUT.NODE 
OUTPUT.NODE 






: 	 'MULTIl' 
INVERSE :'FALSE' 
INPUT.NODE.1 
: 	 'ZD/XD' 
INPUT.NODE.2 'XD' 
INPUT.NODE.3 :='NONE' 
OUTPUT NODE 'ZD' 
COEFFICIENT 1 1+ 1 










: 	 'YD-ZD' 
INPUT.NODE.3 'NONE' 
OUTPUT.NODE 
: 	 'I(YD-ZD)' 








CENTER. OF. GRAVITY (0.298, 0.635) 
PHI :=,0.0, 






















FIXED.TO .GROUND .='TRUE' 
MASS  
INERTIA  
XG FORCE '00' 
YG.FORCE 
: 	 '0.0' 
TORQUE.CONSTANT := ,0.0, 
CURVE.XGF 'NONE' 
CURVE.YGF :='NONE' 
CURVE.TORQUE ­ 'NONE' 
OUTLINE.SHAPE -='NONE' 
SHAPE.CENTER 
: 	 (0.0, 0.0) 
ANGULAR.UNITS .='DEGREES' 






: 	 (1.347, 0) 
PHI '0.0' 





















: 	 'REFi' 
BODY.NAME .='CHAS' 








: 	 'REF2' 
BODY. NAME .='GROUND' 
ORIGIN 
: 	 (0.0, 0.0) 
PHI 

















BODY.1 .NAME :='CHAS' 
BODY.2.NAME 'NONE' 
TYPE. IN  := ryl 
INITIAL.VALUE :='-0.01 83' 
TIME.DERIVATIVE :=,0.0, 
P.ON.BODY.1 (1.347, 0) 
P.ON.BODY.2 (0.0, 0.0) 
EXTRA.COORD :='o, 








FUNCTION. PARAMETERS := (0, 1.0, 0, 0) 
P.ON.BODY.1 
: 	 (0.0, 0.0) 
P.ON.BODY.2 (0.0, 0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.1 (1.0, 0.0) 
Q.ON.BODY.2 




















0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 
0.0000000000E+0o 0.0000000000E+00 0.1 000000000E-01 0.2025000000E-01 
0.31 75000000E-01 0.41 75000000E-01 0.5000000000E-01 0.5650000000E-01 
0.61 25000000E-01 0.6425000000E-01 0.6625000000E-01 0.6625000000E-01 
0.6450000000E-01 0.61 25000000E-01 0.5675000000E-01 0.5000000000E-01 
0.41 25000000E-01 0.3200000000E-01 0.1 975000000E-01 0.5000000000E-02 





NAME 	 = 'ZEDDOT' 
TYPE.DATA 	 = INCREMENTAL.X' 
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SLOPE.LEFT 	 :=,0.0, 
SLOPE.RIGHT :=,0.0, 
SCALEX 
SCALE Y  
STARTX 
INCREMENT.X  
INTERPOLATION 	 :='CUBIC' 
bATA 
0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.0000000000E+000.0000000000E+00 
0.0000000000E+00 0.2000000000 	0.4050000000 	0.4350000000 
0.4300000000 	0.3650000000 0.2950000000 0.2250000000 
0.1550000000 0.1000000000 	0.4000000000E-01 -.3500000000E-01 
	
-.1000000000 	-.1550000000 -.2250000000 	-.3100000000 
-.3600000000 -.4300000000 	-.5400000000 -.3950000000 





APPENDIX 3a 	 Two-dimensional trailer model DADS 'formatted' input file 
'2DMODEL' 
SYSTEM 	SI 	 DYNAMIC 	 SPARSE TRUE NCBF TRUE 
9.8066500000000 0.00000000000000E+00-1 .0000000000000 
1.0000000000000 	 0.00000000000000E+00 4.0000000000000 	0.50000000000000E-01 
0.10000000000000E-1 10.10000000000000E-02 	 FALSE BOTH 
DYNAMIC 	FALSE 	INTERPOLATED GLOBAL VARIABLE 
0.50000000000000E-01 0.1 0000000000000E-020. 1 0000000000000E-03 
REVOLUTE BALL _JOINT CHAS 	 GROUND 	 0 
0.00000000000000E+000.75000000000000E..01 O. 00000000000000E+000.75000000000000E..01 
1.0000000000000 	 0.75000000000000E-01 1.0000000000000 0.75000000000000E-01 
TRANS 	ROAD JOINT ROAD 	 GROUND 	 0 
O. 00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+OO 
1.0000000000000 	 0.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 
CONTROL 	AMPLIFIER STIFFAMP 	 S(Z-Y) 	 FS 
CONSTANT NONE 	 100000.00000000 
CONTROL 	AMPLIFIER DAMPAMP I(YD-ZD) 	 FV 
CONSTANT NONE 	 1000.0000000000 
CONTROL 	AMPLIFIER ROAD-HEIGHT 	 X 	 Z 
CURVE _OUT PROFILE 1.0000000000000 
CONTROL 	AMPLIFIER ROAD_VEL 	 X 	 ZD/XD 
CURVE _OUT ZEDDOT 1.0000000000000 
CONTROL 	AMPLIFIER COULOMB 	 12-13 	 FC 
CONSTANT NONE 	 20.000000000000 
CONTROL 	AMPLIFIER NEGATIVE 	 YD 	 -YD 
CONSTANT NONE 	 -1.0000000000000 
CONTROL 	INPUT 	INPUT_X X 	 X 
NONE 	 ROAD 	 NONE 	 0 
NONE 00.00000000000000E+OOFALSE 
O . 00000000000000 E+000 . 00000000000000 E+tj0000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+OO 
1.3470000000000 O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
O. 00000000000000 E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+0O 
CONTROL INPUT INPUT-XD XD XD 
NONE 	 ROAD 	 NONE 	 0 
NONE 00.00000000000000E+00 	FALSE 
O. 00000000000000 E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+0O 
1.3470000000000 O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
O. 00000000000000 E+000 . 00000000000000 E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+OO 
CONTROL INPUT INPUT_Y Y Y 
NONE 	 CHAS 	 NONE 	 0 
NONE 00.00000000000000E+00 	FALSE 
O . 00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000 E400000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+QQ 
1.3470000000000 O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
O. 00000000000000 E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+OO 
CONTROL INPUT INPUT-YD YD YD 
NONE 	 CHAS 	 NONE 	 0 
NONE 00.00000000000000E+00 	FALSE 
O. 00000000000000 E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+oo 
1.3470000000000 O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
O. 00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000 E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+oo 
CONTROL OUTPUT FORCE F YL.FORCE 
CHAS 	 NONE 	 0 
1.3470000000000 	0.1 0000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
CONTROL 	SUMMER 	SUMMER1 	 Z-Y 
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+Z 	 -Y 	 +NONE 
CONTROL SUMMER 	SUMMER3 	 F 
+FS 	 -FV 	 -FC 
CONTROL SUMMER 	SUMMER2 	 YD-ZD 
+YD 	 -ZD 	 +NONE 
CONTROL SUMMER 	SUMMER4 	 12-13 
+12 	 -13 	 +NONE 
CONTROL 	SWITCH 	DIG _SWITCH 	 Z-Y 	 11 
0.00000000000000E+00 DIGITAL 
CONTROL 	SWITCH 	DIG_Cl 	 YD-ZD 	 12 
0.00000000000000E+00 DIGITAL 
CONTROL 	SWITCH 	DIG C2 	 -(YD-ZD) 	 13 
0.00000000000000E+00 DIGITAL 
CONTROL 	SWITCH 	AN SWITCH 	 Z-Y 	 S(Z-Y) 
0.00000000000000E+00 ANALOG 
CONTROL 	MULTIPLIER MULTI2 	 FALSE 
+11 	 +YD-ZD +NONE 	 Il(YD-ZD) 
CONTROL 	MULTIPLIER MULTI1 	 FALSE 
+ZD/XD +XD 	 +NONE ZD 
BODY 	CHAS NONE 	FALSE 	FALSE 	FALSE 
NONE NONE NONE 
0.29800000000000 	0.63500000000000 	0.00000000000000E+00 845.00000000000 
390.00000000000 O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 
BODY 	GROUND 	NONE 	TRUE 	FALSE 	FALSE 
NONE NONE NONE 




BODY 	ROAD 	NONE 	FALSE 	FALSE 	FALSE 
NONE NONE NONE 
1.3470000000000 	O. 00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 
1.0000000000000 O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 
NCBF 	REF1 	 CHAS 
O. 00000000000000E+000 .00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
NCBF 	REF2 	 GROUND 
O. 00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
NCBF 	REF3 	 ROAD 
O. 00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
INITIAL 	ICON1 	 CHAS 	 NONE 
Y 	 -1 .89000000000000E-oI 	0.00000000000000E+00 0 
1.3470000000000 	O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
DRIVER 	DRIVER 	 ROAD 	 NONE 
X 	 POLYNOMIAL 	 NONE NONE 
O.00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000 E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+oo 
1.0000000000000 	0.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+000.92000000000000 	0.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 
NONE 
CURVE 	PROFILE 	 INCREMENTAL.X 	48 1 
0.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 1.0000000000000 
2.0000000000000 	 0.25000000000000E-0i. 	CUBIC 
O. 00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+000 1 0000000000000E-01 0.20250000000000E-01 
0.31 750000000000E-0l 0.41 750000000000E-01 0.50000000000000E-01 0.56500000000000E-01 
0.61 250000000000E-0l 0.64250000000000E-01 0.66250000000000E-01 0.66250000000000E-01 
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0.64500000000000E-01 0.61 250000000000E-01 0.56750000000000E-01 0.50000000000000E-01 






O. 00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 0.0 0.0 
CURVE 	ZEDDOT 	 INCREMENTAL.X 	48 1 
O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 1.0000000000000 
• 2.0000000000000 	 0.25000000000000E-01 	CUBIC 
O.00000000000000E+000 .00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+000.20000000000000 	0.40500000000000 0.43500000000000 
0.43000000000000 	0.36500000000000 0.29500000000000 0.22500000000000 
0.15500000000000 0.10000000000000 	0.40000000000000E-01 -.35000000000000E-oI 
-.10000000000000 	-.15500000000000 -.22500000000000 -.31000000000000 
-.36000000000000 -.43000000000000 	-.54000000000000 -.39500000000000 
-.10000000000000 O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
O. 00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+o0 
O. 00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
O. 00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
O. 00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
0 . 00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 0.0 0.0 
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3.333, 3.378,3.378,3.319 0.032, 0.040,0.032 
3.333, 	3.378, 	3.348, 	3.363 0.029,0.038 
3.425, 3.378 
2.913, 3.010, 2.970, 0.064, 0.072, 0.063 
2.96 1,2.990 0.050, 0.059 
3.460, 3.448.3.488 0.057,0.067,0.042 






1o/j- 	 2 
130.4 
II1) 
-0.330, 0.870, 0.610 
-0.795, 0.870, 0.725 
-0.330, 0.870, 0.610 
	
0.548 	 6 	 62.5 
0.527 	 6 	 150 
0.487 	 7 	 ISO 
APPENDIX 4 	Natural frequency and damping ratio estimates from transients 
Table 4.2(x) 	Individual frequency and damping ratio estimates from tyre transients 
Experiment 	Test 	Test mass 	Test mass 	Road 	No. of cycles 	Sampling Frequency Estimates 
mass position coordinates speed in analysed frequency 
Xtm,Yt m,Ztm 	 section of 
transient 
Damping ratio of 
transient between 
2nd & 5th peak 
Table 4.3(x) 	Individual frequency estimates from spring transients 
Experiment 	Spring stiffness 	Test mass 	Test mass coordinates 	No. of cycles in 	Sampling 	Frequency Estimates 








12 	 100 
(Hz) 
2.137, 2.141, 2.139 
S2 179.5 none II 	 IOU 
2.141, 2.139 















-0.600, 0.870, 0.680 
1.150,0.250, 1.350 
10 	 100 
II 	 100 
3.039, 3.043 
1.386, 1.391, 1.393 
1.386. 1.391, 1.390 
1.982, 1.977, 1.987 
1.973, 1.977, 1.977 
APPENDIX 5 	Empirical results of Phase I experiments. 
( Asterisked entries are averages of the entries since the last gap in the table 
reading down. These values are those input to Chapter 5, Table 5.2.) 
Trailer Road Measured results 
Set-up speed Maximum Impact 
roll force 
excursion 
(mis) (rad) (N) 
A .8950367 .064198 3057.489 
A .9134933 .063319 3019.071 
A .9504067 .062636 3142.975 
.9196456 .0633843 3073.178 
A 1.115763 .06142 3010.238 
A 1.13422 .063319 3054.524 
A 1.20767 .076307 3376.566 
A 1.20767 .074794 3341.113 
A* 1.166331 .06896 3195.61 
A 1.26304 .075966 3382.434 
A 1.281497 .075331 3373.601 
A 1.3331 .08006 3612.879 
A 1.370767 .08241 3654.2 
A 1.373403 .076552 3361.743 
A 1.4235 .081922 3553.77 
A 1.4461 .083388 3559.699 
A 1.4461 .08026 3503.555 
A* 1.411974 .0809064 3526.593 
A 1.702233 .102528 4200.757 
A 1.867967 .095594 3677.856 
A 1.913167 .085926 4082.54 
A 1.916933 .097158 4032.325 
A* 1.899356 .0928927 3930.907 
A 2.1015 .118056 4741.385 
A 2.255933 .105164 3864.135 
A 2.2823 .09374 4803.095 
A 2.289833 .115418 4398.35 
A 2.301133 .118934 4980.36 
2.24614 .1102624 4557.465 
A 2.387767 .103798 3858.085 
A 2.798333 .119326 4873.324 
A 2.854833 .092568 4378.628 
2.826583 .105947 4625.976 
A 2.944103 .121474 4339.665 
A 2.969717 .115712 4558.07 
A 3.046933 .111708 4768.005 
A 3.077067 .12079 4889.005 
A 3.1185 .094618 4738.36 
3.080833 .1090387 4798.457 
A 3.1976 .118248 4797.65 
A 3.1637 .096082 4522.98 
A 3.2202 .093056 5391.155 
A 3.306833 .08856 4898.08 
A 3.352033 .082802 4313.65 
A 3.3558 .0911 4777.08 
3.338222 .0874873 4662.937 
A 3.465033 .095904 5106.2 
A 3.487633 .129384 4688.145 
A 3.585567 .10838 4936.195 
B .9097267 .051454 3057.489 
3 .92065 .05038 3142.975 
B .9391067 .050478 3019.071 
B .9575633 .05086 3010.238 
8* .9317617 .050793 3057.443 
B 1.196747 .06952 3382.434 
B 1.255507 .068144 3341.113 
B 1.270197 .06562 3373.601 
B 1:29242 .067176 3376.566 3* 1.253718 .067615 3368.428 
B 1.37717 .074404 3054.524 
B 1.520303 .09081 3612.879 
B 1.542527 .085732 3361.743 
B 1.55345 .085634 3553.77 
B 1.575673 .088074 3654.2 
B 1.59752 .08495 3559.699 
8* 1.557895 .08704 3548.458 
B 1.976447 .093544 3674.77 
B 1.976447 .086708 3710.465 
B 2.064963 .087684 3683.785 
B 2.075887 .092762 3852.035 
B 2.119957 .092372 3928.87 
B 2.153103 .087392 3958.515 
B* 2.103478 .0900525 3855.801 
B 2.300003 .080164 4023.25 
B 2.377597 .085242 3346.981 
B 2.410743 .074208 3601.021 
B 2.4179 .09618 3686.87 
8* 2.40208 .08521 3544.957 
B 2.528263 .083192 3816.703 
B 2.542953 .090322 3964.384 
8* 2.535608 .086757 3890.543 
B 2.613013 .074892 3734.06 
B 2.771213 .088954 4419.525 
B 2.77837 .08162 4052.895 
B 2.79306 .09706 4490.31 
B* 2.780881 .0892113 4320.91 
B 2.884967 .094228 
C .7334467 .061416 3138.74 
C .7831667 .0627 3056.037 
C .79522 .06082 3121.014 
C .82912 .063272 3166.812 
C* .7852383 .062052 3120.651 
C 1.19298 .087588 3507.972 
C 1.196747 .101452 3534.592 
C 1.241193 .114248 3998.385 
C 1.259273 .0829 3518.317 
C 1.266656 .078308 3302.695 
C 1.28112 .089636 3437.126 
1.239662 	.0923553 3549.848 
C 1.73764 .081044 4121.26 
C 1.858927 .075184 3372.089 
C 1.888307 .081336 4036.56 
C 1.892073 .099404 3872.847 
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C 1.898853 .1037 4075.28 
C 1.899607 .106336 3809.08 
C 1.91392 .106044 3623.224 
C 1.91392 .0996 3666.3 
C* 1.895087 .0959434 3779.340 
C 1.987747 .092568 3934.92 
C 2.05404 .074012 4001.349 
C 2.08342 .101844 3921.550 
C 2.138413 .083972 3798.977 
C 2.167793 .080752 3865.587 
C 2.21224 .114636 3986.587 
C 2.234087 .074404 4076.672 
C 2.255933 .094424 4175.650 
C 2.278533 .08378 3573.009 
C 2.28908 .078992 3983.623 
C 2.292847 .078896 3669.023 
2.260453 .087522 3910.760 
C 2.384753 .076356 3345.529 
C 2.384753 .070788 3283.456 
C 2.392287 .06112 4165.425 
C 2.4179 .070692 3725.106 
C 2.425433 .07314 4076.49 
C 2.401025 .0704192 3719.201 
C 2.46988 .074404 4004.495 
C 2.47666 .072448 4015.99 
C 2.502273 .066004 3948.23 
C 2.568567 .077332 3606.950 
C 2.59418 .07362 3937.824 
C 2.65746 .065808 3562.664 
C 2.664541 .060732 3970.313 
C 2.683073 .070692 4128.52 
C 2.723 .080752 4354.367 
C 2.726767 .057704 3388.363 
C* 2.690968 .0671376 3880.845 
C 2.787033 .074988 3637.986 
C 2.844287 .06366 4230.16 
C 2.870653 .05038 3748.762 
C 2.925647 .044616 3874.299 
C 2.930167 .057608 4369.129 
C 2.947493 .043544 4335.128 
C 2.98064 .076064 4116.541 
C 3.006253 .058484 3348.494 
C* 2.95804 .0560632 4008.718 
C 3.072547 .079676 3732.487 
C 3.382167 .035536 3249.455 
C 3.3897 .029968 3738.295 
C 3.465033 .03778 3579.18 
C 3.48462 .04206 4010.182 
C 3.5027 .04558 3543.485 
C 3.5027 .04794 4469.559 
C 3.540367 .04354 3570.105 
C 3.55468 .031924 4106.196 
C* 3.50835 .0414707 3879.784 
C 3.84848 .034948 3944.398 
C 3.80102 .034072 4377.862 
C* 3.82475 .034072 4161.130 
D .7628267 .062196 3284.969 
D .7662167 .06366 3252.48 
D .78844 .063074 3308.624 
D* .7724944 .0629767 3282.024 
O .8272367 .06454 3411.958 
D .9688633 .086318 3988.16 
O .9869433 .087196 3861.11 
0* .9276811 .0793513 3753.743 
O 1.012933 .0829 3946.657 
O 1.027623 .08368 3801.82 
0 1.03478 .090224 4035.35 
1.025112 .0856013 3927.942 
O 1.201267 .110634 4481.235 
0 1.226127 .103016 4055.92 
O 1.226127 .105946 4427.995 
O 1.23366 .110828 4487.285 
0* 1.221795 .107606 4363.109 
O 1.270197 .09188 3426.72 
0 1.318033 .092078 3190.407 
O 1.325567 .093056 4179.945 
O 1.557217 .098818 4499.083 
O 1.575673 .12646 5143.105 
D 1.590363 .11415 4747.435 
D* 1.574418 .1131427 4796.541 
D 1.679633 .102528 4824.27 
0 1.700727 .115126 4650.03 
D 1.72634 .097158 5163.675 
O 1.741407 .117274 4821.245 
0 1.75007 .121376 4652.45 
O 1.76702 .115516 4299.13 
D* 1.737113 .11329 4717.306 
O 1.99867 .105848 4415.895 
O 2.153103 .116884 5172.75 
O - 	 2.17156 .113564 5627.71 
D 2.182483 .10741 4413.475 
O 2.219397 .112294 5036.625 
D 2.223163 .111512 5394.18 
O 2.234087 .114246 5172.75 
D* 2.206138 .1118052 5128.948 
O 2.278533 .115418 4443.12 
O 2.348217 .126942 5863.66 
O 2.384753 .101258 5458.915 
D 2.396053 .096288 4487.285 
O 2.4179 .097938 3846.106 
D* 2.399569 .0984947 4597.435 
O 2.45858 .103602 5225.385 
D 2.51734 .092176 4126.705 
O 2.63486 .085438 3899.225 
O 2.712453 .079188 4171.475 
0 2.764433 .09286 4806.12 
O 2.767447 .07118 3856.875 
O 2.77837 .075478 5624.685 
D 2.80775 .116004 5140.08 
0 2.811517 .108094 4647.005 
0* 2.785903 .0927232 4814.953 
O 2.86312 .0954 5521.23 
0 2.884967 .06334 5353.04 
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D 2.96595 .088368 5060.22 E 3.4123 .0347 5342.15 
O 3.17952 .080068 4829.715 
E 3.4914 .02236 5290.725 
D 3.3558 .06396 4995.485 E 3.495167 .0187 6425.1 
0 3.370867 .05242 5243.535 E 3.521533 .02186 5396.6 
D 3.393467 .0625 4720.815 E 3.56937 .03202 4840 
D* 3.373378 .0596267 4986.612 E 3.578033 .03026 6602.365 
D 3.62813 .0495 5618.635 E 3.596867 .0241 7465.095 
D 3.6496 .06796 5838.25 E* 3.542062 .0285 6003.314 
0* 3.638865 .05873 5728.443 E 3.6835 .0285 6109.29 
E .8106633 .04578 4389.88 F .915 .04716 4904.13 
E .8509667 .041688 4620.204 F .9394833 .0453 4573.195 
E .9134933 .045594 4732.492 F .9428733 .04686 4921.675 
.8583744 .044354 4580.858 F .9428733 .04364 4764.98 
E 1.270197 .05838 5725.115 F* .9350575 .04574 4790.995 
F 1.20767 .0576 5578.1 
E 1.358713 .05672 5725.115 F 1.250233 .05272 5577.495 
E 1.362103 .05604 5571.445 F 1.254 .05526 5110.435 
E 1.39525 .051454 5556.925 F* 1.237301 .0551933 5422.01 
1.372022 .054738 5617.828 F 1.306733 .05204 5527.28 
E 1.724833 .05428 6324.67 F 1.318033 .05498 5270.155 
E 1.748563 .05174 5771.7 
F 1.40655 .05184 4697.22 
E 1.81109 .06678 6159.505 F 1.431787 .054 5713.015 
E 1.81448 .05898 6183.1 F 1.432163 .05848 5326.42 
E 1.84386 .0578 5674.9 F 1.439697 .0665 6732.44 
1.823143 .0611867 6005.835 F 1.446853, .0574 6072.99 
E 1.858927 .05634 6515.85 F* 1.43141 .057644 5708.417 
E 1.88454 .05838 6001.6 F 1.476233 .05312 5178.8 
E 1.89923 .0577 5149.76 F 1.5591 .05916 6449.3 
E 1.958367 .05048 5376.635 F 1.664567 .05624 5993.735 
E 2.005827 .05644 5786.825 F 1.733873 .05658 5595.04 
E 2.119957 .04316 5474.04 F 1.916933 .05282 6479.55 
E 2.123723 .047158 5668.85 F 1.917687 .0451 7122.665 
E 2.123723 .047352 5970.14 F 1.921453 .0497 6180.075 
E 2.139167 .04832 6189.15 F 1.958367 .04286 5775.33 
E 2.153103 .046474 6428.125 F 1.961757 .04842 6011.885 
E* 2.131935 .0464928 5946.061 F 1.9659 .05156 6253.885 
E 2.25631 .05058 5388.13 F 1.96929 .05282 5760.81 
E 2.289833 .045986 6472.29 F* 1.944484 .04904 6226.314 
E 2.304147 .0455 5852.165 F 2.11619 .05234 5943.52 
E 2.4179 .04892 6829.845 F 2.1354 .05028 6401.505 
E 2.470633 .05156 6330.72 F 2.199433 .0493 5296.775 
E 2.484193 .03886 5003.35 F 2.21224 .04472 6658.63 
E 2.50604 .04824 6171 F 2.21563 .04208 6088.72 
2.486956 .04622 5835.023 F 2.255933 .04824 6129.86 
E 2.591167 .0425 6005.835 F 2.2597 .04286 6091.14 
2.228587 .04544 6053.025 
E 2.613767 .05038 6440.225 F 2.308667 .04384 6159.505 
E 2.625067 .04344 5349.41 F 2.312433 .05126 7101.49 
E 2.63486 .047548 6339.19 F 2.741833 .03612 5747.5 
E 2.658967 .041 6473.5 F 2.8925 .0273 6147.405 
E 2.662733 .0465 6685.25 
E* 2.639079 .0285 6257.515 F 2.933933 .03728 6052.391 
E 2.726767 .03984 6933.3 F 2.956533 .03163 6452.848 
E 2.836 .0452 5925.975 F 2.956533 .03612 6999.85 
E 2.900033 .03798 5999.785 F* 2.949 .03501 6501.696 












G* 3.437725 .03698 6616.431 
G 3.5592 .0411 7352.565 
G 1.284133 .05428 5184.245 
G 
C 
3.608167 .0456 6696.745 














G* 3.663725 .04106 6354.921 





.07236 6720.34 H 1.09015 .085732 5376.635 
G 1.6382 





.07762 7192.845 H 1.148533 .08016 5302.825 .0624 6558.2 H 1.148533 .07792 5101.965 
























1.2088 .07078 4274.325 
G 1.856667 .064832 5314.32 H 
1.212567 .07792 5110.435 






5816.47 C 1.867967 .06884 5932.025 H* 1.228575 .07757 4889.61 
C 1.8981 .05878 6762.085 
H 
H 
1.540267 .08974 6120.785 




















1.585467 .08642 5598.065 












.0577 5353.04 H 1.987747 .09374 7048.25 
G 2.1806 






H 2.0902 .09276 6445.67 
G 
G 
2.2145 .06132 6661.655 H 2.154233 .08408 5648.28 
G 
2.274767 .06064 5461.94 H 2.1806 .0866 6215.165 
G 
2.274767 .061318 5940.677 H 2.188133 .09198 6448.695 2.44389 .0578 6720.34 H* 2.174322 .0875533 6104.047 










2.5309 .06122 7137.185 H 2.335033 .07176 6762.085 2.561033 .05506 6838.92 
C 
G 




.05604 5677.925 H 2.402833 .06424 5958.645 
G 
.055162 6604.906 H 2.421667 .085438 6632.01 
C 
2.7117 .05272 6927.25 H 2.425433 .08358 5630.735 
G 
2.7456 .05478 6676.175 H 2.436733 .0828 5769.28 
G 
2.783267 .05878 7252.135 H 2.4405 .07782 6641.085 
G 
3.080833 .03388 7399.15 H* 2.421039 .0794463 5973.266 3.10946 .04238 7491.715 H 2.493233 .08172 5403.255 
C 
G 
3.2089 .0453 7293.88 H 2.617533 .0665 6641.085 
G 
3.269167 .03992 7325.945 H 2.6213 .06414 5155.205 3.295533 .03846 6067.545 H 2.681567 .07596 6026.405 
G 
3.257867 	.0412267 6895.79 H 2.685333 .08222 6289.58 
G 




.03378 7976.32 H* 2.660473 .072196 5930.815 
.05556 6339.19 H 2.8699 .0663 6611.44 
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H 2.941467 .0681 7024.655 
H 3.020567 .06492 5713.015 
H 3.148633 .05888 7214.02 
H 3.182533 .08066 6803.225 
H 3.288 .07382 6915.755 
H 3.2993 .06502 7086.97 
H 3.393467 .07742 5831.595 
H 3.4123 .07664 6859.49 
H 3.5027 .06552 6463.82 
H 3.532833 .06386 5547.85 
H 3.574267 .05076 6440.225 
H* 3.5366 .0600467 6150.632 
I 1.1071 .06004 4322.12 
I 1.133467 .05898 4401.375 
I 1.159833 .0565 4144.855 
I 1.1636 .062 4395.93 
1* 1.141 .05938 4316.07 
I 1.528967 .0833 4868.435 
I 1.534993 .06562 4576.22 
I 1.53537 .06102 5391.155 
I 1.53537 .05994 4540.525 
I 1.551567 .06152 4738.36 
I 1.555333 .06434 4537.5 
I 1.555333 .06318 5089.865 
I 1.560983 .06248 4416.5 
1* 1.544740 .065175 4769.82 
I 1.6156 .06864 4682.095 
I 1.6156 .0621 4685.12 
I 1.634433 .07596 5243.535 
I 1.70826 .05946 5636.18 
I 1.766267 .06074 4581.665 
I 1.987747 .04676 5379.66 
I 2.01336 .0493 5302.825 
I 2.064963 .04872 5337.915 
I 2.244633 .0496 6126.835 
I 2.267233 .05282 5503.685 
I 2.278533 .05038 4457.64 
1* 2.263467 .0509333 5362.72 
I 2.323733 .04042 4457.64 
I 2.333527 .04666 4892.03 
I 2.333527 .04814 4416.5 
I 2.396053 .045 4768.005 
I 2.399067 .05048 5524.255 
I 2.4066 .05008 4543.55 
I 2.4405 .04042 4457.64 
I 2.45858 .0496 5089.865 
1* 2.42016 .047116 4876.663 
I 2.798333 .02558 5388.13 
I 2.852197 .03706 5394.18 
I 2.862367 .03544 6073.595 
I 2.862367 .033 5709.99 
I 2.8699 .02958 5450.445 
I 2.8699 .03826 5128.585 
I 2.863346 .034668 5551.359 
I 2.955027 .04178 5066.27 
I 3.009267 .03524 5701.52 
I 3.227733 .03154 5189.69 
I 3.2428 .03494 4850.89 
I 3.2767 .03328 4345.715 
I 3.329433 .03084 5766.255 
I 3.348643 .0287 5261.08 
I 3.352033 .0249 4927.12 
I 3.359567 .02528 4319.095 
1* 3.347419 .02743 5068.388 
I 3.514 .0215 5202.395 
I 3.517767 .0243 5494.61 
I 3.5253 .01922 4109.16 
I 3.5366 .02088 4596.79 
1* 3.523417 .021475 4850.739 
I 3.5931 .02284 4513.905 
I 3.606283 .03202 5104.99 
I 3.642067 .02304 4936.195 
I 3.657133 .02918 5719.065 
1* 3.624646 .02677 5068.539 
I 3.749793 .02245 5060.22 
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APPENDIX 6 	Program 'Overturn 1' for computing Overturning 
Slopes using DADSinput file '2DMODEL' 
$DEBUG 




PROGRAM OVERTURN 1 
CHARACTER NAME*4 FM2*4 OUT*4 PRN*4 NAMEF*8 
+ NAMEO*8,NAMER*8,CII1 *20cH2*20CH3*2OZEDO*8FIT*6 
REAL A,L,P,H, IO,ZD(48),ZO(48),ZN(48),BN,BX,BSTj ,BLAST2, 
• K1,K2,KIN,RX,C,M,X,Y,IG,S 
• F3MAX, ICON 1 ,D1 ,D2,D3,D4,THMAX,XV,YV,ZV,TMAXO 















OPEN(UNIT=1 1 ,FILE=BATCHN') 
WRITE(1 1,-)NAME 








OPEN (unit=1 0,access='append',file=nameR) 
WRITE(10,*)Static tip angle (DEG) 
WRITE(10,*)Vehicle dimension X (m) ',XV 
WRITE(10,*)'Vehicle dimension Y (m) ,YV 
WRITE(1 Q,*  Vehicle dimension Z (m) ,ZV 
WRITE(10,*)IVehicle track width (m) ',DL 
WRlTE(10,*)Static  wheel load on flat (N) ,FU 
WRITE(10,*)l nertia  about roll axis (kgmA2) , ,IO 
WRITE(1 0,*)hlyre inflation pressure (bar) "P 
WRITE(10,*)Effective road stiffness at block (kN/m) 'K2 
WRlTE(10,*)Suspension damping coefficient (Ns/m) 
WRITE(1 0,*)Na me  of the file containing profile heights 'ZEDO 
245 
WRITE(1 0,Distance between points (m) 	 ',DELTAX 
WRlTE(10,*)Type of interpolation between points 	'FIT 
WRITE(1 0,*)IRESULTS 




KI =84.8+ 1 23.5*P+1  2.7/S 
KIN=1 000.0*(K1 *Q)/(K1 +K2) 
A=A*P 1/180.0 
M=(FU*L/(9 81  *SIN(A)))**2*2/10 


















15 RATIO=(A-BN)/(0. 1 *A) 
IF(RATIO.LT.1 .0) THEN 
ENND=1.0 
ELSE 
ENND=1 .O+LOG(RATlO+SQRT(RATIo2-1 ))*SQRT(IO/(M*g*SQRT(x*x+y*y))) 
END IF 
FLAG=FLAG+1 




C=756 0-(277 Q*S**2)+(39 1 *S**3) 
+ +(0.285*R)Q(1 .89E05*RX2)+(0 . 0305*Rx*s) 
IF(C.LT.0.0.AND.5.GT.4) C=0.0 
16 OPEN (unit20,file=nameF) 
XSTART=S+L5*DELTAx 






















































DO 75 IP=1,12 











































IF((BN.GE.BLAST2) OR. (BN.LE.BLAST1)) BN=BLAST2-(BLAST2-B LAST 1 )/2. 0 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
I F((FRACTA. LE.THMAX).AND.(THMAXLE.0.99*A)) THEN 
OPEN (unit=10,access='append,fjle=nameR) 
WRITE(1 0,46)S,TMAXQ*1 80.0/PI,FMAXQ,BN*1 80.0/PI,F3MAX,THMAXJA 
CLOSE(1 0) 
IF(S.GE.SS+SI*NI) GOTO 120 
SS+SI 
GO TO 13 
END IF 
IF (THMAX.GT.0.99*A) THEN 










40 FORMAT(4(F20. 12)) 
41 FORMAT(2A20,F20.12) 
42 FORMAT(A20,3F20.12) 
43 FORMAT(2F20. 1 2,A20) 
44 FORMAT(3(F20.12)) 
46 FORMAT(6(1 X,F9.3)) 
49 FORMAT(2F20. 1 2,A6) 
100 FORMAT(1 04(/),32(F20.12)) 
140 STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE TMAX(ICON1 ,THMAX,F3MAX,NAMEO,ENND,L) 
CHARACTER DUMMY*44 , NAMEO*8 





DO 54 IQ=1,8 
READ(9,*) 
54 CONTINUE 
READ(9,1 1 0)DUMMY,THETA(1) 
THMAX=THETA(1) 
DO 55 IT=2,INT(20*ENND+1) 
DO 56 IB=1,34 
READ(9,*) 
56 CONTINUE 
READ(9,1 1 5)DUMMY,THETA(IT) 
IF((ICON1 .NE.0.0).AND. 



















OPEN (UN IT=9,FILE=NAMEO) 






DO 55 IT=2,TIME 



























APPENDIX 7 Results of Phase 2 experiments 
Experime 	Road 	Measured Estimated Simulation Results 
ntal set- 	speed 	Over system Maximum Maximum 	Overturning Maximum 
up 	 turning stiffness roll impact force on Slope impact force on 
Slope excusion level slope 
on level 
(mis) 	(degrees) (kN/m) (degrees) (N) 	(degrees) (N) 
A2 0.921 17 129 3.643 3809.226 16.066 3342.887 
A2 1.371 14.6 129 5.257 4709.243 12.765 4385.828 
A2 1.821 12.9 129 6.427 5583.994 10.575 5550.608 
A2 2.271 12.9 129 6.978 6118.457 9.697 6445.783 
A2 2.721 13.7 129 7.242 6332.079 9.094 7131.042 
A2 3.171 14.1 129 7.141 6767.378 9.615 7670.297 
A2 3.621 14.7 129 6.914 7149.76 11.276 8127.452 
82 0.921 17 163 4.226 4685.63 15.663 3649.839 
82 1.371 13.1 163 6.423 5918.457 12.135 5113.866 
B2 1.821 11.1 163 8.145 7145.837 9.451 6528.039 
B2 2.271 10 163 9.645 8381.644 7.73 7637.735 
B2 2.721 9.7 163 10.107 9230.928 6.633 8398.784 
B2 3.171 10.7 163 9.652 9979.732 7.051 9067.641 
B2 3.621 10.9 163 8.656 10465.7 7.358 9546.474 
C2 0.921 17.1 193.6 4.425 5268.515 15.238 3985.633 
C2 1.371 12.8 193.6 7.222 6713.44 11.916 5477.029 
C2 1.821 10.8 193.6 10.026 8333.289 9.026 7175.332 
C2 2.271 8.6 193.6 13.185 9780.12 6.439 8543.02 
C2 2.721 7.5 193.6 16.688 10974.62 5.167 9506.216 
C2 3.171 8.1 193.6 18.51 11897.23 5.677 10160.31 
C2 3.621 8.2 193.6 17.716 12452.44 5.347 10678.64 
D2 0.921 6.1 129 5.438 5049.619 4.731 5008.811 
D2 1.371 4.2 129 6.955 6038.813 2.894 6155.689 
02 1.821 4.2 129 6.914 6577.36 2.018 6864.761 
D2 2.271 4.8 129 6.153 6515.155 2.205 7221.613 
02 2.721 5.4 129 5.182 6630.973 2.931 7807.535 
D2 3.171 6.7 129 4.335 7118.344 3.675 8297.292 
02 3.621 7.3 129 3.683 7590.272 5.032 8677.5 
E2 0.921 11.5 129 4.157 5211.313 9.595 5327.058 
E2 1.371 9.7 129 4.861 6176.545 7.937 6443.042 
E2 1.821 10.2 129 4.859 6511.058 7.538 7256.04 
E2 2.271 10.7 129 4.513 6491.871 7.51 7476.751 
E2 2.721 11.5 129 3.957 6811.16 8.303 8013.108 
E2 3.171 12.5 129 3.522 7052.788 9.385 8610.104 
E2 3.621 12.9 129 3.142 7507.409 10.216 8995.236 
F2 	 0.921 	19.8 	129 	3.386 	6212.063 	17.329 	5138.497 
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F2 1.371 17.6 129 3.724 7057.732 15.376 6329.6 
F2 1.821 17.4 129 3.511 7464.818 14.512 7080.298 
F2 2.271 18.1 129 3.029 7281.692 14.976 7430.95 
F2 2.721 18.8 129 2.396 7547.061 15.766 7951.259 
F2 3.171 19.8 129 1.915 7758.061 16.643 8363.709 
F2 3.621 20.1 129 1.549 7805.978 17.394 8761.173 
G2 0.921 10.1 163 5.749 7341.328 9.16 5796.575 
G2 1.371 7.5 163 7.31 8543.735 6.722 7168.583 
G2 1.821 6.1 163 7.613 9329.358 5.874 8098.876 
G2 2.271 6.2 163 6.79 9479.223 5.884 8920.212 
G2 2.721 6.4 163 5.858 10077.64 6.028 9713.948 
G2 3.171 7.1 163 4.75 10790.23 6.774 10293.36 
G2 3.621 8.6 163 3.745 11362.12 7.558 10765.26 
H2 0.921 18.7 163 4.728 8397.328 16.724 5736.723 
H2 1.371 16.5 163 5.964 9525.728 14.228 7050.774 
1.821 15.2 163 6.153 10219.8 13.321 7928.602 
H2 2.271 14.9 163 5.976 11221.05 12.8 8965.569 
H2 2.721 14.9 163 5.19 12157.7 13.325 9573.181 
H2 3.171 15.6 163 4.283 13041.6 14.124 10262.37 
H2 3.621 16.6 163 3.283 13769.08 14.878 10755.48 
2 0.921 4.6 163 7.876 6749.275 4.431 5542.168 
12 1.371 2.8 163 12.616 7922.208 1.539 6890.924 
12 1.821 2.0 163 28.01 8753.852 overturns - 
12 2.271 2.3 163 27.613 9430.324 overturns - 
12 2.721 2.4 163 13.356 10429.67 overturns - 
12 3.171 2.7 163 10.03 11157.78 1.294 10178.85 
12 3.621 3.8 163 7.734 11734.48 2.189 10714 
A2a 0.921 21 140 2.431 3279.741 21.678 1867.468 
A2a 1.371 17.5 140 3.365 3325.118 17.497 2688.135 
A2a 1.821 14.2 140 4.672 3802.567 13.498 3714.042 
A2a 2.271 12.1 140 5.668 4459.44 10.644 4781.096 
A2a 2.721 11.3 140 6.002 5096.25 9.455 5322.774 
A2a 3.171 11.3 140 6.039 5116.286 9.473 5812.449 
A2a 3.621 11 140 6.089 5334.834 8.998 6393.744 
82a 0.921 20.8 190 2.552 3587.889 21.963 2012.544 
B2a 1.371 17.4 190 3.441 4578.356 17.74 3016.98 
B2a 1.821 14.6 190 5.694 5802.085 14.439 4205.151 
B2a 2.271 11.1 190 8.381 6897.292 11.078 5112.311 
B2a 2.721 9.5 190 11.947 7983.109 8.723 5993.448 
82a 3.171 8.7 190 14.869 8992.292 7.362 7009.469 
B2a 3.621 8.6 190 16.202 9778.458 6.45 7786.155 
C2a 0.921 21 235 2.765 3134.15 22.055 2165.488 
C2a 1.371 17.9 235 2.815 3716.287 18.14 3264.796 
C2a 1.821 14 235 4.437 4800.297 14.075 4766.094 
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C2a 2.271 10.9 235 6.308 5621.649 10.666 6149.797 
C2a 2.721 8.9 235 8.191 6113.033 7.831 7090.256 
C2a 3.171 8.3 235 9.663 6758.585 5.672 8054.846 
C2a 3.621 8.2 235 11.056 7642.174 4.272 8965.309 
D2a 1.371 5.1 140 6.168 4880.356 5.04 4298.618 
D2a 1.821 3.4 140 7.8 5897.821 2.921 5537.759 
02a 2.271 2.7 140 8.026 6878.167 1.795 6652.623 
D2a 2.721 3.1 140 7.294 7892.163 1.526 7652.794 
D2a 3.171 3.6 140 6.274 8216.959 2.055 7919.728 
D2a 3.621 4.3 140 5.052 7894.276 2.664 7516.45 
E2a 0.921 13 140 3.174 4485.034 13.725 3256.301 
E2a 1.371 10.2 140 4.409 4894.531 9.806 4611.108 
E2a 1.821 8.9 140 5.098 6043.729 7.82 5840.001 
E2a 2.271 8.3 140 4.797 6689.647 7.053 6940.877 
E2a 2.721 8.4 140 4.348 7687.318 6.932 7971.073 
E2a 3.171 9.2 140 3.627 7850.091 7.648 8388.412 
E2a 3.621 9.7 140 3.165 7585.29 8.359 7864.839 
F2a 0.921 22 140 2.897 5723.888 20.744 3113.711 
F2a 1.371 18.4 140 3.871 6342.65 17.525 4465.62 
F2a 1.821 16.9 140 4.183 7256.91 14.932 5704.975 
F2a 2.271 16.4 140 3.993 8348.529 14.547 681 2.639 
F2a 2.721 16.7 140 3.458 931 5.254 14.402 7800.404 
F2a 3.171 17 140 2.709 9550.095 14.823 8099.186 
F2a 3.621 17.8 140 1.962 9339.153 15.505 7658.998 
G2a 0.921 14.1 190 3.305 5666.463 14.313 3074.628 
G2a 1.371 9.8 190 6.268 7121.955 10.323 4792.59 
G2a 1.821 7.4 190 9.041 8427.072 6.91 6353.106 
G2a 2.271 6.1 190 11.351 9939.127 5.288 7813.092 
G2a 2.721 5.7 190 12.638 11558.79 4.668 9130.461 
G2a 3.171 5.9 190 12.549 12314.39 5.044 9512.328 
G2a 3.621 6.2 190 10.844 11816.01 5.1 9180.691 
H2a 1.371 18.6 190 4.459 7442.381 17.246 4851.003 
H2a 1.821 15.4 190 6.285 8755.734 14.516 6308.964 
H2a 2.271 14.5 190 7.894 9984.11 12.633 7701.667 
H2a 2.721 14 190 8.966 11226.77 12.078 9003.324 
H2a 3.171 13.2 190 9.551 12230.91 11.734 9273.629 
H2a 3.621 13.6 190 9.558 13327.38 12.858 9017.254 
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APPENDIX 8 	 Three-dimensional trailer model DADS 'formatted' input file 
'3DMODEL' 
SYSTEM SI 	DYNAMIC SPARSE TRUE NCBF 	TRUE 
9.8066500000000 	0.00000000000000E+00 	0.00000000000000E+0 	0-1.0000000000000 
1.000000000000 .000000000000 5.324758000000 	.050000000000 
0-10000000000000E-11 0.10000000000000E-02 FALSE 	BOTH 
DYNAMIC 	FALSE INTERPOLATED GLOBAL VARIABLE 
0.50000000000000E-01 0.50000000000000E-02 0.50000000000000E-03 
DIFFERNCE 	BJC_RX LINK GROUND 
X 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 
1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
SPHERICAL 	BJFRONT CHAS GROUND 
.800000000000 3.000000000000 0.500000000000 
.800000000000 3.000000000000 0.500000000000 
.800000000000 3.000000000000 1.500000000000 
.800000000000 3.000000000000 1.500000000000 
1.800000000000 3.000000000000 0.500000000000 
1.800000000000 3.000000000000 0.500000000000 
SPHERICAL 	BJREAR CHAS LINK 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.0000000000000 1 .00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.0000000000000 1 .00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
TRANS 	ROAD-TRACK ROAD GROUND 	0 0 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 O.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
TSDA 	PORTRW UNK GROUND 	0 0 
NONE NONE NONE 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 
1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
200000.000000000000 	.000000000000 	1000.000000000000 	.000000000000 
CONTROLAMPLIFIER STIFFAMP S(Z1 -Z) 	 FS 
CONSTANT NONE 	200000.000000000000 
CONTROLAMPLIFIER DAMPAMP I1(ZD-Z1D) 	 FV 
CONSTANT NONE 	1000.000000000000 
CONTROLAMPLIFIER ROAD HEIGHT Y 	 Zi 
CURVE _OUT PROFILE 1.0000000000000 
CONTROLAMPLIFIER ROAD_VEL Y 	 Zi D/YD 


















CONTROL INPUT INPUT _Y Y 	 V NONE ROAD NONE 	 0 	0 NONE 00.00000000000000E+00 FALSE 
O.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 	O.00000000000000E+00 	0.00000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 2.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 O.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 O.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
CONTROL INPUT INPUT YD YD 	 YD NONE ROAD NONE 0 0 
NONE 00.00000000000000E+00 FALSE 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 	O.00000000000000E+00 0.000000000000E+00 
O.00000000000000E+00 2.00000000000000E+00 D.00000000000000E+00 
O.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.000000000000c)OE+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
CONTROL INPUT INPUT _Z Z 	 Z NONE CHAS NONE 	 0 0 
NONE 00.00000000000000E+00 FALSE 
O.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 	0.00000000000000E+00 	0.000000000000E+00 1.600000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
O.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
CONTROL INPUT INPUT_ZD ZD 	 ZD NONE CHAS NONE 0 0 
NONE 00.00000000000000E+00 FALSE 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 	O.00000000000000E+00 0.000000000000E+00 1.600000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 




CONTROL SUMMER SUMMER 1 
+z1 -z 
CONTROL SUMMER SUMMER3 
+F1 -F2 
CONTROL SUMMER SUMMER2 
+ZD -Z1D 
CONTROL SWITCH DIG SWITCH 
O.00000000000000E+000IGITAL 
CONTROL SWITCH AN SWITCH 
O.00000000000000E+OOANALOG 
CONTROL MULTIPLIER MULTI2 
+11 +ZD-Z1D 
CONTROL MULTIPLIER MULTI1 
+Zl D/YD 	+YJ +NONE 
255 
BODY 	CHAS POSITIVE EULER FALSEFALSEFALSE 
NONE NONE NONE 
NONE NONE NONE 
.800000000000 .500000000000 .744670500000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
978.593200000000 	10803.500000000000 5148.544000000000 2411.000000000000 
.000000000000 .000000000000 3409.855000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
BODY 	ROAD POSITIVE EULER FALSEFALSEFALSE 
NONE NONE NONE 
NONE NONE NONE 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 	1.0000000000000 	1.0000000000000 1.0000000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
BODY 	GROUND POSITIVE EULER TRUE FALSEFALSE 
NONE NONE 	 NONE 
NONE NONE NONE 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 	1.0000000000000 	1.0000000000000 	1.0000000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.000000000cJ0000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 O.00000000000000E+00 
BODY 	LINK POSITIVE EULER FALSEFALSEFALSE 
NONE NONE 	 NONE 
NONE NONE NONE 
0.00000000000000E+00 O.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 	1.0000000000000 	1.0000000000000 	1.0000000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
NCBF 	REFCHAS CHAS EULER POSITIVE 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 
NCBF 	REFGND GROUND BRYANT POSITIVE 
0. 00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 
NCBF 	REFROAD ROAD BRYANT POSITIVE 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
NCBF 	REFLINK LINK BRYANT POSITIVE 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
INITIAL 	ICON1 CHAS NONE 
NONE Z 	 0 
-.020000000000 	0.000000000000 0.000000000000 	0.000000000000 
1.600000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
INITIAL 	ICON2 LINK NONE 
NONE Z 	 0 
-.020000000000 	.000000000000 .000000000000 .000000000000 
0.0000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000E-0 1 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
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INITIAL ICON4 	 LINK 	 NONE 
NONE 	 El 	 0 
0.00000000000000E-01 O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
	
0.0000000000000 	 0.00000000000000 	0.00000000000000 E-0 1 
0.00000000000000E+00 	0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
INITIAL ICON5 	 LINK 	 NONE 
NONE 	 E2 	 0 
0.00000000000000E-01 O. 00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
0.0000000000000 	 0.00000000000000 	0.00000000000000E-01 
0.00000000000000E+00 	0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
INITIAL ICON6 	 LINK 	 NONE 
NONE 	 E3 	 0 
O.00000000000000E-01 O. 00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00 
0.0000000000000 	 0.00000000000000 	0.00000000000000E-01 
0.00000000000000E+00 	0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
POINT 	INTl 	 CHAS 	 0 
1.600000000000 	.000000000000 .000000000000 
DRIVER DRIVER 	 ROAD 	 NONE 
Y 	 POLYNOMIAL 	 NONE 	 NONE 
0.00000000000000E+00 	0.00000000000000E+00 	 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.00000000000000E+00 	0.00000000000000E+00 	 1.0000000000000 
0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 
1.0000000000000 	 0.00000000000000E+00 	 0.00000000000000E+00 
1.0000000000000 0.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00 
0.000000000000 1.200000000000 	0.000000000000 	.000000000000 
NONE 
CURVE PROFILE 	 INCREMENTAL.X 	 48 1 
O. 00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 1.0000000000000 
3.100000000000 	 0.020000000000 	 CUBIC 
.000000000000 .000000000000 .000000000000 .000000000000 
.000000000000 .001477200000 .005873200000 .013079200000 
.022918000000 .035147200000 .049465600000 .065521200000 
.082918000000 .101228000000 .120000000000 .138772000000 
.157082000000 .174478800000 .190534400000 .204852800000 
.217082000000 .226920800000 .234126800000 .238522800000 
.240000000000 .238522800000 .234126800000 .226920800000 
.217082000000 .204852800000 .190534400000 .174478800000 
.157082000000 .138772000000 .120000000000 .101228000000 
.082918000000 .065521200000 .049465600000 .035147200000 
.022918000000 .013079200000 .005873200000 .001477200000 
.000000000000 .000000000000 .000000000000 .000000000000 
CURVE ZEDONEDOT 	 INCREMENTAL.X 	 48 1 
O.00000000000000E+000.00000000000000E+00 1.0000000000000 1.0000000000000 
3.100000000000 	 0.020000000000 	 CUBIC 
O. 00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E..01 
.036930000000 .146830000000 .290050000000 .426120000000 
.551700100000 .663690000000 .759350100000 .836310100000 
.892669900000 .927049900000 .938599900000 .927050200000 
.892670100000 .836309800000 .759350200000 .663689900000 
.551699900000 .426120300000. 290050000000 .146829700000 
.000000000000 .146829700000 -.290050000000 .426120300000 
-.551699900000 .663689900000 -.759350200000 .836309800000 
-.892670100000 .927050200000 -.938599900000 -.927049900000 
-.892669900000 -.836310100000 -.759350100000 -.663690000000 
-.551700100000 -.426120000000 -.290050000000 -.146830000000 
O. 00000000000000E+000 . 00000000000000E+00000000000000000E+00000000000000000E0 1 
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APPENDIX 8a 	Program 'B.E.R. 1' for computing 'Stability Index' 
values using DADS input file '3DMODEL' 
$DEBUG 




PROGRAM B.E.R. 1 
CHARACTER NAME*4 FM3*4 OUT*4 PRN*4 NAMEF*8 ITR*4 
+ NAMEO*8,NAMER*8,CH1 *20CH2*20CH3*2OZEDO*8FIT*6NAMEQ*8 
REAL A,FD,FU,FF, IO,ZD(32) ,ZO(32),ZN(32),BN,BX,BLAST1 ,S,SMAX, 
• K, KIN, RX,C,M,P,X1 ,Y1 ,Z1 Xl D,Z1 D,L1 ,L2,L3,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXy,Ixz,IYZ, 
• BER,BRX,BERFLAT,BL.AST2,BERDIFF 
• F3MAX, ICON 1 ,ICON2,D1, D2,D3,D4,THMAX,XV,YV,ZV,  
• T,THETAX,THETAZ,BR[ALLOCATABLE]() ,RATIO,rsq,ENNIJ,ss,SF 
INTEGER IZ,IH,SYSTEM*2,IHH,IP,NI,IT,FLAG GATE 
PARAMETER (P13.1416,g=9.81) 
OPEN(UNIT=21 ,FILE='BERl .CS'f) 














OPEN(UNIT=1 1 ,FILE='BATCHN') 


















ZI D=Xi D/TAN(A) 
ZI (Z1 D+X1 *sIN(rHET)*sINçrHET+y1  *cQs(THET)*slNçrHET), 
+ COS(THETAX) 




10=M*rsq+(IXX*L1 	2+ lYY*L22+ lZZ*L322*lXY*Ll *..2*I)(z*Ll *L3 
+ 	2*lYZ*L2*L3) 
OPEN (unit=1 0,access='append',file=nameR) 
WRITE(10,*)IFilename ',NAME 
WRITE(l0,*)Static  tip angle (degrees) I,A*180/PI 
WRITE(1 0,45)'C of G coordinates Xl ,Y1 ,Z1 (m) ',Xl ,Y1 ,Z1 
WRITE(10,45)'Vehjcle dimensions XV,YV,ZV (m) ',XV,YV,ZV 
WRITE(10,*)IUphill static wheel load on level (N) ',FU 
WRITE(10,*)'Downhill static wheel load on level (N) ',FD 
WRITE(10,*)Lo ad at towing eye on level (N) ',FF 
WRITE(1 0,*)lnertia tensor (kgm2) ',IXX, IYY, IZZ, IXY, IXZ, IYZ 
WRITE(10,*)hlnertia about roll axis (kgm2) 1 10 
WRITE(10,*)suspensjon spring stiffness (kN/m) ,K 
WRITE(1 0,*)IDamping coefficient (Ns/m) 
WRITE(10,*)'Name  of the file containing profile heights',ZEDO 
WRITE(10,*)IDjstance between points (m) ',DELTAX 
























ENND=2.0+LOG(RATIO+SQRT(PTI0**2..1 ))*SQRT(IO/(M*g*SQRT( rsq))) 
END IF 
RX=FU*COS(BN)*(1 -(TAN(BN)rrAN(A))) 
ICON 1 =T*SlN(BN)(RxJKlN) 
259 
ICON2=-(FD+FU-RX)/KIN 









































WRITE(20,44)X1 ,Y1 ,Z1 
CALL BLANKS(1) 
READ(8,40)D1 ,D2,D3,D4 
WRITE(20,40)M, lxx, IYY, IZZ 
READ(8,44)D1 ,D2,D3 





























DO 75 1P1,8 








DO 67 IK=1,6 
READ(8,40)D1 ,D2,D3,D4 
WRITE(20,40)ZD(IKK),ZD(IKK+1 ) ,ZD(IKK+2) ,ZD(IKK+3) 







I =SYSTEM (dads3d< batchn'C) 
CLOSE (UNIT=9) 
REWIND 8 
CALL TMAX(I CON 1,THMAX,F3MAX,NAMEO,ENND) 
THMAX=THMAX-ASI N((I CON 1 -ICON2)rr) 
BER=(COS((A-BN)-THMAX)-COS(A.BN))/(1 -COS(A-BN)) 
OPEN (unit=10,access=appenci',fjle=nameR) 
WRITE(1 0,*)FLAG,S,BN,THMAX , BER 
CLOSE(1 0) 
IF (BER.GT.0.51 .AND.BN.EQ.0.0) THEN 




IF ((BN.EQ.0.0).AND.(GATE.EQ.1)) THEN 
IF (FLAG LT.NI) THEN 







DO 55 IT=1,NI 








OPEN (unit=10, access='append',fiIe=nameR)  
WRITE(1 O,*)BER,BRX, ((BER-BRX)/BER) 
CLOSE(1 0) 
IF (((BER-BRX)/BER).GT.o.05) THEN 





























BN=BLAST1 -(BN-BLAST1 )/2.0 


























BN=BN+(BNBX)*(0 . 5BER)/(BERBERx) 
IF(BN.GE.BLAST2.OR. BN.LE.BLAST1) BN=BLAST1 +(BLAST2-BST1 )12.0 
ENDIF 
IF(((BER.GT.0.49).AND.(BER.LT.0.51)).QR.(FLAG.GT. 10)) THEN 
BERDIFF=1 .0-(BER-.5)I.5 
OPEN (unit=10, access='append',fiIe=nameR)  
WRITE(10,*) SPEED TMAXO FMAXO SLOPE(ADJ) FORCE BER 







40 FORMAT(4(F20. 12)) 
41 FORMAT(2A20,F20.12) 
42 FORMAT(A20,3F20. 12) 
43 FORMAT(2F20. 1 2,A20) 
44 FORMAT(3(F20. 12)) 
45 FORMAT(1 X,A32,3(1 X,F8.4)) 
46 FORMAT(6(1X,F9.3)) 
49 FORMAT(2F20. 1 2,A6) 
100 FORMAT(1 04(/),32(F20.12)) 
140 STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE TMAX(ICON1 ,THMAX,F3MAX,NAMEO,ENND) 
CHARACTER DUM1*21 ,DUM2*59,NAMEO*8 
REAL GZ[ALLOCATABLE](:),GZMAX,GY, GX,GXMIN,LX, LY, LZ,LINKZ,LINKX, 









READ(9,1 10)DUM1 ,LX,LY,LZ 
DO 55 IR=1,38 
READ(9,*) 
55 CONTINUE 
READ(9,1 1 1)DUM2,GX,GY,GZ(1) 
GZMAX=GZ(1) 
DO 56 IT=2,INT(20*ENND+1) 
DO 57 IS=1 ,33 
READ(9,*) 
57 CONTINUE 
READ(9,1 15)DUM1 ,LX,LY,LZ 
DO 58 1U1,38 
READ(9, *) 
58 CONTINUE 
READ(9, 11 6)DUM2,GX,GY,GZ(IT) 
IF(GZ(IT) .LT. (ICON1 ABS(O.4*ICON1 ))) GOTO 59 









110 FORMAT(A21 ,3(F1 5.6)) 
111 FORMAT(A59,3(F1 5.6)) 
115 FORMAT(A21 ,3(F1 5.6)) 


















DO 55 IT=2,TIME 











210 FORMAT(A29,F1 5.2) 
















APPENDIX 8b 	Program 'Overturn 3 for computing Least Overturning 
Slopes using DADS input file' 3DMODEL' 
$DEBUG 




PROGRAM OVERTURN 3 
CHARACTER NAME*4, FM3*4,OUT*4, PRN*4,NAMEF*8, 
+ NAMEO*8,NAMER*8 ,  CH 1 *20,CH2*20,CH3*20,zEDO*8 , Frr6 
REAL A,FD,FU,FF,10,fr,ZD(48),ZQ(48),ZN(48),BN,BX BLAST1 ,S,SMAX, 
• R)(,C,M,P,X1 ,Y1 ,Z1 Xl D,Z1 D,LI ,L2,L3,IXX,IYY, IZZ,l)(Y,IXZ,IYZ,lr,Ip,Irra,Ippa, 
• BLAST2,THX,FREQ,BLKLNGTHJHSMAX,ZOMAXK1 K2,KINI ,K1N2, 
• F3MAX,ICONI ,ICON2,D1 ,D2,D3,D4,THMAX,XV,yv,ZV,ll , 12,Rrtl ,rr,rg,rp, 
• T,THETAX,THETAZ, RATIO, rSq,ENND, SS, SI, SCALE, L1 r,L2r,L3r,L1 p,L2p,L3p, 
• aa,bb,cc,X 
INTEGER IZ,IH,SYSTEM*2,IHH,Ip,FLAG,GATEI ,GATE2,N0,PO(NTS 
PARAMETER (Pl=3.1416,g9.81) 
C trailer and block information in file SCALE.csv 
OPEN(LJNIT=21 ,FILE='SCALE.CSV) 
120 READ(21 ,*,END=1 40)NO,NAME,A,XV,YV,ZVj,Fu,FD,FF, IXX,IYY, IZZ,IXY, 







C block profile from file ZEDO.csv; ZEDO can be any 4 characters 
OPEN(UNIT=22,FILE=ZEDQ) 
C DADS 3D model external formatted file is given the name '3DMODEL' 
OPEN(UNIT=8,FILE='3DMQDEL') 
OPEN (unht=9,file=name0) 
OPEN(UNIT=1 1 ,FILE='BATCHN') 
C a batch file called 'BATCHN' is created with the name of the 
C output file repeated 4 times. The command DADS3D<BATCHN will enter 








C The block profile spot heights are read into a 1D array and scaled 















ZI D=Xi D/TAN(A) 
ZI =(Z1 D+X1 *SIN(ThETAZ)*SI N(THETAX)+Y1 *COS(THETAZ)*SIN(THETAX))/ 
+ COS(THETAX) 
rsq=X1 D2+Z1 D2 




C Moment of inertia about tipping axis 
10M*rsq+(IXX*L1 2+IYY*L22+IZZ*L322*lXY*L1 * 2*l)(Z*L1 *L3 
+ 	2*IYZ*L2*L3) 
C Distance from assumed roll axis to (vertical) line of action of tyre force 
Rrtl K2*T/(K1  +K2) 
C Distance from downhill lyre contact patch to intersection of assumed roll 
C axis and tine connecting contact patches 
X(YV*(X1 -XV)/(YV-Y1)) 
C Position of roll axis 
II =X+XV 
12=T-11 




C Direction cosines of assumed pitch axis 
Li p=1 /SQRT((X1 -XV)21(Yi -YV)2+ 1) 
L2p=((Xi -XV)/(YV-Y1 ))/SQRT((X1 XV)*2/(Y1 -YV)**2+ 1) 
L3p=0 
C Moment of inertia about C. of G. parallel to assumed roll axis 
lr=(IXX*Li r2+lYY*L2r2+lZZ*L3r*22*IXy*L1 r*L2r2*IXZ*Ll  rt3r 
+ 	2*lYZ*L2rL3r) 
C Perpendicular distance to assumed roll axis from C of G 
rrSQRT((Xi -XV)2+(YV-Y1 )2+(ZV-Z1 )2)*SlN(ATAN((Z1  -ZV)/ 
+ 	SQRT((X1 -XV)2+(YV-Y1 )2))+ATAN(ZV/SQRT(X'2+W2))) 
C Moment of inertia about assumed roll axis 
lrratr+M*rr*2 
C Moment of inertia about C. of G. parallel to assumed pitch axis 
lp=(IXX*t.1 p2+lYY*L2p2+IZZ*L3p22*lXy*L1 p*p..2*I)(Z*L1 p*L3p 
+ 	2*IYZ*L2p*L3p) 
C Perpendicular distance to assumed pitch axis from C of G 
rg=SQRT((Xi -XV)**2+(YV-y1 )2+(Z V-Z1 )2) 
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C Moment of inertia about assumed pitch axis 
Ippa=lp+M*rg2 
C Perpendicular distance from point of action of tyre forces to assumed 
C pitch axis 
rp=SQRT(((YV-Y1 )ISQRT((X1-XV)2+(Y1 y\/)**2)*(yV( (VRrT1  )*(X1XV)I 
+ (YV-Y1 ))*2+Z\/*2) 
aa=(lpp&rp2)*lrra 
bb_(Irra*(KINI +KlN2)+(lppa/rp2)*(KlN1 *11 2+KlN2*I22)) 
cc=(KIN1 +K1N2)*(KINI *11 2+KlN2*I22)(KlN1 *11 -KIN212)2 









C Write 'header 1 for outout file 
OPEN (unit=10, access='append',file=nameR)  
WRITE(1 0,*)NO,A,XVXV,ZV,T,  FU,FD,FF,IXX,IYY, IZZ,IXY, 
+ IXZ,IYZ,K,C,ZEDO,DELTAX,SCALE 






















C Set run time based on time until impact (3 secs in this case) plus 
C time a trailer with these dimensions and moment of inertia about 
C tipping axis would need to bounce to within x% of overturning 
C (x=1 in this case) 
15 RATtO=(ABN)/(0.01 *A) 





C Static uphill wheel load on slope 
RX=FU*COS(BN)*(1 -(TAN (BN)/TAN(A))) 
C Set approximate initial wheel displacements 
ICONI =rSlN(BN)-(RX/KIN1) 
ICON2=-(FD+FU-RX)1K1N2 



























READ(8,41 )CH1 ,CH2,D3 
WRITE(20,41)CHI ,CH2,KIN1 
CALL BLANKS(1) 






































































C write run number to screen 
WRITE(5,I'RUN NUMBER',NO 
CALL TMAX(ICON1 ,THMAX,F3MAX,NAMEO,ENND) 
OPEN (unit=1 0,access='append',file=nameR) 
WRITE(1 0 ,1S,BN,THMAX 
CLOSE(10) 
IF ((BN.EQ.0.0).AND.(THMAX.GT.0.99*A))  GO TO 120 
C Routine for calculating speed of maximum response 
IF (BN.EQ.0.0) THEN 
IF (FLAG.EO.20) GOTO 120 
IF(THMAX.LT.ThSMAX) THEN 









OPEN (unit=1 0,access='append',ftle=nameR) 
WRITE(1 0,*)S,THX,THMAX,(rHMAXTHX)rrHMAX 
CLOSE(1 0) 
IF ((THMAX-THX)/THMAX.GT.0.05) THEN 
SI=S 1/2 






























C Iterative routines for finding the overturning slope 
IF(THMAX.LT.FRACrA) THEN 
BLASTI =BN 
OPEN(unit=1 5,file=templ I) 
READ(1 5*)BXTHX 
CLOSE(I 5) 
OPEN(unit=1 5,fde=templ ) 






IF((BN.GE.BLAST2) .OR.(BN.LE.BLAST1)) BN=BLAST2-(BLAST2-BLASTI )12.0 
ENDIF 
EN D IF 
IF(((FRACT*A.LE.THMAX) .AND . (THMAX.LE.0.99*A)) OR. (FLAG.GT .30))THEN 
OPEN (unit=1 0,access='append',file=nameR) 
WRITE(10,*)SPEED TMAXO FMAXO BN F3MAX THMAX/A 










40 FORMAT(4(F20. 12)) 
41 FORMAT(2A20,F20.12) 
42 FORMAT(A20,3F20. 12) 
43 FORMAT(2F20.1 2,A20) 
44 FORMAT(3(F20.12)) 
45 FORMAT(1 X,A32,3(1 X,F8.4)) 
46 FORMAT(8(1X,F9.3)) 
47 FORMAT(1 X,F2. 1 ,2X,F2.2,2X,5(2X,F5.0),2X,F3. 1, 
+ 2X,F4.0,2X,F2.2,2X,F2.2) 
49 FORMAT(2F20. 1 2,A6) 
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100 FORMAT(1 04(/),32(F20.12)) 
140 STOP 
END 
C subroutine for extracting the maximum theta value from the 
C DADS output file 
SUBROUTINE TMAX(ICONI ,THMAX, F3MAX,NAMEO,ENND) 
CHARACTER DUMI *21 ,DUM2*59,NAMEO*8 
REAL 





DO 54 IQ=1,10 
READ(9,1 
54 CONTINUE 
READ(9,1 1 0)DUMI ,LX,LY,LZ 
DO 55 IR=1,38 
READ(9,1 
55 CONTINUE 
READ(9,1 I 1)DUM2,GX,Gy,Gz(1) 
GZMAX=GZ(I) 
0056 IT=2,INT(20*ENND.i.1) 
DO 57 IS=1 ,33 
READ(9,*) 
57 CONTINUE 
READ(9,1 15)DUM1 ,LX,LY,LZ 
0058 IU=1 38 
READ(9,*) 
58 CONTINUE 
READ(9,1 1 6)DUM2,GX,GY,GZ(IT) 










110 FORMAT(A21 ,3(F15.6)) 
111 FORMAT(A59,3(F1 5.6)) 








C subroutine for extracting the maximum impact force value from the 








DO 54 IQ=1,61 
READ(9,1 
54 CONTINUE 
READ(9,21 0)DUMMY, F3(1) 
F3MAX=F3(1) 
DO 55 IT=2,TIME 










210 FORMAT(A29,F1 5.2) 



















In order to accurately model tyre-ground interaction, tyre stiffness and damping 
coefficients need to be known for the range of operating conditions within which 
the tyre is working. These coefficients were measured for the tyres of the dynamic 
stability test vehicle employing a dedicated tyre testing machine, at a range of 
inflation pressures, speeds, static loads, amplitudes and frequencies of vibration, and 
on a range of surfaces. All of these parameters were seen to affect the tyre 
properties, inflation pressure having the greatest influence on stiffness and rolling 
speed having the greatest affect on damping. 
Regression equations have been devised relating the tyre property coefficients to the 
operating parameters so that these coefficients can be predicted for any combination 
of operating parameters within a prescribed range. 
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1 	Introduction 
It is well documented in the literature [1, 2, 3] that the vertical stiffness and 
damping of a pneumatic tyre are functions of pressure, rolling speed, load and 
torque. It has also been observed that when subject to forced vibration, the stiffness 
and damping vary with forcing frequency and amplitude and that the type of surface 
and surface roughness can also have a significant effect. 
The extent of all these dependences is particular to the tyre, i.e its dimensions, 
whether crossply or radial and the number of plys, whether traction, ribbed or 
flotation type (in the case of agricultural tyres) and its age. 
For accurate modelling of vehicle ground interaction, especially when the tyres are 
the only suspension of the vehicle, it is necessary to know accurately the particular 
properties of the tyres being used. The only sure way to obtain this information 
about a tyre of a type/size/age combination hitherto not studied in depth is 
empirically. 
For studies in stability prediction there is no need to investigate the relationships 
between tyre properties and torque because stability is not likely to be in question in 
high torque applications. It should have been possible to investigate changes in tyre 
stiffliess and damping with inflation pressure, speed and static wheel load using the 
rolling road rig of the dynamic stability project [4], but early experimentation 
provided ambiguous results and so it was decided to make use of a rig purpose built 
for measuring tyre characteristics at the Silsoe Research Institute. 
1.1 	Objectives 
The objectives of the research outlined in this report were as follows: 
To measure the stiffness and damping of the particular tyres used on the 
project test vehicle at different inflation pressures, speeds and static wheel 
loads, and on different surfaces. 
To condense this information into regression equations so that the stiffness 
and damping of the tyre at any combination of operating conditions, within 
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the studied range, may be obtained from interpolation for use as input data 
in modelling the test vehicle behaviour. 
It was not the objective of this report to suggest mechanisms for the variations in 
tyre properties as this was not central to the author's main project which was 
concerned fundamentally with stability prediction. More detailed discussion of tyres 
may be found in the literature [1, 2 3]. 
2 	Description of the tyres used 
The tyre of the test trailer mounted on the dynamic stability test rig was one of a 
pair of Avon 10.5/85-15 crossplys (flotation type) of between 10 and 15 years of 
age. Being of the same age, make, size and construction, the two tyres were 
assumed identical and therefore interchangeable. 
3 	Description of the ground surfaces 
Experiments were conducted on smooth, rough and compliant surfaces. The 
smooth surface was constructed from large concrete slabs. The rough surface was 
an artificial rough track used in British and International standards to create typical 
tractor vibration. It was constructed from wooden slats 80 mm wide, with each slat 
separated from the next by a gap of 80 mm. More details about this track are 
available elsewhere [5]. The compliant surface was a grass field, regularly mown. 
4 	The dynamic tyre test vehicle 
4.1 	Description 
The dynamic tyre test vehicle designed by Lines and Young is described in detail 
elsewhere [6]. A photograph of this vehicle is given in Figure 1 and a schematic 
diagram showing its components in Figure 2. The components are identified in the 
text with lettered superscripts. 
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Mounted on the carriage was an electro-hydraulic ram(a), and a lever arm carrying 
the inertial mass(b) used to drive the vibration of the test wheel. Motion of the ram 
was controlled by a conventional electro-hydraulic control system, with input from 
an electrical signal provided by the experimenter, and position feedback directly 
from the position of the ram measured by an internal displacement transducer. 
Using this system the wheel could be excited with sinusoidal vibration or narrow 
band random vibration over a range of frequency from 1.5 to about 6 Hz. 
The inertial mass was positioned directly over the centre of the axle and hence the 
line of vibration force passed through it. The centre of gravity of the carriage was 
also close to this line as was the tyre contact patch on level ground and hence 
rolling and pitching of the carriage was reduced to a minimum. 
	
4.2 	Theory of using apparent mass measurement to measure tyre 
properties 
The rig was instrumented with spring-mass type accelerometers and strain-gauge 
beam force transd ucers(c). Values for the stifihess and damping coefficient of the 
tyre under test were obtained from the transfer function between the axle 
acceleration and the force at the tyre contact patch. The latter was computed from 
the force transmitted to the axle from the vibrating carriage and the axle 
acceleration. The transfer function was the apparent mass (force/acceleration) and 
from it could be derived the mechanical impedance (force/velocity) and the dynamic 
stiffness (force/displacement). The real parts of the mechanical impedance and the 
dynamic stiffness represent apparent damping and stiffness of the tyre respectively. 
More detail of this analysis may be found elsewhere [5]. 
4.3 	Use of apparatus on uneven ground 
On uneven ground the motion of the axle is no longer a true measure of the tyre 
deflection because the height of the contact patch is also changing. However if the 
tyre is excited with a sinusoidal signal of a certain frequency, then at that frequency 
the vibration of the axle is many times greater than the variation in the ground 
surface level and hence both real and imaginary parts of the transfer function could 
be used at that frequency though they were completely unreliable elsewhere. Any 
compliance or energy dissipation of the ground would also be included in the 
apparent tyre characteristics. 
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4.4 	Calibration of the tyre test vehicle instrumentation 
Calibration of all parts of the apparatus was conducted in the standard fashion for 
this machine [5]. The most critical part of this was to ensure that the ground 
reaction force was obtained correctly, since this was an ill conditioned signal 
involving the subtraction of two similar quantities. The calibration was effected 
using a calibrated force plate beneath the test wheels. The transfer function between 
the force plate signal and the signal from the instrumentation of the experimental 
machine, with the actuator receiving 1 to 8 Hz (bandpassed) random noise, was 
calculated. The magnitude of the transfer function was required to be 1 ± 0.03 and 
the phase 0 ± 1 degree between frequencies of 2 and 6 Hz. A measured example of 
this transfer function with limits is shown in Figure 3. The required limits 
represented errors of about 3% and 10% in stiffness and damping estimates 
respectively. 
5 	Tyre stiffness from system natural frequency 
By exciting the system with a swept sine or a randomly varying force the same 
apparatus could be used to measure stiffness by measuring the frequency of the 
transfer function peak at resonance. This provided a further cross check on the 
apparatus but was not so useful as a general technique because the 
effect of oscillation frequency on stiffliess could not be observed. The system as set 
up had only one oscillatory degree of freedom and so the tyre stiffness could be 
predicted very simply from 
Kr (2rf) 2 m 
where 
Kr 	is the tyre stiffness 
f 	is the oscillation frequency 
M 	is the oscillated mass. 
6 	Experimental design and procedure 
It was decided to investigate the changes in lyre stiffness and damping which 
occurred with changes in lyre pressure, speed, static wheel load, frequency, 
amplitude and surface. Because of limitations in time it was not possible to conduct 
a 'complete' set of experiments, i.e. variation of each single parameter value with 
every,  other parameter value (which would be 36  experiments for 3 settings of each 
parameter), and so it was necessary to adopt a 'skeleton' approach whereby 
parameters were varied one at a time about a standard set-up. Tyre pressure and 
static wheel load could only be conveniently adjusted in the workshop and so this 
placed a restriction on the order in which experiments were carried out. Speed, 
amplitude and frequency could be easily set within the cab of the test vehicle. 
Unfortunately, in most cases there was only sufficient time to have 3 settings of the 
parameters which meant that there was a shortage of data at the analysis stage (see 
later). 
The order of experiments within a series was randomised to prevent outside 
influences appearing as trends. During a series of measurements checks would be 
frequently made to ensure that the conditions remained as constant as reasonably 
possible. 
Repetition of experiments was not generally necessary since each result was the 
mean of a sample of at least 100 oscillations of the tyre. To achieve this number at 
higher speeds, two passes of the track were necessary. However, the 'standard' 
experiment was repeated a few times to observe the influence of unaccounted for 
changes. 
It should be noted that some trends could be masked because the data set does not 
truly have only one variable changing at a time since it was impossible to predict 
with certainty the amplitude and frequency of the tyre oscillation during a run just 
by setting the controls. The exact values for these were extracted from the complete 
time series at the analysis stage. Also outside factors could have have an effect, Eg. 
temperature. 
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7 	Experimental parameter ranges, considerations and errors 
Damping coefficient measurements were obtained concurrent with stiffness 
coefficient measurements from the same data. Hence both had the same range of 
settings for each parameter. 
7.0.1 Inflation pressure 
The tyre inflation pressure was varied between 15 and 25 psi (1.03 and 1.72 bar) 
since this was a typical inflation pressure range for these tyres when used on the 
dynamic stability test rig. For experiments with the two tyres in parallel, the tyres 
were always set to the same pressure within 0.05 bar and the pressure value was 
taken as the mean of the two. The tyre pressure was remeasured at intervals during 
a series of runs and was found to vary only slightly. Increases in pressure were 
attributed to increases in the temperature of the air inside the tyres as heat was 
dissipated due to friction in the rubber. Decreases were caused by air losses during 
the pressure measurement itself. During the first series of runs the pressure was 
measured on three occasions, but after this only before and after the whole series. 
7.0.2 Rolling speed 
The speed range considered was from 2 to 15 km/h (0.56 to 4.17 m/s). This 
covered the range of speed available on the dynamic stability test rig. It was easily 
possible to maintain a steady speed because of the high draught of the vehicle and a 
hand throttle which could be set. 
7.0.3 Static wheel load 
Static . wheel loads of 4850, 7200 and 13800 N were imposed on the tyres (as 
measured using the 'force plate' mentioned in Section 4.4). For th drc.ni'c stc.b-. 
-,t- r 
prdperties at low static wheel loads were of particular interest and so both test tyres 
were mounted simultaneously on the axle for most of the experiments. 4850 N per 
tyre was the absolute minimum static wheel load possible using this tyre test 
machine since the minimum weight of the wheel carriage was 9700 N and only two 
tyres were available to share the load. 
This minimum static wheel load was already considerably greater than even the 
maximum static wheel load applied on the dynamic stability test rig, and for the 
majority of experiments, an extra 480 kg was added to the inertial mass so that 
greater amplitudes of oscillation could be achieved. The highest loading condition 
was achieved by removing one of the wheels though this meant that the tyre was 
slightly overloaded. 
7.0.4 Oscillation amplitude 
A range of peak to peak oscillation amplitudes from 5 to 17 mm were applied to the 
tyres. The amplitude could only be kept to within about 20% by the control system, 
probably because of ground irregularities, but the error in the finally recorded value 
of amplitude (obtained from the power spectrum of the axle acceleration) was small 
because of the number of cycles. 
7.0.5 Oscillation frequency 
The oscillation frequency was varied between 2.2 and 4 Hz and kept to within 0.1 
Hz during a run. This frequency range encompasses most of the ground induced 
vibration encountered on agricultural vehicles. 
7.0.6 Ground surface 
The actual roughness or compliance of the surfaces used was not known 0r- 
fl1C.fjLre(. 
8 	Experimental results 
The full set of experimental conditions and results is provided as Table Al 
(Appendix A). The recorded stiffness and damping values are the measured results 
divided by two for those experiments when there were two tyres mounted on the 
axle. The recorded loads are the loads per tyre. Figures 4a to 8b display graphically 
subsets of the results showing the general relationships with the different 
parameters, in each case all other parameters having been kept as constant as 
possible. The curves on the figures are polynomial fits to the predicted values from 
the best-fit regression equations. The observed relationships were compared 
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qualitatively with those recorded by Lines [2,3] who has made one of the most 
comprehensive studies of agricultural tyres, using the same apparatus described 
here. This comparison was useful because it provided more depth and certainty to 
the results. It should be borne in mind however, that most of his results are for 
radial tyres of the traction type, subject to higher loads. 
	
8.1 	Repeatability of experiments 
Measurements of the tyre properties with the operating conditions as close as 
possible to the 'standard set-up were made on 3 different days so that the extent of 
the influence of external factors could be observed (Expts. 11, 13, 32). From these 
results it could be seen that repeatability in stiffness and damping measurements was 
within the error bars of 3% and 10% respectively, from the calibration. 
8.2 	Variations in tyre stiffness with different parameters 
8.2.1 Tyre inflation pressure 
The tyre stiffness was seen to be highly dependent on inflation pressure and to 
increase linearly with inflation pressure at all pressures, at all speeds and on all 
surfaces of the experiments (Figure 4a). This was consistent with Lines. The 
magnitude of the pressure dependence (kN/nilbar) did not appear to be affected by 
change in speed, but reduced slightly on the rough track. 
8.2.2 Rolling speed 
The tyre stifThess was seen to decrease with increasing speed between 0.5 and 4 mIs 
with the rate of decrease being greatest at low speeds (Figure 5a). This was 
consistent with Lines. 
8.2.3 Static wheel load 
The relationship between static wheel load and tyre stifihess did not appear simple 
(Figure 6a). There appeared to be a load at which the stiffness reached a minimum 
level and with a further increase in load it increased again. Lines recorded only a 
slight increase in tyre stifihess with static wheel load at low speeds and no 
significant dependence at higher speeds (>3m/s)  though his results are for greater 
static wheel loads than applied here. 
8.2.4 Amplitude of oscillation 
There appeared to be a slight decrease in stiffhess with amplitude for this tyre with 
7200N static wheel load on concrete, though possibly a slight increase at the higher 
load (Figure 7a). Lines observed, for a tractor ribbed front tyre, small decreases in 
stiffness with increasing amplitude though so small as to be almost within the 
random variation in the measurements. The results in Figure 7a suggested the 
possibility of there being interaction between amplitude and static wheel load. This 
was not considered by Lines. 
8.2.5 Frequency of oscillation 
The tyre stiffness was observed to increase slightly and linearly with oscillation 
frequency (Figure 8a). The rate of increase appeared to increase with speed. Lines 
also observed a small increase in stilThess with frequency, though with the rate of 
increase decreasing with speed. 
8.2.6 Surface 
The apparent tyre stiffness is seen to reduce by about 10% when on the artificial 
rough track or on grass (Figures. 4a, 5a, 6a and 7a). Lines recorded a smaller 
reduction in stiffness on grass but a similar reduction on the rough track. A 
reduction in stifihess on grass is consistent with the idea of the tyre and ground 
being springs in series [7]. The reduction in stiffness on the rough track was likely 
owing to localised penetration of the tyre carcass by the corners of the blocks from 
which the rough track was made. 
8.3 	Variations in tyre damping with different parameters 
8.3.1 Inflation pressure 
The tyre damping was not seen to vary consistently with inflation pressure (Figure 
4b). This was consistent with Lines' findings for other tyres though he observed an 
increase in damping with inflation pressure over a larger pressure range. 
8.3.2 Rolling speed 
The tyre damping was observed to be highly dependent on rolling speed (Figure 
5b). For the speed range considered, the damping decreased with speed. This was 
consistent with Lines though he reported that the damping coefficient increased 
from zero speed to a maximum at about 0.2 m/s and then decreased with further 
increases in speed. 
8.3.3 Static wheel load 
The tyre damping was observed to decrease with increasing static wheel load at low 
speeds but at higher speeds it appeared to be almost independent of static wheel 
load (Figure 6b). Lines recorded an increase in damping with static wheel load at all 
speeds. 
8.3.4 Amplitude of oscillation 
Measurements were made at 1.4 m./s. They suggested that the tyre damping was 
independent of oscillation amplitude on concrete and on grass, and at different static 
loadings (Figure 7b). Lines reported for a tractor ribbed front tyre, a slight negative 
relationship at low speeds (0, 0.28 m/s) and a slight positive one at higher speeds 
(2.8, 4.2 m/s). This could suggest no dependence on amplitude at 1.4 m/s. 
8.3.5 Frequency of oscillation 
The tyre damping was found to decrease with increasing vibration frequency in a 
linear manner (Figure 8b) though at a smaller rate at higher speeds. This was 
consistent with Lines. Across a greater bandwidth, Lines' results suggested a non-
linear relationship between frequency and damping. There was no evidence of this 
observed here. 
8.3.6 Surface 
On grass the system damping was seen to reduce by about 10% (Figure 7b). This 
was not observed by Lines who recorded a 20% increase in damping on grass 
compared to concrete. However, a reduction in the damping would be expected on 
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the basis that the damping of the soil was in series with the tyre. On the artificial 
rough track the damping was also seen to reduce (Figure Sb). This was observed by 
Lines. The reduction in damping on the rough track was likely owing to localised 
penetration of the tyre carcass by the corners of the blocks from which the rough 
track was made. 
8.4 	Tyre stiffness from system natural frequency 
The tyre stiffness results recorded in Table Al for experiments 49 and 50 were 
calculated from the resonance frequencies with these set-ups. These values were 
observed to be within 2% of the values obtained from the apparent mass method at 
other frequencies (i.e experiments 15 and 48) and close to the predictions made 
using regression analysis (see later). 
9 	Regression analysis 
The regression analysis was conducted using Minitab software release 6.0 [8]. 
9.1 	Introduction 
Having identified the basic trends in the data, regression equations may be more 
simply sought. As mentioned previously, no attempt has been made to explain the 
physical mechanisms behind the documented changes in tyre properties (except with 
surface) and the regression equations seek only to provide a conveniant method for 
predicting these properties within the ranges of the parameters of the experiment, 
although in the case of static wheel load some extrapolation is unavoidable (see 
Section 7.3) 
It should be borne in mind that this is not a 'complete' set of results and that it 
remains possible that other interactive relationships may exist which cannot be 
investigated without further data. 
9.2 	Theory 
In regression analysis the best straight line fit to a set of data is identified by 
minimising the sum of the squares of the distances from the line to the points. These 
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distances are the differences between the measured and predicted results and are 
called residuals. Multiple regression equations of the form 
y = a + bx + b2X2+. . 
are sought, where y in this case is tyre stiffness or damping, Xi. . . x are factors in 
the regression such as inflation pressure, 1/speed or amplitude x load and a ,b1.. . b, 
are the coefficients of the factors. 
How well an equation fits the data can be expressed by the coefficient of 
determination. This coefficient is the ratio of the variation in the data which is 
explained by this regression, to the total variation in the data. It is the square of the 




where 9i represents the predicted value of yi from a regression model and y the 
mean value ofy. 
9.3 	Including the effects of different surfaces 
The changes in stiffness and damping which result from a change. from concrete to 
grass or to the artificial rough track are similar and so for want of more data the 
effects of these are taken as the same, although the actual mechanism of them is 
likely to be different (i.e due to ground compliance on the grass but due to localised 
tyre penetration on the rough road). Hereafter, the set of results obtained on the 
concrete is referred to as "on road data" and the combined set of rough track and 
grass results as "off road data". 
It is possible to analyse all of the data simultaneously and still consider the 
possibility that some of the coefficients may differ significantly depending on the 
surface. This is done using a regression equation of the form: 
y= (air  + ai)+ (bi r + b1 0 )x+. .. +(b,,,+ b1 0 )Xn 
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where the subscripts r and o denote the surfaces 'on-road' and 'off-road' 
respectively. 
It was not possible to consider coefficients for speed cubed and load squared on 
different surfaces because within the off road data there were only three speed 
conditions and two load conditions. Also in the case of frequency, there was an 
insufficient spread of values within the off road data to attach any meaning to 
stiffness changes with frequency for that data set alone. 
9.4 	Tyre stiffness and damping regression equationc 
From consideration of Figures 4a to 7b, the tyre properties appeared to vary in a 
linear manner with pressure and frequency, and in some higher order manner with 
speed and load. The true shapes of these curves were unknown owing to shortage 
of data, and while Lines' more comprehensive data set points to more complex 
relationships, the best approach to this data was thought to be as follows: 
I) 	A reciprocal fit in speed in the case of stiffness (since this is asymptotic at 
high speed as predicted by Lines) 
A cubic fit in speed in the case of damping (the highest order possible with 
only 4 speeds- to account for the slight nonlinearity) 
A quadratic fit in load (the highest order fit possible with only 3 different 
loading conditions) for both cases. 
In the case of stiffness, there appeared to be interactions between frequency and 
speed and between load and amplitude. In the case of damping, there appeared to 
be interaction between load and speed. Hence terms in frequency x speed, load x 
amplitude and load x speed needed to be included in an initial attempt at a 
regression fit. Factors were removed from the regression, one at a time, if there was 
a greater than 5% chance that their coefficients were zero. 
It was worth considering also the possibility of a dependence on amplitude, 
probably small, which could be masked by small changes in other factors such as 
pressure or frequency, but could be identified by regression analysis taking all 
factors into account. 
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Tables la and lb give the coefficients of the best fit regression equations, with their 
respective standard errors and the probability that each coefficient was zero. The R 2 
values for the stiffhess and damping equations were 99% and 95% respectively. The 
steps taken to arrive at these specific factors and coefficients are fully documented 
in Appendix B. 
The residuals from the final regression fits are plotted against each of the factors 
(Figures Cia to C5b, Appendix C) to show that no obvious trends remained 
unaccounted for. The fitted values are tabulated beside the measured values in 
Table Al (Appendix A). 
9.5 	Tyre stiffness and damping regression equations for practical use 
In most practical applications, the tyres would not receive sinusoidal forced 
vibration. For this reason it was desirable to have equations independent of 
oscillation frequency and amplitude for predicting tyre properties. Also it was 
unfortunately not possible to measure the tyre properties at very low static loads 
and so some extrapolation was necessary for predicting tyre properties under these 
conditions. 
To create a practical equation for predicting tyre stifThess, it was decided to remove 
static wheel load from the regression since it accounted for only a small amount of 
the variance in the data in the measurement range. This meant that if the coefficients 
for pressure and speed were unchanged from the previous tyre stiffness equation 
and a change was made in the constant term to account for the absence of load, 
amplitude and frequency terms, an equation was created with as much integrity as 
the original one based on the full variation of the data, and with only a small loss in 
accuracy. 
Creating a practical equation for predicting tyre damping was more dificult since the 
static wheel load and oscillation frequency terms accounted for more of the variance 
in the data. This meant that when both were removed from the regression, 
the ensuing equation had very little accuracy. Hence static wheel load was retained 
and only frequency removed from the regression since static wheel load could at 
least be easily measured. However, it was found that only a very small amount of 
the variance in the tyre damping data could be accounted for by using the same 
coefficients of speed and load as before and thus it was necessary to conduct a 
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complete new regression with frequency and amplitude terms omitted. This meant 
that the new damping equation related less well to the real tyre behaviour than the 
original one. 
The coefficients of the 'practical' equations are given in Tables 2a and 2b. Also in 
these tables is shown the parameter ranges, both measured and used, and the 
maximum predicted influence of these parameters in use. The coefficients of 
determination for these equations were 97% and 85% for stifihess and damping 
respectively. The fitted values for tyre stiffness and damping based on these 
equations are also tabulated alongside the original 'raw' data in Table Al (Fit 2). 
9.6 	Discussion of regression equations 
In general, factors were removed from the regression if there was a greater than 5% 
probability that the coefficient for this factor was zero. 
The extent of influence of individual factors within the measured ranges can be 
gauged from inspection of Tables B  and B4 (Appendix B). 
By considering the variation in tyre properties with all parameters very good 
regression fits could be achieved. The smaller R 2 value for the damping equation 
probably resulted from more random variation in the data owing to less precise 
calibration. Inevitably the R 2 values were less for the 'practical' regression equations 
because factors which were known to be significant were not included. The most 
significant of these were the frequency terms in the damping equation. 
Over all the rolling tyre experiments the regression equations predicted the actual 
measured tyre property values with the mean errors and 95% confidence limits of 
errors given in Table 3. Outwith the measured ranges of the parameters, careful 
consideration needs to be given to the likely trends before the predicted tyre 
property coefficients are believed, for example at low static wheel loads. 
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10 	Conclusions 
The following conclusions were drawn from the contents of this report: 
The dynamic tyre testing apparatus provided measurements of tyre stiffness and 
damping with small error limits and good repeatability. The stiffness measurements 
agreed closely with those obtained from resonance measurements using the same 
apparatus. 
The stiffness of the tested tyres was most greatly dependent on inflation pressure 
with lesser dependence on speed, static wheel load, and frequency. On concrete 
there was a small dependence on amplitude. 
The damping of the tested tyres was most greatly dependent on rolling speed but 
depended considerably on frequency and static wheel load and had almost no 
dependence on pressure and amplitude. 
The stiffness and damping of the tested tyres under forced oscillation may now be 
predicted with less than 2.5% error and 10% error respectively, from knowledge of 
the operating conditions, on smooth concrete, on an artificial rough track and on 
grass, by using the regression equations within the defined ranges of the parameters. 
The stiffness and damping of the tested tyres when not under forced oscillation or 
when the frequency and amplitude of the oscillation are unknown may now be 
predicted to within 4.5% and 18% respectively. 
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Figure .1 Schematic diagram of tyre test vehicle 
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Figures 4a and 4b Effect of inflation pressure, speed and surface on tyre 
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properties. 5a (top); Tyre stiffness. 5b; Tyre damping. 
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Figures 6a and 6b Effect of static wheel load and speed on tyre properties. 6a 
(top); Tyre stiffness. 6b; lyre damping. 
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Figures 7a and 7b Effect of oscillation amplitude, static wheel load and 
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Figures 8a and 8b Effect of oscillation frequency and speed on tyre 
properties. 8a (top); lyre stiffness. 8b; lyre damping. 
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Table la 	Regression equation coefficients for tyre stiffness 
Factor Surface Units Coeff Standard Probability of 
Deviation coeif being zero 
constant on-road 129.1 12.8 0 
off-road 106.2 13.5 0 
pressure on-mad (bar) 123.5 2.9 0 
off-road (bar) 105.2 3.9 0 
I/speed both (s/rn) 12.7 .9 0 
load on-road (N) -.01077 .002 0 
off-road (N) -.00889 .002 0 
load2 both (N)2 4.7e-7 le-7 0 
amplitude on-road (nun) -2.82 .71 .008 
amplitude x load on-road (mm.N) .00024 .00008 0 
frequency both (Hz) 4.87 1.1 0 
Table lb 	Regression equation coefficients for tyre damping 
Factor Surface Units Coeff Standard Probability of 
Deviation coeff being zero 
constant on-road 4423 302 0 
off-road 4133 273 0 
speed on-road (m/s) -1499 198 0 
off-road (m/s) -1327 179 0 
speed3 both (rn/s)3 7.56 2.2 .001 
1oad2 both (N)2 -4.66e-6 5.5e-7 0 
load x speed both (N.mls) .0348 .00644 0 
frequency both (Hz) -576 81.6 0 
frequency x speed both (Hz.m/s) 215 51 0 
Table 2a and Table 2 b (See overleaf) 







95% confidence limits 
(upper) 	(lower) 
la -0.081 1.075 2.07 	 -2.23 
lb 0.159 4.928 10.01 -9.70 
2a -0.027 2.161 4.29 	 -4.35 
2b 0.520 8.799 18.11 -17.05 
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Table 2a 	Coefficients of a practical equation for tyre stiffness and influence of parameters 
Factor Surface Units Coeff Standard Probability of Parameter range parameter 
deviation coeff being zero measured used influence 
(KN/m) 
constant both 84.8 13.6 0 
pressure on-road (bar) 123.5 3.4 0 1.0 to 1.7 1.0 to 1.7 87 
off-road (bar) 105.2 3.6 0 1.0to1.7 1.0to1.7 73 
I/speed both (s/rn) 12.7 .9 0 .56to4.2 .80to3.6 -12.3 
Table 2b 	Coefficients of a practical equation for tyre damping and influence of parameters 
Factor Surface Units Coeff Standard Probability of Parameter range parameter 
deviation coeff being zero measured used influence 
(Ns/m) 
constant on-road 756 257 0.005 
off-road omitted 
• pressure on-road (bar) omitted 
off-road (bar) 357 173 0.046 1.0 to 1.7 1.0W 1.7 250 
speed on-road (mis) omitted 0.56 to 4.2 0.8 to 3.6 -1800 
off-road (mis) -648 105 0 0.56 to 2.8 0.8 to 3.6 -540 
toad on-road (N) 0.285 0.054 0 5e3 to 14e3 0 to 5e3 1320 
off-road (N) 0.375 0.053 0 7e3 to 14e3 0 to 5e3 1770 
speed2 on-road (mis)2 -277 51 0 
off-road (mis)2 omitted 
speed3 both (rn/s) 3 39.1 8.8 0 
load2 both (N)2 -1.89e-5 2.5e-6 0 
load 	speed both (Nmls) 0.0305 0.0117 0.13 
I able Al Tyre stiffness and damping variation with experimental 
conditions and fitted values. 
Expt. 
No. 
Day Surface Tyre Road Static Vehicle oscillation Measured Estimated tyre stiffness Measured Estimated tyre damping pressure speed wheel tyre stiffness tyre damping 
load 
amp. (rms) freq. Fit 1 Fit 2 Fit 1 Fit 2 
(bar) (mis) (N) (mm) (Hz) (KNIm) (KNIm) (KN/m) (Ns/m) (Ns/m) (Ns/m) m 1 1 concrete 1.379 0.00 4850 7.27 4.00 310.50 265.4 255.1 1610 2009.1 1694.4 
2 1 concrete 1.379 1.39 4850 7.00 4.00 276.50 275.0 2642 1490 1446.1 1470.1 
3 1 concrete 1.379 2.78 4850 7.00 4.00 271.00 270.4 259.7 1035 1005.0 806.3 
4 1 concrete 1.379 0.56 4850 7.17 4.00 287.00 288.4 277.9 1655 1777.1 1697.8 
5 2 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 14.00 3.18 252.00 255.2 264.2 1630.5 1655.3 1703.9 
6 2 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 9.55 2.16 255.50 255.1 264.2 2035 1938.0 1703.9 
7 2 concrete 1.365 1.39 7200 7.19 2.68 258.95 258.5 262.5 1890 1793.9 1703.9 
8 2 concrete 1.365 1.39 7200 7.08 3.66 264.95 263.4 262.5 1673.5 1522.2 1703.9 
9 2 concrete 1.345 0.56 7200 6.69 3.22 274.50 272.8 273.6 2136.5 2046.8 1871.8 
10 2 concrete 1.345 2.78 7200 6.91 3.21 253.45 254.3 255.4 1142 1083.4 1139.7 
11 2 concrete 1.345 1.39 7200 6.88 3.22 261.85 258.9 260.0 1750 1644.2 1703.9 
12 3 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 17.20 3.20 254.80 251.8 264.2 1492.5 1649.7 1703.9 
13 3 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 7.04 3.19 267.20 262.9 264.2 1682 1652.5 1703.9 
14 3 rough 1.379 1.39 7200 7.10 3.18 237.75 236.0 239.0 1333.5 1534.8 1416.8 a 15 3 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 9.68 2.17 254.00 255.0 264.2 1851 1935.3 1703.9 
16 3 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 9.36 3.95 264.15 264.0 264.2 1461 1441.8 1703.9 a 17 3 concrete 1.379 2.78 7200 7.92 3.95 258.70 261.0 259.7 1065.5 1099.5 1139.7 
18 3 concrete 1.379 0.56 7200 9.02 3.95 275.40 278.1 277.9 1694 1713.5 1871.8 
19 3 rough 1.379 0.56 7200 6.62 3.20 250.10 249.8 252.6 1969.5 1833.8 1859.0 
20 3 concrete 1.034 1.39 7200 6.69 3.19 222.35 220.7 221.6 1647.5 1652.5 1703.9 3. 21 3 rough 1.034 0.56 7200 6.37 3.19 210.00 213.5 216.4 1730 1838.3 1735.9 
22 3 concrete 1.034 0.56 7200 6.69 3.19 234.10 234.3 235.3 1977 2060.5 1871.8 
23 3 rough 1.034 2.78 7200 5.00 3.20 200.80 195.3 198.2 1159 1132.3 1128.1 W 
24 3 concrete 1.034 4.17 7200 6.32 3.19 217.95 215.0 215.6 759 757.1 766.2 
25 3 rough 1.034 1.39 7200 5.77 3.19 200.50 199.8 202.7 1467.5 1532.1 1293.7 
26 3 concrete 1.034 2.78 7200 7.04 3.19 218.05 215.7 217.1 992.5 1083.0 1139.7 
27 4 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 5.70 2.14 255.10 259.2 264.2 1856 1943.6 1703.9 
28 4 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 5.88 4.00 270.45 268.1 264.2 1483 1428.0 1703.9 
29 4 concrete 1.379 2.78 7200 5.94 4.00 262.55 263.5 259.7 1052.5 1100.6 1139.7 
t'J 
00 
30 4 concrete 1.379 0.56 7200 6.09 4.00 281.80 281.5 277.9 
31 4 concrete 1.379 4.17 7200 6.19 3.27 252.10 258.1 258.1 
32 4 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 6.36 3.27 261.35 264.0 264.2 
33 4 rough 1.379 2.78 7200 4.99 3.17 225.05 231.4 234.4 
34 4 concrete 1.724 1.39 7200 6.76 3.23 308.65 305.9 306.8 
35 4 rough 1.724 1.39 7200 6.18 3.22 272.85 272.5 275.2 
36 4 concrete 1.724 0.56 7200 6.81 3.22 321.05 319.5 320.5 
37 4 concrete 1.724 2.78 7200 6.92 3.21 301.50 301.1 302.2 
38 4 rough 1.724 0.56 7200 8.14 3.21 288.35 286.1 288.9 
39 4 concrete 1.724 4.17 7200 7.19 3.20 301.25 299.2 300.7 
40 4 concrete 1.724 1.39 7200 6.77 3.20 306.55 305.8 306.8 
41 5 concrete 1.379 0.56 13800 5.85 3.93 283.80 284.5 277.9 
42 5 concrete 1.379 2.78 13800 5.70 3.97 261.40 266.4 259.7 
43 5 concrete 1.379 1.39 13800 6.26 3.95 274.60 271.2 264.2 
44 5 concrete 1.379 1.39 13800 5.22 3.20 270.60 267.0 264.2 
45 5 grass 1.379 1.39 13800 515 3.20 243.40 242.6 239.0 
46 5 grass 1.379 2.78 13800 5.13 3.20 235.00 238.0 234.4 
47 5 grass 1.379 1.39 13800 12.22 3.20 24460 242.6 239.0 
48 5 concrete 1.379 1.39 13800 12.28 3.20 270.75 270.5 264.2 
49 5 concrete 1.379 1.39 7200 10 2.957 253.30 258.5 264.2 
50 5 concrete 1.379 1.39 13800 10 2.1973 265.60 264.5 264.2 
1726.5 1690.6 1871.8 
803.5 782.7 766.2 
1591 1630.3 1703.9 
1100 1131.7 1251.1 
1728 1641.4 1703.9 
1687 1523.8 1539.9 
2045 2046.8 1871.8 
1067 1083.4 1139.7 
1857.5 1829.2 1982.0 
769.5 760.3 766.2 
1636.5 1649.7 1703.9 
1151 1204.6 1241.6 
1049 1093.3 957.4 
1106 1115.6 1241.7 
1344 1323.5 1241.7 
1212 1203.0 1272.3 
1169.5 1125.7 1106.6' 
1217 1203.0 1272.3 
1347 1323.5 1241.7 
Appendix B 	Steps in regression analysis 
A regression equation for lyre stiffness 
Minitab revision 6 can deduce the best regression fit for up to fifteen factors. This 
happened to be the initial number of factors identified as possibly being relevant in 
an equation for tyre stiffness in Section 9.4. Hence the first stage for this regression 
was to conduct a best regression search. The results of this initial search may be 
seen in Table B 1. C-p and s are measures of unaccounted for variance and so it may 
be seen which terms need to be included to account for the most variance. Table B 1 
suggests that there is no amplitude dependence in tyre stiffness off-road. Taking this 
into account we arrive at the coefficients in Table B2. At this stage we can see that 
the coefficient for the frequency and speed interaction term is not significantly 
different from zero at the 5% level, and also that the on road and off road 
coefficients for 1/speed are not significantly different from each other. Hence we 
arrive at the final set of coefficients as listed in Table la in the main report. 
A regression equation for lyre damping 
Coefficients of a regression equation for tyre damping considering all the possible 
factors and interactions between factors as identified in Section 9.4 are given as 
Table B3 together with the standard deviation and probability of each coefficient 
being zero. From these results, it would appear that the coefficients of speed square 
and static wheel load are not significantly different from zero, nor indeed is that of 
pressure when on the road and so to proceed these factors have been removed from 
the regression. 
A best regression search has been conducted amongst the remaining factors and is 
given as Table B4. This suggests the removal of the amplitude and static wheel load 
interaction factor, and the off road amplitude factor. The ensuing regression is given 
in Table B5. This suggests the removal of the remaining amplitude and pressure 
terms. A t-test on the coefficients for speed and speed x static wheel load, with 
respect to surface, shows there to be no significant difference in their magnitudes on 
and off the road. Hence we arrive at the final set of coefficients as listed in Table lb 
in the main report. 
Ii1 
Table BI 	Best subsets regression of tyre stiffness 
iu. ii vanaoies 1 	2 3 	4 	5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Variable Surface 
constant on-road * S * S * * * * S * S 
off-road * * * * * S * S * * S 
pressure on-road 	 * S 	 * 	S * S * * * S * S S S 
off-road * * * * S * * * * * S S S S 
1/speed on-road S 	 S S S S S S S S S S 
off-road S S S S * S a 
load on-road * 
off-road S * S 
(load)2 both S * * * 
amplitude on-road * 
off-road 
amplitude x load on-road * * * 
off-road 
frequency both 	5 * 	S * * * * * * 
* 
* 
frequency x speed both * 
IV1CdSWCOL 	 L-p 	 54U1.4 	1260.1 	470.0 	298.7 	172.5 	107.2 	64.6 	49.3 	40.4 	34.6 	20.5 	14.3 	13.0 	14.0 	15.0 variance s 39.867 15.827 10.023 8.2424 6.5681 5.4765 4.5951 4.2213 3.9732 3.7958 3.3074 3.0355 2.9395 2.9402 2.9410 remaining 
Table B2. Regression coefficients for tyre stiffness 
based on 'best regression' analysis 
Factor Surface Coeff stdev probability of 
coeff being zero 
constant on-road 130.2 12.6 0 
off-road 105.6 13.3 0 
pressure on-road 123.3 2.8 0 
off-road 104.8 3.9 0 
1/speed on-road 10.04 1.74 0 
off-road 10.75 2.01 0 
load on-road -.0105 .0021 0 
off-road -.0085 .0022 0 
load squared both 4.5e-7 1.0e-7 0 
amplitude on-road -2.96 .73 0 
off-road omitted 
amplitude * load on-road .000244 .000084 .006 
off-road omitted 
frequency both 5.96 1.23 0 
frequency * speed both -.455 .25 .077 
Table B3. Regression coefficients for tyre damping 
considering all likely factors (Initial step) 
Factor Surface Coeff stdev probability of 
constant on-road 4195 408 
coeff being zero 
0 
off-road 5617 908 0 pressure on-road 57.3 71.5 .43 
off-road 426 128 .003 speed on-road -1182 214 0 
off-road -1639 233 0 
speed squared on-road -147 77.4 .068 
off-road -44.1 71.6 .543 speed cubed both 28.15 11.5 .021 load on-road .029 .054 .597 
off-road -.1102 .091 .239 load squared both -6.95e-6 2.57e-6 .012 load * speed on-road .0318 .0069 0 
off-road .0493 .0153 .003 
amplitude on-road -31.5 18.3 .096 
off-road -314 119 .014 
amplitude * load on-road .00254 .0021 .239 
off-road .0228 .0088 .016 
frequency both -571 72 0 
frequency * speed both 229 46 0 
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Table B4 	Best subsets regression of tyre damping 







speed 3 both 
Ioad2 both 




amplitude x load on-road 
off-road 
frequency both 	* 
frequency x speed both 
* 	* * * * * * * * * * * 	* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * S 
* * * 	* 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * 	* 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * S 	 * 
* * * * * * * * 
* * * •* * * * 	* 




S * * * * * * * * * * 
S S S S * S S S S * 	S 
Measure of 	C-p 	1677.2 978.1 	211.4 	123.4 	101.0 	76.1 	61.2 	35.3 	28.3 	16.6 	13.5 	11.8 	12.8 	13.8 	15.0 
variance s 476.52 370.97 186.51 151.36 141.16 128.20 119.54 101.53 95.605 84.560 80.547 77.706 77.676 77.660 77.878 
remaining 
Table B5. Regression coefficients for tyre damping 
based on 'best regression' analysis 
Factor Surface Coeff stdev 
constant on-road 4508 295 
off-road 3861 304 
pressure on-road omitted 
off-road 203 110 
speed on-road -1433 191 
off-road -1326 178 
speed squared on-road omitted 
off-road omitted 
speed cubed both 7.225 2.14 
load on-road omitted 
off-road omitted 
load squared both -4.63e-6 5.4e-7 
load * speed on-road .0327 .0066 
off-road .036 .0071 
amplitude on-road -8.2 5.9 
off-road omitted 
amplitude * load on-road omitted 
off-road omitted 
frequency both 583 78.7 
frequency * speed both 216 49 
probability of 












APPENDIX C 	Residuals of tyre properties regression equations 
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1.4 	 1.6 	 1.8 
Tyre pressure (bar) 
Figures CIa and CIb 	Inflation pressure. CIa (top); lyre stiffness. 
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U 	 1 	 2 	3 	4 	5 
Vehicle speed (m/s) 
Figures C2a and C2b 	Vehicle speed. C2a (top); Tyre stiffness. 
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Static Wheel Load (N) 
Figures C3a and C3b 	Static wheel load. Ma (top); Tyre stiffness. 
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0 	 5 	 10 	 15 	 20 
RMS amplitude of test tyre oscillation (mm) 
Figures C4a and C4b 	Oscillation amplitude. C4a (top); Tyre stiffness. 
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L 	 2.b 	 3 	 35 	 4 
Frequency of test tyre oscillation (Hz) 
Figures C5a and C5b 	Oscillation frequency. C5a (top); Tyre stiffness. 
C5b; Tyre damping 
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